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BUSINESS CARDS.

Greek Latin and

Attorney

^8ook'KeePlu&’
S4Xtpaintin°g
Hoard
in

Seminary,
840 Per Irrm.
Prixalc Pamiiiet, 84 Per week.
At-Seminary, Young Ladies only, board. Each
room tor two
persons, who are required to find
sheets, pillow cases, towels auilts, ana toilet soap.

HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
New Gloucester, Me.

Law, THE

35 OLD STATIC HOUSE,

FALL Term of this Institution will comA
mence the first Tuesday in September 1873.
limited number of pupils only will be admitted. For
further particulars apply for circulars to the princi-

pals,

aul

Cm
__

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
STAPLES &

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM
ENGINES,
Steam Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shafting,
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings of
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.

Highest

sale.

12 Pine

215 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.
aprlitf
Portland, Me*

GEO. E. COLONS,

ARTIST,

316 CONGRESS STREET,
Is prepared to make all the various styles of Card*
PictaiVA, Rrmbraot, Medallion, A*c., from
Retouched Negatived.
By this process we
Cet riil ef Freckled. Wo I cm and other imperfect ion* of the Skin.
For all of which no
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
jtlease. Call and examine for yourselves.
mcblSdtf

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

PATENT AGENTS,
74 MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIf'EN TO REJECTED CASES.

apra

WM.

M.

Book, Card

eodtf

Misses Symonds, will re-open their School
tor Young Ladies on
THURSDAY, September 18th.
Catalogues may be obtained of the Principals.
au7
dSw

MARKS

& Job Printer

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
seemed, and at the lowest prices.

164 & 166 Washington Street,

at No.
15J Exc hange street, March 3d. to be under
the charge of Capt. Edward Breen ana C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Cant.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. H.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Suu and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.
febl9tf

A

_d3m

GEO. D. JOST
STREET,

All orders promptly attended to.

Jyl7d3m

MSsT PAULDING,
Medical

Clairvovant,

IIO. 346 COnOBESN ST.
Hours » A. H. to 5 P. 1TI.

L.

TERM commences First
tember.
German and French Department

FALL

Eaton Family School for Boys,

NORRIDGEWOCK,

6

MAY

STREET.

d4w

THE NATIONAL SPRING BED.

Jyntr_
JAMES

O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

has removed to

NO. 84 1-9 HIDDLE STRUCT,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

feblO__

HOOPER,

J. H.

UPHO LSTEREE
MANUFACTURER OF

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

HcD.nough Patent

Bed

Lounges,

En-

Chairs, tVt.

ameled

EF*AU kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.octS-'COTT&Stt

LAMSOSr

No. 152 Middle

The best and cheapest SPRING BED in the world.
One Mattress saved. We have on hand a splendid

Btock of Walnut Chamber Sets and Parlor Suits of
manufacture, and will warrant every piece.
We are using the best Steel Springs in our Parlor
Suits. Our men all work by the day. Buy direct
from the manufacturer and save one profit.

our own

we get rid of freckles
all imperfections of the skin. Call

and Judge for yourselves.

fi3T"Motto—Good
to

work
Plea*e.

Moderate
may 20

at

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL

DEALERS

179 Commercial 8t«, Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
'Vilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
rt of shipment
any point desired.
tfapr27

W. c.
5

Below

AND

tf

Planing; Mill,

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

heretofore existing under the firm
NOTICE
1b this day dissolved
Rounds &

name

of Sam-

by mutual

Sods,

Copartnership Notice.
day formed

a

copart-

name ol Rounds, Sarthe business of dealers
Coal & Wood, at the old stand of Samuel Rounds,
& Sons, No. 36 Commercial Street.
They will settle all demands ol the late firm ol

Snt

Co.,

Samuel Rounds & Sons.

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.

_

__

$25

t0 any
°^re<l
an<* I,rove hh

-dtt

Will be

Hundred.

For
with

HOUSE
Inquire

premises

or

paid by

city

Headquarters 1st Regt. Infantry,)
Me. Volunteer Militia,
J
Portland, July 19. 1873. 1

the purpose of organizing a Regimental
Drum Corns five men will be mustered into
Companies A, (Portland Light Infantry,) and the
same number into Company B, (Portland Mechanic
Blues.) to be uniformed and equippad as musicians.
Applications for these vacancies should be made
forthwith to captains of these companies. The corps
wiil be placed under suitable instruction preparatory
to muster to take place in August. Further particulars mav be obtained at these Headquarters.

FOR

jy!9difMATTHEW

ADAMS. Adjutant

MOLASSES.

Can be seen any aiternoon between the hours ot
and 4.
Eor further information apply to
my27tf
EDWARD P, CHASE, No. 3 Oak St.

FOB

1> Tmstees.

2

With Buildings now renting for
more than $800 per year.
Can at a small outlay be easily changed Into three
stores, with the tenements over them would then
rent for from $1600 to $1800. Buildings in
good repair. Title perfect. Terms easy.

Enquire

at

No* 306

Congress Street.
my22__dtf
Sale

the Town

in

All Choice Grocery,
FOR SALE BY

&

CO.,

No. 4 Portland Pier*
ugfldtf

"CHAMPAGNE.
JC3T .RECEIVED FROM

REIMS,
IN

FRANCE,

QUART* AND PINTS,

For sale at No. 146

porter,

Exchange Street by the im-

A

good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whoie
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

and

with line shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easv. Enquire ot a. It.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

ot

side

on

Sts.
a
about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,

_From

12 to 2

o’clock. P. bf.

lease for a term of years, the property belonging tu ttie estare ot Francis O Mbby,
and formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY, 1
Aim
FRANK W. LIBBY,
)

FOR

or

mar24

tf

The “Limerick
FOR

House,”

SALE-

The
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the
mar!3dtf

owner,

JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Limerick, Me.

For Sale.
house

Street, occupied by
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly
brick and stone and has all modern
on

State

the unbuilt of

con veniences.

ALLEN

Portland, Sep. 18th,

1872.

acres
land, gardeu and fruit trees, very
and healthy location, commanding beautiful
high
views of country and mountains; 13 miles Ironi the
city and 3 miles from P, & O. R. II. Depot, price
moderate.
CHARLES M HAWKES,
96 Middle Street.
ju21eo!3m

jy23%f

J, Bradford,
Manufacturer of and

PRESS

g

Dealer in

f

Coopers’ and Carpen ter s’ Tools.
orders for Culia
promptly attended to.

0 Fore Street, Portland, Me.

tf

PROPOSALS
For Fiit-Granite work required in
the construction of the new
United States Fuston-House
and Post Office at Rockland, Maine.
Office
_

Proposals
CJEALED
until 12 M. of

of

Superintendent,

August 13tli. 1873.

J

delivering

us

required.

will lie made
monthly, deducting ten
percent, of work executed,until the final completion
of tbe contract.
bids
must
l>e
All
made on the printed form to be
obtained at this office, and must be accompanied by
the bond of two responsible
persons in tlie sum of
five thousand dollars ($5,000) that the bidder will accept and perform the contract, if awarded to him
and execute bonds therefor in the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000). Tbe bond to be approved
by
the United States Judge, the Clerk of the United
States Court, or the District Attorney of the district
in which the bidder resides.
The Department reserves the right to reject
any
or all bids, if it be deemed for tbe interest of the Government to do so; aud no proposal that does not conform in every respect to the requirements of this advertisement will be considered a bid, or treated as
such.
Copies of the Plans and Specification can be pro
cured on application to this office.
Proposals must be enclosed in a sealed envelope,
endorsed “Proposals for Cut-Granite Work for the
United States Custom House and Post Office at Rockland, Maine,” and the samples must have a label
with tlie name of tbe bidder and
quarry marked
thereon, and both must be addressed to

OFFICE,

E. R. SPEAR, Superintendent.

augl3-2w

EUSTIS & CASTELL

Practical

Job

Printers,

Cor. Exchange & Middle Slrcsts.
Havmg purchased
Messrs. G. O.
as

the Job

Printing

establishment

Gosse & Co.,

above,

and

we have formed a coare now p.epared to exe-

Book and Job Printing in tbe
222 variety atofthe
?ra.n2^r’ en<i "8 lowest prices. To our friends

'auteo satui^Uon0.1

Wlth their patronaKe

we

P>ar-

FRANK F. EUSTIS,
JOSEPH CASTELL, JR.
Tbe subscriber recommends the

„„„

Boy to feed Hoe’s Cylin- 0/the”public6, “rhe°^™nts o^thTiomcr^concem
der Press.
“’•^iSSSSP
aul
tf

A

saggar-

selling BY THE QUART,

Wanted Immediately.
RELIABLE, honest Girl at No. 8 Brown
Street. An American preferred.
dtf

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfurINnished,
with or without board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.
may!4tf

0. M. & D. W. NASH,

GOOD !

*1 y*?nr owl1,ovt

choic«

some
or

not,

BROWIV
like.

yon

a«

tf

Imperishable

Fragrance.

Capt.

MURRAY

GENTLEMAN

and Lady wishing a quiet home
find pleasant rooms, furnished or unfurwith board at No. 4 Cotton Street.

room

for single gentlemen.

WITH

At 52 Free

Street.ju24«lw

LAWMAN’S

Suitable

^

thentf

near

the central part of the city.
W. W. CARR,

Ju7dtf_

3

Exchange

Btreet.

richest,

lasting, yet
perfumes, for use

of al

AND IN THE BATH.

ONE

STORE

most delicate
on tne

HANDKERCHIEF,
AT THE TOILET,

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tf
No. 46 Exchange St.

TO

LET.

As there

imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordia Water which has on the bottle,
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names of
MURRAY & U AMMAN, without v.hicli none
in genuine.jyl oldanfid23w
are

brick store in the Rackleff Block, comer
Providence
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
A large
finished and
to

floor, elegantlv
adapted
jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES,
Apply to
first

Tool

Co.

LEWIS OLIVER & PHILLIPS.

Win. H. Haskell & C». Rhode Island Nat Co
READING BOLT AND NUT WORKS.

HOTELS.

A.

BAKi\lI?rS

FOR

Cor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,
NEW YORK.

invention of the WROUGHT IRON FURNACE, was the result of a thorough and painstaking investigation by Dr. James R. Nichols, Editor of the Boston Journal ot Chemistry, into the objections or defects in nearly all the Hot Air Furnaces
now in use.
During the past three years Five Hundred have been sold. They have proved competent

THE

supply a delightful, pure current ot warm air to
Churches, Stores, School Houses and Dwellings, and
in every place where used they have been a perfect

to

and

Simplicity of Construction, the perfect saleguards against the passage of Dust and deleterious
its

coal gases into the rooms w armed by it. The heat
radiating surfaces are made of Boiler Iron, rivited
together in the same manner as Stea n I oilers, ami
not a particle ot gas or dust can p ss through.
The
original of this Furnace was constructed three years
ago by Dr. Nictols, for private use, as a safeguard
against those infractions of the laws of health to

tfe’nge'c^Sri&fW?iaceB"thBr
UficSoT"say?4wftK
three

years use of my Furnace I am satisfied that no
deleterious gases or dust can flow into the rumm
from It.
In the NICHOLS WROUGHT IRON FURNACE,
we have a coal burning (lev ice much cheaper than
any Steam Apparatus, less troublesome, one which
supplies air as pure and healthful as that from
Steam or hot water. It does
away with all the serious objections which have
dated against Hot Air
Furnaces and its sanitary advantages are such as to
commend it to the attention cf all intelligent Houseowners and heads of Families.

Portland, July, 1873.

Dissolution of

jy28dtf

Copartnership.

Notice is hereby given that the Copartnerihip
heretofore existing under the firm name of G. L.
Hooper & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual con-

LITTLEFIELD & WILSON’S

Corner York and Maple Streets,

July 22d, 1873,

jy23*lm

G K T T Y H B U li G
KATALYSINE WATERr—The Great Medicine of Nature.
Indorsed by the Highest Medical Authorities. Restores Muscular Power to the
Youthfnl
Paralytic,
Vigor to the Aged, and Develops the Young at a Critical Period; Dissolves
Calculi and “Chalky’* Deposits; Cures Gout,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the Kidneys, Liver and Skin,

Diarrhoea, Constipa-

tion, Asthma, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, General Debility, and nearly every class of Chronic Disease.
Pamphlets containing History of the Spring
and Testimonials from Medical Journals, Eminent Physicians and Distinguished Citizens, sent
free by mail by WHITNEY BROS., General
Agents, 227 South Front St., Philadelphia. For

Lroad Supplies.

Complete

with all modem improvements; rooms
suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
Location unsurpassed, being in the very centre
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement, and Lord &
Taylor’s, Arnold & Constables’ and J. & C. Johnson’s Dry Goods palaces. The hotel is under the
management of A. S. Barnum, formerly of Bamum’s
Hotel. Baltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, Ohio, and
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnum, of

Barnum’s Hotel, St. Louis.

lery.
THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES
WRINGER

au20d2m<£wl0w34

RRIDOTON, MAINE.

Ship Chand-

Marine Hardware &

1. II- WORK, Agent,

MOUNT PLEASANT HOUSE,

44 Broad Street,
.in21deowlvrBouton Miw.

and elegant House is now open for the
Located on the highest peak of Mt.
Pleasant, 2018 feet above the level of the sea, commanding an unsurpassed view of the White Mountains, Portland, the Atlantic Ocean, &c., &c.
new
season.

TniS

^ WEED
i Sewing Machine!

Proprietor.

H0USE7

COMMERCIAL

been
remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
boarders at reasonable rates.

jyisdtf_"TOTt?,,

HOTEL,

NEW YORK.
O-NT THE EUROPEAN PX.A.N1

tached._

jul4d2mw2£m25

Washing toil

House !

Offer for sale

large

H.,

and pleasant and
Ogdensburg R. R.

JAMES M. GIBSON,
ju!9d3mProprietor.

Bay View House
Peaks Island,

!

Portland Harbor.
remodeled and refurnished

having
th i elegant House, is
THE
subscriber

now prepared to take
Boarders, and Families,
at low prices. The locality is one of the pleasantest
in Casco Bay. Its facilities for bathing, fishing and
boating are unsurpassed by any other placo on the
J. T. STERLING, Proprietor.
Coast.
jn23dtf

Mummer

New

Wheat

a

YORK,

—

Burlington,

Cedar Rapids & Minnesota Railway Line.

At 00 and accrued interest in currency.
At which price they yield over 9 per cent., and
strongly recommended as a
and

are

Investment.

Profitable

This Railway is a corporation organized under the
Jaws of the State of Iowa, which is the most prosperous State in the Northwest, being the only State in
the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 260 miles, was completed in
February, 1872, and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
$125,000 per month. The Milwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110 miles, passes through
oue of tlie richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on
the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
enjoyed by few of the new issues of Railway Bonds.
The entire loan has been sold, except about $300,000, which we now offer, to close it out.
All marketable securities taken in eriliange otcurrent prices, without commission.
For sale in Portland by

IS obi. A.

Flour!

Bird,

07 Exchange Street*

_ap2Gdtt

saU^b^in)nig^jt^^^^^^^^^^au6d3m

IN THE UNITED
Also
LARGEST

STATES.

stock in the State and lowest prices.
Farms and Timber Land without regsoon for this Fall we shall “go South
ALBERT COLBY & SONS,
119 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

some

ard to cost. Call
with the birds.”

We have

TENDERS

at

Cor. Federal &

and Street

Garments,

Melody and
Beauty abounding
in bright, taking, singable
music which the
Sabbath School children
and home boys and girls will not

MAGUIRE’S, No. 11 Clapp’s
Block, np stairs.
aprl7

„

Ship Timber

and Knees

HAVE the largest and best stock ol
Ship
in tbe State. Also best
quality seasoned
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

I

Knees
White

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
at

TEA

EVERY

Bakery

seen

Railroad

Sleepers

__

Sale by the Cargo.

Directors of Maine Wharf, by W.
Portland, Aug. 14, 1873.
THOMAS, President w

SENTTER,

In every varicases—open face and hunters,
stem winders.
myl2-d9mo

Portland, August 11th, 1873.aulBdlm-^

rare

chance !

CALHBFF^™')

a

on a

ASA H« BUSSELL, Is admitted aa a part*
ner under the firm name oi
D. M. C. DUNN & CO.

jy22dtf

a

Als0» Horse, Jump-seat Express Wagon,
called for soon,
city. Enquire of
CHAS. SAMPSON, Cahoon Block.
All persons indebted to the some
please call and
*
settle.
jy28tf

Du,i Tr88'

and H mess. Will be sold cheap if
as the owner is about to leave the

ORDERED, That a hearing be had on the f'regolng
petition on SATURDAY August 23d. 1873,
o’clock P. M. at the end of Maine Wharf, and that a
notice of the above petition together with this our
order thereon be given by publication, in
at
daily papers printed in Portland, for seven days
least previous to the hearing)
JACOB McLELLAN,
Harbor
Commissioners.

14,1873._ aulSdtd
Dock
Timber Wanted
and
Lumber
Portland, August

SALE I

and fixtures of
Grocery and Provission
STOCK
Store
lea fing thoroughfare, doing
good

Copartnership Notice.

ROBERTS,

President and

timekeeping and reasonable price.

FOR

point.

W.

ety of gold and silver
Key winders and

NO. 11 MYRTLE STREET,

S.

or any

St* THE
sinner’s Line.

for the Superior Waltham Watches,
mitchell, m.». AGENT
which maintain their well earned reputation
tor
tIND AT

for

To tbe Harbor Commissioners o<
Portland.
undersigned respectfully asks permission tor
extend Maine Whart on piling to the Commis-

-BY—

WM.

dtf

101 COMMERCIAL STREET.

J. H. IUJILE.V

Istf

P. O.

Juntott

Spectacles and Jewelry,

Exchange

CO.’S,

Opposite

_ju25

J.

Foreign and American Make,

-A_t 54

them 1

If not, go to
MAHER &

Chronometers and Clocks,
Of

Carts

AFTERNOON.

Have you

Life

It. Hncce.ii cannot be Doubted.
®“SEND ORDERS EARLY.
PRICE *30 per 100.
Sample copies 30 cts each. Sent post-paid.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO.,
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York.
au!3
d&w2w

or

myl

WATCHES,

PINEr

ROLLS

be had from

Delivered here

200.000 Feet Timber and Plank,
landirg Ex. Schr. “Annie R. jbewis”. Suitable
for Ship, Store and Bridge building, for sale low.
All orders left at office No. 17 Exchange St. (Ocean
Ins. Co. Building,) up stairs, will be
promptly attened to

Portland, July 14,1871.

HOT TEA ROLLS.

Sabbath

River

Portland, Dec. 30, 1872

CAN BE

; Office, 75 John St.,
au7NEW YORK.3m

edited by Messrs.
Perkins

._

to the well-known numbers

505—75—28—20 A 22.

School Book,

the lowest cash prices.

SOUTHERN

Special attention called

W. C. Cobb’s

n-P

popular

an!4*lw_
Harrison, israaiora & co's

can

need much drilling to learn and apAs in our unequalled Church
can Tune Book,”
“Amerion
—so i n t h i s we "I have drawn
many well-known writers of Sabbath
In
the
best
the
School Music,
very
country, to wiiose united efforts we owe this new and

G.

PATENT

ey; any Carptenter can make them, as they are made
of wood, and very simple. These traps are warranted to catch more rats, foxes or minks than any
other trap ever produced.
Samples can be seen by calling at the Commercial
House Portland, to the undersigned.
J. F. WHTPDEN.

HOT

preciate.

at MISS M.

rights of the best Animal trap that ever
patented; a first rate chance to make mono

Factory, Mt. Vernon

Life

Rook, the

\

3m

FOR SALE*

School Book !

River

Portland Main

STEEL PENS.
tf_

Splendid Sabbath

by E.A. Joy,

_

Exchange St.

RIVER OF EIFE.

W. D. ROAK,
) Androscoggin Co.
Aug. 5, 1873.au8dtsepl0

Spring Styles for Ladies Dresses

Co.’s,

jy28

A

For Sale
au!3

was

Barrel warranted

W. L. Wilson &

Paul de Cassagnac, the famous fighting editor of the Paris Pays, who has killed eighteen men in duels and has another one to kil*

month, has been
Weekly Montanian, a

offered

next

sheet

a place on
published in

the
the

wilds of Missouri.

Six editors have died with
their boots on during the past year, and the

more

first-

a
a

In exchange for
Lictntlln Bailer., Horizontal Engine.,
Feed Pump, and Other Machinery.
Q. H. ANDREWS.
Address,
feMdtf
Pearl St., New York,

i£l

little

the rural
It does

districts with its fantastic freaks
some queer things and occasionally indulges
in what seems to be malicious mischief.
At
Oil City a few days ago it “went for” a big
iron tank containing 3,000 barrels of oil, and
just traveled around the edge snipping the
bolt heads off until the top flew up and the
oil took fire. In another instant it slammed
the lid down again and put the fire out and
traveled.

They had

some

fun in the trial of

a

case

negro magistrate at Lovoke, Ark., the
other day. Rev. Mr Sullivan was the defendant
a

he was likely to win the case, the plantlawyer Mr. Byrd,a mg,burly tellow,assailed
the parson, who is a frail old body,and knocked
him down. The parson’s son John was at
hand, and disliking to have his father abused*
he drew a revolver and shot the lawyer dead.
The “court” lit out at the commencment of
hostilities, and they call it that the case has

by default.
Spirit of the New York Press.

The Evening Mail speaks of “Disgracing
the Spirits” as follows:
We have the utmost respect for many of
the spirits of the departed, but we cannot but
regard with contempt, many of those still iu
the body, who profess to be on intimate terms
with them. If any one desires to see a conspicuous exhibition of some of the most dis
heartening weaknesses of human nature, he
can not find it better than by attending one
of the conferences of the so-called Spiritualists. Nothing could be further from the serene composure, the celestial charity, and the
pervading spirit of peace and good will which

we fondly imagined characterized the life of
the departed, than the tone and manners
which prevail at these assemblies.
Those who take part, a large proportion of
whom are women, seem to be peculiarly subject to the infirmities of the human sphere of
existence. In the first place they appear very
generally to be in a morbid condition of the
brain and nerves which gives them an eccentricity closely resembling insanity, and we do
not like to think that the spirits of the departed select as their associates such unhealthy
specimens of their brethren and sisters iu the
flesh. Logic and fairness in discussion seem
to be ignored, and personalities and abuse are

when a daughter of the old woman that had
been eliminated “took a hand in” the wordy
fight, used extremely strong language, shook
her fists at the young woman and was
compelled to beat a hasty retreat by the
threats of the audience.
Finally the whole
meeting broke up in disorder and confusion.
jxow we protest tnat it is about time tnat
these half-crazy people, with their questionable moral theories and practices and un-

questionable tempers, were discountenanced
as representatives of the denizens of a higher
sphere. They disgrace the sphere in which
they exist, to say nothing of their impudent
claims to intimacy with the intelligences of a

better world. Whatever may be the different
views of intelligent people regarding the spiritual life, there can be but one opinion of the
people who profess to have the management
of all means of communication between it
and this earthly sphere.
The Post discourses of preachers and the

Dead-head System as follows:
The Rev. Robert Collyer, of Chicago, has
written a letter to one of the newspapers of
that city concerning the pay of the clergy.

Assuming that the preacher of to-day is payed what he earns, Mr. Collyer’s opinion is
that the preacher should be' willing to pay
the full price for whatever liis necessities or
his tastes require.
When he travels on a
railroad he should no more expect a reduction
on his fare than the shoe-maker or the tailor,
and so on in all his purchases.
Irrespective of the question of fact involved
iu this fetter, namely, as to whether the selfsacrificing labors of the clergy are properly
rewarded, it is certainly true that as a class
their condition would lie bettered by readjusting their financial relations with the world.
Every one remembers the case of the parson
who habitually borrowed a five dollar gold
piece to carry iu his breeches pocket during
the Sunday services. The notion underlying
this apparently trival act is a sound onel
A certain measure of self-respect and personal pride are inseparable from the formation
and maintenance of a manly character, and
qualities of mind are fostered largely by
feeling of independence and equality iu the

these
a

set up to be nothing if not fashionable,” or
have been born into the position without particular effort on their part, are really nothing
except fashionable. Beyond that and their
wealth they have no substance and standing.
Mr. Schuyler Stuyvesant Van Reusselaer
may
be as great a swell as the Duke of Omnium.
He may have as prepossessing a piesence, as
nice a sense of the proprieties, may understand and practice all ihe minor arts of life as
well. But the Duke is something besides a
swell. He is a political power, a latent, perhaps, but always a potential and possible
statesman. When the Duke emits a positive
opinion on a public question, he almost
creates a political event. Jlr. Schuyler Stuyvesant Van Rensselaer’s opinion and vote are
of about as much public consequence as those
of his coachman.
“Well, what of it?”
the reader may ask. This much at any rate;
the country at large feels an interest in the
one which it cannot feel in the other.
The whole English nation has a share, so
to speak, in the English Duke. The Knickerbocker gentleman belongs only to his own
set, wUlcti is rather his society than society
in a generally recognized sense.
But the
reader may object again: This is a very narrow view to take of good society, which does
not m 'an fashionable society, but the society
of intelligent men, scholars, artists, professJust so; but
ors, literary ladies, brains, &c.
either these people with brains are mixed in
among the swells (as they are in the most of
our cities) and form a sub-section of them, or
they are so broken and scattered tbal they do
not afford coherent society material.
Tht ir
very amusements too, are of a most unsocial
sociability, and what a European would be
Hearing lectures, for inapt to call work.
stance is not society, though it may be made
Barren as
an apology and substitute for it.
our fasbio’uable set or sets may be of matter
available for the novelist, he is still worse off
Take
if he turns to other sets and classes.
the horsey element {of society for instance:
what a field is open to the student of character! It has actually produced not ouly a literature of its own, but an ancillary school of
It has given us a Leach as well as a
art.

We are almost as horsey
Soapy Sponge.
people (after our fashion) as the
English, but what American waiter ever put
the trotting track into fiction or immortalized an owner of “fast crabs.”— Oalaxy.
a

Co-Operation

We love to commend successful industry in
young people, especially when they are faithful to their poor old parents. There is a girl
in Oakland, Cal., who by patient industry, a
quick eye and a nimble hand, has not only
supported her aged mother but accumalated a
nice little property of $1,000 or so, consisting
mostly of jewelry and other small valuables
that could be handily carried off from the different places in which she has been employed
as a domestic.

gone

Our Fashionable People.
Our fashionable people, whether they have

durable.

put out. The young woman then lost her
temper and indulged in violent language,

an

rival in this market.

Every

are solicited by the undersigned, for tie
labor of prisoners connected with the Androscoggin County Jail. A commodious and convenient
work-shop is completed in connection with the Jail,
built with a design to Shoe Manufacturing.
Parties
bidding will state tbe per diem they will give for a
term of years, for each prisoner’s labor, rating their
bids for three, six, twelve, twenty four and thirtysix months men, it being understood that the longer
the piisoner’s term the more valuable will be bis per
diem services. Contracting parties may have the
privilege of employing other than prison labor in tbe
work-shop, in numbers not to interfere with the necessary space required for the prison labor. The ouilding will be warmed and all necessary guards furnished for prison discipline by the County. Full particulars had by inquiry of either of the undersigned, or
of Thomas Littlefield, Sheriff and Jailor of Androscoggin County. Bids to he left with, or forwarded
to Clerk of Courts, Auburn, Me., until Sept. 10,1873,
sealed and marked ‘‘Proposals for Prison Labor.”
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
D. F LOTHROP) Commissioners
JOHN READ,
of
}

just received

invoice of Choice New
Wheat Flour, the first ar-

NOTICE.

from any cause.

deplorabiy prevaleut.
Yesterday there was a meeting of Spiritualists at Robinson Hall, at which one old
woman, after indulging in an insane tirade
and calling a young woman a liar, had to be

CROP OF ’73.

Cheapest Book Store

at Des

in' s

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, CON]
*
VERTIBLE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS
THE

men

in the river

and,as

limited number of the

OF

she gets one?’’

Moines, while
lately were frightened
into their clothes by a hideous monster
swimming down the stream. It was a snake
ten feet long with its head two feet out of
water and its back ornamented with humps
at intervals of a foot.
Among rules for
bathers should be one against going into a
river when the syesight is so much affected

before

CO..

32 WALL STREET, NEW

Safe

N.

furnish Summer Boarders and Transient
WILL
Company with good accommodations and board
at
..derate
Station-

for

POBTLAJTD

—

f the late Col. RICHARD FRENCH, of
I ranch's Hotel, has taken tills
Hotel, newly fltl ed up
and entirely renovated.the same. Centrallu located
in the BUSINESS PART of the City.
Ladies & Gentlemen's Dining Rooms at-

n
prices. Rooms
nearest Hotel to the Portland &

Agent

HENRY CLEWS &

RICHARD P. FRENCH,
Son

CONWAY,

so, General

jy26-3m

COR. CORTLANDT <£• NEW CHURCH STS.

NORTH

The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. Al-

S. >V. EATON, 13 Free St.,

enlarged,

FRENCH’S NEW

Some young

bathing

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

PORTLAND,

HAVING

1

\

Dime. DEMOREST’s

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

as soon as

Lightniug, as usual, is amusing

CHAM. E. GIBBS,

JylOtf

get married, a Detroit paper thinks it must he
wrong, and asks: “How can a woman be expected to support a husband if she is dis-

IMPROVED

The steamers Mount Pleasant and Sebago leave Sebago Lake for Bridgton on arrival o. trains of Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R., which leave Portland at
7.10 A. M. and 12.20 P. M. Coach s leave Bridgton
for the Mountain on arrival of s'.earners.

sent.

GEO. L. HOOPER,
GEO. C. LITTLEFIED,
A. M. WILSON.
All demands of the late firm will be settled by
cither of the above parties at the old stand.

Heavy Hardware and RaU-

en

&c.

Brown tinted note paper is now the fashion in London.
The note sheet is cut in legal shape, and turns at the top, Instead of at
the side. The novelty will soon be the rage
here.

proprietors confidently expect that
class salamander, like Paul, will be

Manufacturers of

ON BOTH AMERICAN & EUROPEAN PLANS.

—

Dust and Gas Tight
Wrought Iron Furnaces!

W. GIFFORD & Co.,

HOTEL,,

Somebody in Bowling Green, Ky., struck a
stick, when it “suddenly
flew into a number of short pieces’’—the
stick, we suspect.

live snake with a

charged

most

Rooms to Let
tf

CELEBRATED

FLORIDA WATER,
The

!

Referring to the practice of discharging lady clerks from the public offices when they

&

jy2tf

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms.
for families or single gentlemen.

Iowa City, it is said, intends to erect a statto the memoty of one of its citizens who
killed a book-peddlar.
ue

^S)M«iCobboWilU?ve

H.—Take

fined $5 at
Bloomington for
all stages of
drunkeness,”

A Fort Wayne baker has cast his bread
upon the waters by driving off a caual bridge.

Now if you wish to
try them, you can by sending
n your order have them
brought right from the oven
to your door any
morning during the week. Or, if
you say yon want them Sabbath
morning (as is the
a frt,8h lot
ready which
he will send you Saturday
evening. Then by imtn y°u ( an fin<1 them
there
at breakfast time and save the
unpleasant task of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bak-

BREAD with them
aplo

man was

matter ot money.
In addition to these merely personal and
immaterial effects, the abolition [of the custom of treating the clergy as a respectable
class of mendicants would tend to substitute
for a variable and uncertaiu [income a sufficient and fixed means of support.
This, after all, is the substantial and necessary good
likely to follow from the change suggested by
Mr. Collyer.
A bank officer, *br example,
knows at the beginning of his services wliat
his pay for the year will be.
He therefore
adjusts his expenses to his income, and if he
fails to make the one cover the other, has no
one to blame but himself.
But the preacher,
especially if living in the country, whose
nominal salary is put down to the lowest
figure by reason of the fact that a margin is
allowed for chance gifts, cannot tell bow
much money he may have in his possession
at the end of the year, and therefore is perplexed and pestered all the while in his enAside
deavor to “make both ends meet”.
from the tendency of the prevalent system to
the
since
character,

weaken the preacher’s

amount of

bis salary depends largely upon
•

ADVANCE

his personal
popularity, he is subjected to a
continuous strain upon his nervous
power,
which makes him [old
and es
prematurely
1
sens his moral
efficiency.
The clergy should consider this
subject and
use their influence in
putting themselvei on
an equal footing in their business
relations
with the members of other professions.
They
owe it to themselves, to their
families and to
their
to do this, and, as a matcongregations
ter of fact, the change cannot be made unless
they themselves insist upon it.

“passing through

STREET,

cau

nished,

Nichols’

Portland

A

his Bakery,

have been tested and pronounced

Quiet Board.

A

at

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL

P.

The owner going away, the Yacht Alarm
will be let to parties by the day or week
during the month of August and September. Cabin and pantry completely furnjailed. Orders left at Lyman, Tobey & Co.
Commercial street, or on board the Yacht,

WINE

AGENTS

--

W. C. COBB
is

and Gleanings.

A Newport eating-house takes in its checks
over a second-hand
pulpit.

—

ery.

septlldi-f

BOTTLES at Mains* Wine Store, 203
Middle Street, Portland, Me.
jn28dafW. S. MAINS.

—

which

—

tt

A

Gossip

THOSE BAKED BEAKS

BY THE —

Wanted.

a.

Opp. Post Office.
ot

YACHT TO LET.

tf_

now

Successors to G. O. Gosse & Co.,

entry.au6*6w

NO. 3 COTTON STREET.

Jys

jyl7dtf

I

will be received at this office
the 25th dav of August, 1873, for
at tlie site of the United
States Custom-House and Post Office at Rockland,
Maine, all of the Cut-Granite Work required for the
exterior of the building, in accordance with the
Drawings and Specification.
Tbe species of stone from which a selection will be
made will be confined to granites.
A samp'e block of the granite proposed to be furnished must be submited to this office, tbe block to be
12 by 12 by 12 inches, sliowin on one face the natural fracture of the stone and on the others the different
grades of cut ting proposed to be done in the work.
lhc whole of the stone, cut,
lewisod, and ready to
be set, must be delivered at the site of the
building
as rapidly as may be required
by the progress of the
work, the delivery to be commenced within two
weeks after the award ef the contract, under a
penalty of one hundred dollars ($100) for each and every
day s delay beyond the time above stipulated.
.win 1)€ made for the work as exhibited
ana described by the Specification.
Iso bids will be received
except from the ownors or
lessees of tbequairies from which tbe stone is
proposed to be furnished, or their
agents, or trom parties
who are engage i in s one
cutting, and who have the
necessary facilities for a prompt execution of the
and

across the

jn5

d2m

►O

furnishing

To Let.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

are

Hall.
an Ud2w

over

TWOApply to

tely.

—

THURSDAY MORNING, AUG- 21.1873

aulltf

Story in Store No. 135 Middle Street
SECONDShaw’s
Tea Store”. Inquire at No. 137

tenements,

PJAA GOOD Girls of all nations, for housework
tfl/l/ in town and country; table girls for Saloon,
Laundry and Kitchen; girls for Hotels, Summer and
Beach Houses: Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment Office.
MBS. L. HOVEY, 314 Congress Street.
jy3

Those Baked Beans.

To Let.

M:\ers. Steady employment and
Guod board readily obtained.

Abdominal Dronsv. Chronic

Also

partnership

—AT THE—

Philadelpoia

THE PRESS.

let at No.

to

Rooms to Let.
minutes walk to City
Enquire at the Press Office

Pa.

Wanted Immediately.

airy

THE

WANTED!

AN

Coat
wages.

rooms

WITH1N
three
T 1

Planing Mills,

HOUSEgrass
fifth

3 0

or

Also

Wan d.
ACTIVE and reliable agent in this city to
represent one of the oldest Life Companies in
the country. Address with relerences
“PENN” Lock Box 55 P. O.

HAINES.
seplD-tt

containing five rooms in good order, EllWoodhouse and Stable connected; one and one

g

unfurnished
Ti^^^JSHED
Tolman Place

au5lltl_T. A. SEWALL,

SPAR

jyl7tf

MISCELLANEOUS.

Rooms To Let.

Found.
and Rigging picked up adrift at Cape Elizabeth. The owner can bare the same by calling
at
W. TURNER’S
nul4*lw
Caiie Elizabeth, Ferry.

Country Cotage for Sale.

3m

undersigned have formed an Association to be
known as Chandler 8 Band, for the
purpose ol
furnishing music for Balls, Parties, ^oncerrt,»
Concerts ^
Levees, Ac., alter Sept. 1st, 1873.
D* H- Chandler,
Chas. Grimmer,
C. M.
J. M. Mullaly,
Richardson,
E. m. Gammon.
*J, Tyler,
must
be
made
with D. H. Chands
All engagements
[Advertiser copy.]

CHECK

O. HI. A D. W. NASH.

The tuosenber offers for gale his Hotel
.proj rty in Limerick Village, York County.
; The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
I with shed and two large stables adjoining:
wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
“Limerick House” is well situated for securing

-NOTICE 1

ler. Leader.
•y-Anv number of pieces furnished.

Merchants National Bank, for $517.50
dated August 8,1873, payable to “cash,” by C.
A. B. Morse & Co.
Finder will please return to Merchants National
Bank.
aul3tf
on

given entire satisfaction.
The great distinguishing features of this Furnace,

vacant land, situated
the west
A ofEOT
High, between Pleasant and Danforth,
This lot has
front of

Sale,

in

Missing.

success

SALE.

FOR

II. PEYBET.

aug9__

all the trade. Good reference
given. Address “CUTTER”, office of this papaulSdlw

er.

of West-

FINE residence one-lialf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.’ with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded. Barn 40 x 00 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place

To Let.
XI o USE on Douglass St., 8 rooms, hard and soft
®ater,
Stable
and
n
carriage house and garden.
8iveo Sept. Apply to G. W. BURNHAM,
aal*
_631 Congress street.

Me.

Situation.

_jul8_

CUSHMAN’S FRUIT STOKE,

i! or

a

GIRLS WAATFD

Payments

and Caibarien Molasses,

Bath,

EXPERIENCED

SALE!

About 5000 feet Land.

oeDago. House can be leased for term of years.
Particulars inquire of
JOHN Af. DEER1NG, No. 230 Commercial St..
°r J0HN C’ f'itOCTER, 93 Exchange St.
aug20tf

by call-

Housekeeper, Nursery

auglBdlw

CONGRESS ST. NEAR CASCO,

ON

work

Sagua la Grande,

ownership,

^ i??is
Cemeterv*17

good

byvr

Barbadoes,
Cienfuegos,

E. CHURCHILL

SITUATION

as

This

and gas

water

six bbls.

500 Good Girls Wanted Immediaa

good cellar,

same

Governess
or Companion.
Reference given and desired.
Address
HELEN A. HILL,

of

two-story house, No, 8 Carleton Street.
THE
house is in good repair, is well located in
a

have the

W.4 W. II.BACON & CO.,
South Windham, Maine.
Jyii

House for Sale J
neighborhood. Has
throughout.

can

^°- 48 Park street, (in Block) containing
TT°,!’SE
thirteen good rooms, Bath Room, Furnace and

Wanted.

Fifty
good

Sale.

Stable. No. 13 Pine Street.

on

Found.
up adrilt Saturday August 9,
The owner

ing uponJ. F. LEOVETT, Cape Elizabeth, proving
property and paving charges.
aul6*lw

C. F. WILLIAMS, JR.,
jytStfAtlantic Wharf.

Dollars

the
to any person who will give
information that will lead to the arrest and conviction
of the
or persons that set fire to the house of
person
M. Welch, on Larch street, April 27, 1873.
GEO. W. PARKER,
my!5d3mCity Marshal.

person who

hereby given that Dogs are Ab»oi«
forbiddc“
Within the inclosure of the
James bailey

J.' s'palm’eb

ot Portland*

City Marshal’s Office, May 14, 1873.

the^tTins^.^6 ISnWp|vt1KT,SSSSELV
fviitMt, Uf Wth-d3m

of Cross St.

$300 REWARD.
Three

PICKED
flour.

lm_

THE

REMAKu7~“
is

that destroyed

J>’29

sub-committee on the High School will examine such of the pupils from the Grammar
Schools, who desire it, as railed to be admitted on
the first examination, s ich as were recommended
and w'erc sick and not able to be present at that
time, and children of persons who have become residents of this city since the first examination, on
Friday, Au«. 22d. at 2 o’clock P. M., at
the High School Building.
By order of Com. on High School.
LE MS B. SMITH, Chairman.
eodtd
Portland, July 19.1873.

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. f. rounds.

undersigned have this
THE&nership
under the firm
and will continue

loot

cor.

TO LEI.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN

An

WHITMORE’S,
Cumberland and Quinzy.
S.

in

my!3_

No. 30

claims teiora the
will attend
prosecution
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-ti
Washington.

or

St John to CHAS. McLAUCHLAN & SONS.

HAVING

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAY7
Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
courts in the District of
in
Blithe
Attorney
•'olumbia,
to the
of

N. S.

Jtwo

enlarged our shop and fitted it up with
the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
which we are enabled to get out our woi k accurately
aud expeditiously,) we are now prepared to take contracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable price. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window' and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erecting sea side houses please take note of the above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will fnmish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from parties using power who contemplate
a change of quarters, or that may need any service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture of patented articles on more favorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BURROWES.
J. W. BURROWES.
tf

WATER

PIPING.

*°nWnt'

Liverpool

Middle St.

Porto Rico,

CLARK,

ap21_

uel

SPONAGLE & PATTILLO,

Street,

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

Doom East of Temple fit.,

GAS

THE

of Fnrni?ure,

Exchange

general house work.
A American girl prefered.
Ennnire at

Custom Cutter Wants

Subscribers offer for sale their Valuable
Timber Lands, situated on the Head Waters of
the Liverpool River, Annapolis County and Province of No.va Scotia, consisting of i\x Thousand
Acres, together with Six Thousand Pine Logs and
Half of Steam Mill, located at the Town ot Liverpool
within sevnty-flve yards of a loading wharf.
This tract of Land i6 acknowledged to be the best of
the River, the Logs named above being the first and
only ones ever cut oft it, and are estimated to make
Twenty-five Thousand Lumber to the Hundred. It
is admirabl situated for summer work. The Timber is mostly Pine, and remarkably sound. The Mill
was built in 1872, and is in eplendid
running order.
In connection with the above, can also be procured
a fine tract of 5,000 acres on another branch of the
same river, together with the otherHalf of the Mill.
To any person wishing to enter into a profitable
Timber speculation, the above offers every inducement. The Port of Liverpool is easy of access at all
seasons of the year.
Terms which will be very moderate, with any further information in regard to the above, can be obtained on application to

BURROWES BROTHERS,

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Property, for Sale.

Mill

Whitney & Co

46

Street.

process

Logs and

Timber Land,

Beal Estate.

City

PORTLAND, HE.
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
be Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

Aim

THE

na

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Price*.

House for Sale.
House, Cottage on d ’ot at No. 9 High street
Said house can be seen any atternoon between
anl?tf
the hours from 3 to 5.

Second Examination of Pupils for
Admission to High School.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

moles,wrinkles

Real Estate and Mortgage Broker,
over LowelPii Jewelry Store,
Cor. Congress Ac Brown Sts.
ap25dtf

msras

Doten’ft

Portland Me.

and

ME.

HAMLIN F. EATON, A. M.

No.
aug20-lm

GOOD Girl to do

aul9*3t

The Fall Term will commence Ang. 18th.
For circulars address

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,

new

Tuesdav in Sep-

july7-tsepl-73

AT

Walk.cd.

on

brook.

under the charge
f Madame M. Courlaender.
For circulars and References address the Principal,
MISS L. G. BELCHER.

IUanufactnrerM

KEILER,

FRESCO PAINTER,
RESIDENCE

OF

F. G. PATTERSON,

—AT—

THE WILLOWS.

Geo. A.

JulylClm*

card, by which

GIRLS^

LOAN

1873.

To Let.

Wanted,

SIX to eight rooms for a small family. Single
house preferred. Also a double house or block
of houses of th*ee or four ton. ments. Address with
P. O. Box 984. au20tf
description of premises.

to

PAINTER

PORTLAND, MAINE.

J. II.

opened

FAMILY SCHOOL FOR

jy28

CHICAGO.

Parlor

School!

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be

(Established 1816.)

Commission Merchant

134 MIDDLE

Rent

Fir«t-Clas«
Mortgages of Real Estate
*n
Portlsnd and vicinity. Real Estate
bought and sold. Rents collected. Apply

THE

ROBERT BRADLEY.

W.

Boys,

Autumn session will open August 16th. All
the comforts of Home are here combined with a
superior school. Boys are prepared for college or business.
Graduation and diplomas are confered upon
all who finish the required course of study. Send
for an illustrated circular, or address the Principal,
julld3mALDEN J. BLETHEN, A. M.

ap22 tc

i

for

LITTLE BLUE, Farmington Me.

AT

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

FRESCO

Family School

Abbott

TO

FARMINGTON, MAINE.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

jy2

BAILEY.

St., Portland, Me.

Navigation

prices paid

PHOTOGRAPHIC

BAILEY,

Boarding and Day School,

80N,)

and Second-hand Engines for
tp^Newcash
for olu Iron.

L. M.
A. M.

aul5d2w

THE

BOSTON.

MftWETT
L

>»

COUNSELLORSATLAW,

C.

(extra) *1.80; Drawing,

For circulars and information address G. M,
BODGE.
aulld&w2w

CASCO,
MAINE.’
anl8___ dtf
JAMES F. PICKERING,
WILLIAM HOBSON,

(FORMERLY

Spanish.

PROF. J. C. MORAZAIN,
Supt. of French Classes.
M. JOHNSON, Assistant,
Mathematics and Business Dept.
3M. E. HOWARD, Preceptress, Higher English.
MRS. S. P. CHOATE,
French.
MISS J, E. BODGE.
Rhetoric.
MISS ETTA S. QUINCY,
Painting
MISS JENNIE S. FORSAITH,
Music
MISS A. E. CLEMENT,
Primary Dept.
Tuition.—Higher English, Teacher’s Class, and
ancient Languages, one or all, $6; Common
English,
$5: Modern Languages, (each) extra, $5: Music
at..
Piann (extr4 *12; Total
#12; Pemunansbip.

SYLVESTER,
at

Patterson’s

21,

AUGUST

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Real Estate Bulletin.

BODGE, A. 1?I., Principal,
Teachers’ Class and Sciences.
I. B CHOATE, A. M. Associate,

MORNING,

THURSDAY

O. U.

Is

HERBERT M.

F. G.

August 26. 1873.
Board of Instruction.

commences

Year in advance,

a

REAL ESTATE.

the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
Tebms :

PORTLAND

BY

a

Cure for Shoddy.

BOBEBT DALE

OWEN.

The debasement of quality

which, Under

the pressure of competition, has
gradually
extended of late yea-s to almost every article
used by man, is notorious.
Yet as few persons except the initiated realize the immense
loss to society from fcth is source,
an illustrative experience ol my own may here be

welcome.

When my father left me manager of the
New Lanark cotton-mills, in the winter of
1824-25, a certain Mr. Bartholomew, who had

long been a customer of ours to the extent
of twenty-five or thirty thousand dollars a
year, came to me one day, asking if I could
make him a lot of yarn suitable for ordinary
“We
shirting, at such a price, naming it.
have but one price,” I said, “ana you know

well that we sell such yarn twenty per cent,
above the rate you propose.”
“I know that,” he replied; “but you could
make it so as to be sold at my price.”
“Yes, by using waste and mixing in weak,

short-stapled cotton.”

“And it would look almost as well ?”

“Perhaps.”

“Then I’ll risk it.”.
“My father’s instructions,” I
not to lower the quality of our

replied, “are

goods.

I’m

sorry; but I can’t fill your order.”
He went off in a huff, but returned two
days later. “See here,” he said, “don’t be
Quixotic. I can have the yarn I asked you
shont spun elsewhere.
What’s the use of
driving a good customer from vou? I shall
get the stuff I want, and use it, all the

same.”
“It would injure the character of our
mill.”
“Not if yon leave off your trade-mark.
What do 1 care about the picture?* Mark it

ycu will.
I hesitated; and finally—not much to my
credit—agreed to make the yarn for him. I
had it marked with a large B. “It will stand
either for Bartholomew or for bad,” I said to
him when he came to look at it. “I’m
ashamed to turn such an article out ot our
mill.”
But three weeks later he came again.
“Just the thing!” he said; and he gave me
a second order, thrice as large as the first.
The B yarn became a popular article in the
market; the shirting that was made from it
looking smooth, and being sold at some ten
per cent, less than that made trom our usual
quality. Yet, to my certain knowledge,—for
I tried it,—it did not last half as long as the
other.
That transaction sits somewhat heavily on
my conscience still. Yet if helped to teach
me a good lesson.
It is my firm belief that,at
the present time, purchasers of cotton, woollen, linen and silk goods, of furniture, hardware, leather goods, and all other manufactured staples, lose, on the average, because of
inferior quality, more than half qf all the money they pay out. And I doubt whether, except by co-operation, this crying evil can be
as

remedied.—Atlantic Monthly J or September.
•On each ten-pound package we were wont to
paste an engraving of the mills and village:
and our yarn, in consequence, went, far anu
near, by the name of “picture yarn.”
Household Receipts.—Simple cure for
Dysentery.—Take Indian corn, roasted and
ground in the manner of coffee (or coarse
meal browned), and boil in a sufficient quantity of w ater to produce a strong liquid like
coffee, ar.d drink a teacup full warm, two or
three times a day.
One day’s practice will
ordinarily effect a cure.
F'ermine Riddance.—Half an ounce of soap
boiled in a pint of water, and put on with a
brush while boiling hot, infallibly destroys the
bugs and their eggs. Flies are driven out of
a room by hanging up a bunch of the
tain or fleawort plant after it has been dipped
in mi'k. Rats and mice speedily disappear bv
mixing equal quantities of strong cheese and
powdered squills. They devour this mixture
with greediness, while it is innocuous to maD.
When it is remembered how many persons
have lost their lives by swallowing in mistake mixtures of strychnine, ratsbane, corrosive sublimate, Ac., which are commonly employed for this purpose, this remedy should
not be forgotten.

plain-

New Hampshire Via Paris.—The newsgatherers of New Hampshire reem to lack enterprise, for we learn lor the first time from
the Paris Figaro of a very exciting and wonderful occurrence in that distant region. The
state has been for some time infested
by a
band of assassins, who slaughtered victims
without number, including, we
suppose, several thousand members of the Legislature,
These assassins nsed to kill by severing thecaroted artery. The state police attacked them
and the banditti dashed through a town, passing a photograph gallery at full speed. The
photographer turned his machine upon the

flying band and took ail their portrait in a
twinkling. By the portraits these New Hampshire kuklux were recognized as the most respected inhibitants ot the district. The population ot New Hampshire has been diminishing for some time, but we were not aware of
the cause before.

Cutting Hair. There is often some difference of opinion in parents and children as
to the frequency with which the hair of the
latter should be cut. the operation is tedious
not to say irritating, and most children endeavor to increase the interval between their
visits to the haird resser by all
means.

possible

The controversy between the two
parties
may now be decided be precedent. This has
been afforded by the recent decision of the
Finance Committee of the St. Pancras (Eng.)
Board of Guardians, which reports that once
in six weeks is often enough for l.air-cuttiDg
Here is, at all events, someto take place.
to go upon, and we trust that no young
Absaloms will refuse to submit to the scissors
after that period, and that no parent will require the sacrifice before the lapse of that in]

thing

terval.

Portland Eire Ins. C om’y
Act of Incorporation Approved January
25, 1878.
to the

above named company,
Subscriptions
either of the undersigned,
a

capital,
nowbe

may

been

p? Jba

madcwlth
aPP°‘nted

committee to receive the woe.
solicited.
custom House,
,,
X.
tiros Md.EI.LAN, Me. chants Bank,
■Jacob s! WINSLOW, Central W harf,
T C. KERSEY, Forest City Sugar Retinery,
CHAS. r JOSE. Cor. Middle X earl Streets,
AUG. F. COX, 37 & 39 Union Street,
M. A. BLANCHARD, 30 Winter Street.
ao!5d3w
Portland, August 15, 1873,

Subscriptions are hereby

GOVERNOR.

*

Every retular attache of the Press is furnished
a card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat ani bote
will
confer a favor upon us by demanding
managers
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
as
we
have
information that several “bumJour aal,

seeking courtesies in the name
Press, and we have uo disposition to be, even
a
ively, party to such fraud

W

cannot undertake

to

return

or

reserve

reputations require a diversion of public
If there is one

com-

thing

the first syllable
double “e”) but only

of the word with

permit the ordinaiy
more schooling than will

tem ?
_

The tanners ot Illinois nave undertaken a

intended to take the

is

place

secure to the farmers the profits of
part of the business. In other words,
they are attempting to apply the principle of
cooperation to the sale of their produce. This
experiment is in a new line and will be

that

made in defiance or
dogy—they have hardly rippled the deep
onward current of the public wrath. Mr.
Blair ot Missouri only made people laugh
by
telling his constituents how snug he had to
live in Washington not to spend more than
his five thousand dollars, how his daughters
had to do their own washing aud ironing, and
how meagre had been their millinery supply
for the last two years, while Mr. Matt Carpenter, a good lawyer and a rising and heretofore valuable Senator, has not been able to
break the force of bis fall by his absurd plea
that Congressmen, by force of the written

watched with interest.
The

fru-

be

Notes of

South will also help
our agitators who desire
anything rather than
1
peace and an undisiurbed public mind.
The

a

Trip to Halifax.

ponnliur trrq.t-

Knox Horses. Wilkes’ Spirit of the Times,
in speaking of the great race at Buffalo, says:
“Camors had the speed of them all, and doubtless would have beaten any one singly. Considering the condition of the track the time which
he made in the first heat, of

The Pope to go to Brazil.—Special corresfrom Rio Janeiro, which appeared in
New York Wednesday, alleges that an opinion,
almost a belief, exists in that city to the effect
that His Holiness, Pope Pius IX, secretly

pondence

favors

of

GINGER.
This elegant preparation is prepared from tlie true
Jamaica Ginger, combined with choice aromatics
and genuine French brandy, and is vastly superior to
every other Extract or Essence of Ginger before the
public—all of which are prepared with alochol by the
old proccess.

CHOLERA

NOTICES^

For reasons too plain to argue, it is believed that
thousands of honest voters in this State so far from
being satisfied with the purposes of the candidates

partizan alliance is felt to be a useless and slavish
Salvation can alone come of a better class
of public men, men to whom the people instinctively turn as the types of personal honor, and whom
caucuses well nigh seem to despise.
To refrain from voting because discouraged and
disgusted with partizan recklessness is what no good
citizen must longer do; and yet to get pure and unselfish men before the people by conventional means
To call them by the popular voice
seems impossible.
is all that is left to do. Realizing this most deeply
and that not even the hamper of personal desires
and obligations shall atta h to the movement it is
determined to present in this informal way to the
people of Maine the name of the
er

sacrifice.

JEION. JOS,

XI.

NEWS.

The Journal savs that H. Littlefield of

burn,

was

au2l8n2w

The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the Town House on SATURDAY, the
23d lust., at six o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to
attend the Republican County Convention to be liolden In Portland, August 20, 1873.
Per Order Town Committee.
North Yarmouth, Aug. 19,1873.
g au2tBud&w

Caucus.
The Republicans of Westbrook are requested to
in caucus at the Town Hall on SATURDAY,
Aug. 23d, at 4 o’clock, P. M., for the purpose ot nominating a candidate to represent the town In the next
Legislature. Also to choose five delegates to the
County Convention to be holdeu at Portland, Tuesday August 2Gth- inst.
Por Order
Town Committee.
au21d&wsn
Westbrook, August 19, 1873.
meet

SPECIAL

DR.

J.

Late of London* Eng.
G3P* DR. J. C. NORTON, is a skilful Herbalist and
Botanist, and has performed thousands of wonderful
cures since his short arrival in this country, and may
on

SPECIAL and CHRONIC DISEASES.
During his stay here if you are afflicted under any
form of long standing disease, do not delay, but
go at
once and consult a regular
scientific, protessional
man, and you may expect to be cured.
I deal with my patients according to

the bes1 of my ability, having had 23 years
steady practice, and great experience and success in
treating Chronic Diseases. Call, and your confidence
will not be deceived by the honor of a man and
genand

ence

tleman.

eases*
and

Au-

thrown from his team.
Harnesses and robes were stolen from the sta
ble of J. Rand of Lisbon, Sunday.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

The fall term at Kent’s Hill opened with 230
scholars.
A preliminary meeting of the survivors of the
Second Ma no Cavalry was held at Augusta
Tuesday evening. It is proposed to form a reunion association.
G. W. Gilman of
Sydney,recently took from
a tree a half bushel of bees
and 80 pounds of

honey.

OXFORD COUNTY

(Press Correspondence.)
Dr, Ira Towle of Fryehurg, aged 70, widely
known and highly esteemed, died at his residence Wednesday morning at 2 o’clock. He
was one of the oldest practitioners in this section. Oney car ago last January,he celebrated
his fiftieth wedding day. He will be buried

She is bound to
the Bay of Fundy. While we are in the saloon the officers, who try to make our passage
pleasant, call us to see a school of mackerel.

glass makes out “St. John.”

Thursday

at 4 p. m., with masonic honors.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

After viewing them the history of the miraculous draught of fishes seems reasonable. Here
is another
ship, an old-fashioned Englishman.
she looks as if her
stern had been sawed off

The Whig says that Messrs. Ira and Isaac
Luut of Upper Stillwater, have taken the contract for the construction of the masonry of the
Bucksport & Bangor railroad bridge at Bangor.

m'zzenmast; she is in ballast,

John for deals,
OnP ±^y b0UnS to St-dinner
(which by the
canal<tUt.vrom“*
find th^f
name)
‘uL h?-tel °f tte,sam<;
and
is in

SOMERSET COUNTY.

(Press Correspondence.)
The severe drought is-emled by the splendid

wav was

*nK“d,i:“jppea?sd

rain. Farmers were beginning to talk of feeding their stock. Hay is being offered for $10
per ton in the mow, and is plenty and of superior quality.
The Court House at Skowhegan is going up
rapidly, and floors are laid. Gov. Coburn is
advancing the funds as required for the progress of the work.
The building already presents a fine appearance.
The Democrats hold three conventions at
Norridgewock Aug 21. One called Democratic
"F hpld at the old Court House; the Liberals
the dear people’s to be held
in i. i; !own ball;
not stated.
It is said to be
swntin» nD’ place
swallowed
up lp the ring-

Cape Sable
sight
east of it. We see in the
.1
steamer Oity of Washington
right, w> ,t is left of benherW is
°P;
™
the mast —the mizzenmast still tan,
side as it fell. There is a boat
captain tells us that 'he remains of her care
of iron and steel is being got out and
Halifax by contract.
Port le Barre is the
nearest harbor, a few miles east.
Next comes
Shelbourne Light, and then Little
Hope island
enclosed by a high stone wall to prevent the
washing away of the lighthouse, which is like
a cupola on a barn. -At sunset a whale shows
his back near the steamer but soon
disappears.
We shall see nothing more until our arrival at
Halifax near midnight.
W g

'>menta

fihp*«?LwJiecKP<*
S."!8
;,,"'

letvm/wS®

1

Association is in session
at’sknwrtn.UT.,1*611/?1
distinguished in
the profession
orofeKs'inn'ate Gentlemen
present. A horse trot is to

firmly established in the cohfllence of physicians and the public. It should be in every family, on
board every ship, and the constant companion of
every traveler. It is at once the most grateful and
effective medicine ever compounded, and no other,
however highly lauded, can possibly satisfy those
who have once tried this elegant aud effective.
now

can

be consulted

on

Norton will remain at the City Hotel, Congress street, one week.
aug20sn*3t
Dr.

CIGARS!
AND COMMON SENSE.
If you want good aud cheap Cigars,
can

you buy them cheaper

or

bet-

I

ready to

am

that

And to avoid
AS biHor

$1000

that there

better Seed and Hayana Cigars

are no

cleanliness.

Ton

can

buy

oUU,

in India.

?

ithout pain.
sntf

REMOVAL.
HAWKES,
IN

—

Western Ci y and County BONDS.

Cigars from 16 dollars and upward per

Office removed to

1000, and cheroots at $10.50 per 1000.

9G MIDDLE STREET.

All the above

can

sntf

junl.3

be bad at

tUNSUMPTlUil tAN 1SL

STEBBINS’, Cigar Store,

Sole Agent for Globe

Chewing Tobaco.

HEAD THIS 1
For Diarrhea, Dysentary and Cholera
Morbus, goto Edward Mason, 177 Mid-

dle Street, (let a bottle of his Cholera
Mixture. It will cure at once. It is superior to anything ever offered to the
public. Ask anybody that has used it.
aulP

sneod2w

TO

LET.

SPECIAL

Middle Hirers.

NOTICE.

Proprietors Boarding-houses, and private families, desiring or willing to receive as boarders the
of

members of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science,
during the Annual Meeting to be held in this city for
ten or twelve days from the 20th of August, are requested to give immediate notice,
accomodations & terms,
to the Local Secretary, the Rev, Charles W.
Hayes,
65 State Street.
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
Chairman of Com. on Reception.
JygOsntf

Tailoriug Establisment For Sale.
A

rare

ness.

chance to

secure an

old established busi-

Address,

aul3sntf

P. O.

BOX 1725.

FIRST mp
ortation of Acadia Coal
this season, and the only genuine Acadia
in town. This statement seems necessary

from a

Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera

C. Ii.

BAILEY, 4ft' Exchange Street,
Selling Agent

Cholera, Colic, Siclf

Pn,

An Institution having a high
for honorable conduct and professional skill. Acting Sureeon
J. S. HOUGHTON, M. D, Essays for Young Men
sent free of charge. Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

mv7_sn3ni
FOR MOTH, PATCHES,

(Sour

40

ju20__
AND

FRECKLES^

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion
It in reliable and harmless. SoJd by Drugziats
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St„ N. Y.
Hiar22
d&wsn6ml7

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,
Blackhead and Fleshworm, use PERRY'S improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
medicine.
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
mar22d&wsn6mn
verywhere.

SONS,

EXCHANGE

[Latest by European steamerg.l
Ar at Liverpool 9th, Savannab. Knowlton, Quebec.
Ent out 5tl>, Carondelet, Stetson, for New Orleans.
Cld at London Ctb inst, ship Elleu Munroe, Norcross, Callao.
Ar at Bristol 6th inst, Tlieobold, Adams, trom New

Bombay.

Copenhagen 3d inst, Winfield, Richardson,
Philadelphia.
Ar at Valencia 5th inst, Moneta. Wyman, St John.

STKEE.

Sid fm Wexford 4th, Peii, Perkins, Sydney CB.
In Elsineur Sound 1st inst, Star, Vianello. from
Guanapc; J L Dimmock, Lincoln, from Mobile for

creat -ng an appetite, promoting
aud invigorating the system.

digestion

by

Cor.

STORE,

Temple and Congress Sts.
50

CENTS

PER

50 CLOAK-MAKERS

sn2w

WANTED

special"NOTICE.

—

The

Portland Steam Packet Co. hereby give
notice that their recent loss by fire will occasion no
detention to business
The Steamers John Brooks and Forest City will
form a daily line leaving wharf foot of Franklin St.,
anl2sn3w
for Boston at 8, P. M.

To Let.

THE

septlZsntf

give

Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

w3w34

For The Muster.
The

Large double Wagon

of C. J. SCHWARTZ wiU
leave the Post Office
for the Muster

daily
Grounds, at

9

and 2 p. m.

12

a. in.

DIED.

2

D. €.
5

Aug. 10,

years.

j

Mr.

Martha Bowker.

Will commence running regularly

3t»

For Sale.

Circassian).Quebec.Liverpool_A ug

Havre.Aug

23
23

Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool_Aug
City of Montreal... New York.. Liverpool.. Aug 23
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.... Aug rn
South America. New York Rio Janeiro. Aug 23

Hecla.Boston.Liverpool
Wilmington.New York..HavanU.. "'.aSI 26
Westphalia.New York.
Aug 7
Minnesota.New York. .Hamburg

Millinery

2,5

Liverpool.'.'.'.Aug S

^J^^|^^^^Q“rte«-^YJyerpooK^Aug30
niniatnre Almanac.August 91.
...

.0.13

Moon

Sunset....6.52 High

and

Fancy Goods,

with fixtures, &c., in one of the most desirable locations in the
Good business established.
Rent low and Terms favorable. Enquire of

city.

MISS II. F, MARSH,
899 CongrcMM Mtreet, or
KALER, MERRILL & CO., 3 Free Street,
au21tf
Portland, Me.
Sale.

For

FARM in Gorham. Me. Containing about 95
acres, welfdlvided into Tillage, Grass, Pasture
and Woodland, cuts about 20 tons Hay. A New
Bara, a good cellar, well of good water, an Orchard
of 100
trees, situated on the road leading from
Fort Hill anl West Gorham, about 1J miles from
Gorham Village. For i>articulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Enchange St.,
au21w6w
Portland Me.

A

apple

At

Co veil

&

OLD

Company’s

STAND,

CONGRESS, COR. CROWN ST.,
can

be

tonnd

THE BEST ASSORTMENT
—

OF

—

WHITE
in

GOODS

Portland in

Striped, Plaid and Plain Victoria Lawni
Cheeked Nainnookn,
Plaid NaiuMoosk;
Jaconet Cambrics,
Swine TOi.nl inn.
Plaid .TOonline,9

Figured

aud

P. K.

Wtrijped TOunlinn,
Striped Einen Lawn,
P. K., for Toilet Covers
—

A

ALSO

—

Large Lot of Remnants of White
Goods.
The balance of

SUMMER
to be

DRESS

i

SHAWLS
A

splendid
tew

SHAWLS l

assortment at

below cost.

Ac.

BLACK
A

prices

NHKT1.A30 NIIAWLI

more

31.35, 31.75,

R«

GOODS

closed out immediately.

SICE

SILKS !

A N M O It T .71 F 3 T.

tV^This Bankrupt Stock of I>ry Goods roust be
sold and the Bargains offered every day are too numerous to ment on in this ad' eriisement.
Remember the Store, CoLgrfM, eor, Itrewu
Streets.

au6dtf

___

H.M.PATS0N&C07,
Bankers and
—

Portland
Rockland
Cook County

OFFER

Brokers,

FOR SALE

—

«’*
t>'s
7’s

.....
...

Chicago
7’s
Toledo, Ohio
8’3
Oaytou, Ohio,
8’a
Zanesville, Ohio,
8’s
Scioto County, Ohio
8’s
Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed (i’s

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Maine Central R. R.
Northern Pa.iflc R. R. Gold

7’*
7*.

7.30’s
Government Bond3, Bank Stocks and
Gold Bought and Sold.

32EXCHANGE STREET
ap3_POBTLAKD.dti

BO^DS.
y

******

g>

Brooklyn City
Elizabeth

6’g

...

=

Jersey City

7**

City

7’g

Canada Southern R. R., Gold,

7’«

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

7’s

Northern Paciflc R. R., Gold,

7-8<P

-FOR SALE BY-

R.

A.

97

BIRD

Exchange

St*
feb26

BONDS
FOR

SALE,

City
“

6’»
6’g
6’g
•
N. J.,
Elizabeth, “
7’s
Cleveland
7>s
«
Toledo
8*g
•
Cook County, 111.,
7’g
Marion County, Ind.,
8’s
Maine Central R. R.
_
7>8
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’g
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fc Gold
7’g
Northern Paciflc R. R. Gold
7-80’g
Chicago, Dan. & Yin. R. R. Goid
7’g

Bangor

“

St. Louis

•

«

rises. 2.25 AM
water.10.30 AM

on

_

R. R

Bouoirr by

connecting with the morning train on the Ogdensburg Railroad. Returning in seasou to connect with
the evening train from No. Conway.
an21dtf

“MAGlNaKT”*1wili'
!dtCKcontinImaIherbe
regular trip*
the Islands.
tn

Can

chartered by Excursion parties
by ap-

aWSS:
rT*1

Library

of

or,hoC‘»>tel"

zbfi

Fw,ir 'Vwks C'nuYiiiHiiiic
/was°ne agent’s profit on Bryant’s

in one treel*
Poetry and Sony;
J he JVeir lions
Beecher
keeper's Slanual, by Miss
and Mrs. Stowe.
or woman eau
man
active
Any
have an agency. J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
Boston, Chicago and San

on

Francisco._au214wt

BOY

feb24

Barrett,
__eodtf

Shore Mackerel.
N^SewNo!
Halifax Large 3a do.
New
New

Large Shore and Bank Codfish.
Small do.

Trimmed

Fins.

Smoked Halibut, etc., etc.
For Sale in lots to suit at lowest rate* by
CURTIS A RAVIS.
aog20-lw
For Cardenas,
l>RIO “PERSIS I1INCKI.EY,’* Small, Master.
A 9 Freight taken at fair rate*. Vessel ready for
sea

TburtMlay

__

A. L. HOBSON.

auJD-L’t

HOUSE.

4ll.IBI.fcg M. RICK,
Paper Dealer, has removed to No. 14 EXCHANGE
STREET.
aug20-lw

d3t

au2l_______
a

&,

100 MIDDLE STREET.

"changed

WANTED

COMMERCIAL

Swan

FISH.

EXCURSIONS!

Aun

Livens,ol

small Stock of

A

SATURDAY AUG. 93d,

SJ-1

.New York

STREET.
tf

[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2£ o’clock.
At Callao, June 24, Capt. skoliield, master ot ship

DEPARTURE OFOCEAIV NTEAMEHti

i

GOLDER’S,

FREE

John Goodwin, aged 70

Pereire. New York..

AT-

au21

In Windham, Aug. 5, John E. Roberts, aged 21 yrs.
months 11) days. [Biddeford papers please copy.]
In Fryeburg, Aug. 10, Ira Towle, M. D., aged 77

years.
In Baldwin,

in.

au21

Scrip

In Warren, Aug. 4, Salonois Marshall and Alice M.
Burton, both ot Cusliing.
In Harrland, Aug. G, Chas. H. Hawes ot St. Albans
and Maria S. Miller ot Palmyra.
In Gouldsboro. Aug, 3, Millard E. Rolfe and Miss
Margaret E. Young.

City of Bristol

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Carnal National Bank.
Or Of

Tuesday

& St. Lawrence
The Steamer Mt. Pleasant, Atlantic
Stock and Dcf. Rent

MARRIED.

Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has beeu appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public are therefore lequested to give prompt

Per order,

as:

At the Court op County Commissioner* begun
and held at Fortlam d, within and for the County
of Cumberland, on the iirst
of June. A.
D. 1873, to wit: nt an adjournment thereof on the
tir«t Tuesday of August A. D. 1873.
On the foregoing Petition it being satisfactorily
shown to tlie Court, tha1 the Petitioners arc responsible and that a hearing is expedient, it is hereby
OliDrEEJ), That the Co'inry Commissioners will
meet at Merrill's Sdioo1 li-.uslii Pownal aforesaid
on Thursday the twenty-fifth lav of September, A.
D. 1873, at ten o’clock A. M., i.nd that tbe petitioners
notice to all person* interested by causing attested copies ot said Petition and this Order of
Court thereon, to be served upon the Town Clerks of
Pownal aud North Yarmouth, and also by posting up
conies of the same in three public places in each of
said Towns,and publishing the same three weeks*
successively in the Maine State Press, a newspaper
printed in Portland the iirst ot said publications, and
each of the other notices, to l»e at least thirty days
before the time of said meeting; nt which time aud
place, (after it has been satisfactorily shown that the
above notice has been duly given,) ihe Commissioners will proceed to view ibe route set forth iu said
Petition, aod other routes and roads connected therewith, and after such view, they will give a bearing to
the parties interested, and their witnesses, at some
convenient place in tlie vicinity, where and when al|
persons and corporations interested, may appear
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition should not he granted.
Attest:-D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy of Petition and Order 1 hereon.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

PORTLAND & BOSTON STEAMERS.

sn3m

ap29sntf

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland,

NPOKEN.
June 28, no lat, &c, ship Alice Buck, trom Bassoin
for Liverpool.
July 28. lat 63 20, Ion 26 30, ship Harvest Queen,
from Liverpool for New York.
Aug 18. oft Delaware, brig Anna M Knight, from

SUPPER TABLE,

justice.

pro*

Portland

BOTTLE.

Jy29

JLBA Ac PERKINS’ Worcestershire Nance I

tb,on“

t*liu"J\
U„g„b,r^2
Int«i4ct£,,
tha?

Trinidad lor New York.

AT HIS NEW APOTHECARY

ONLY

a-*

i',erril*

.UreJftoi

COE.

dinner

information to him of any cruelty to animals that
m:ly come to their knowle<lge, and he will see to it
that the offenders aro brought to speedy and strict

'h“

Ar at Antwerp 4th inst, Henry S Sanford, Dunpliy,
Guanape.

One of the best Preparations extant for

no

JOHN DUNCAN’S ROND, New York,
Agents for the United States.
octI7eodsnly
To tile Public.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.

ll,.

in
Pownal, near said Merrill’*
a southwesterly
thwmT.V
r}D£in*
nal an<l crossing the road lt
y
,,*}», *r? T"
tier and crowing the easterly
S
North Yarmouth arid
fL
lending to Yarmouth Corner,near tbe dwehina h
of George Winslow* We therefore pray
after
due proceedings had you will lay out »ucb highway
according to the statutes m such case made and
Tided.
We also further represent that a road laid out by
A. !>.,
1872, on
you on the third day of September,
petition of Edward Cushing and forty-seven others,
near the road now aforesaid prayed for, is not in the
right place, is not of common convenience and necessity, and we therefore pray that said way may be
discontinued.
CHARLES A. MARSTON,
and 122 others.

Cronstadt.

CALISAYA TONIC !

and sold

ro*P«ctfully repre*'iit that enroin
*ni1 nec,'..-ity r«|iifre that a pobhighway EhS!*®

New York City

Sid fm Queenstown 5th. Arietta, Dow, Greenock.
At Newcastle 6th inst, P Pendleton, Pendleton, lor

COE’S

Prepared

CMaiyCtoWam

of Cumhcrlaud:

17th inst, sch J L Cotter, Nut-

York.

iun9M&Thsntf

Stomach,

(JjTtHE breakfast, luncheon,

er, Port Caledonia.
Ar at St John, NB,

ter, Portlaud.

6’s

BY—

&

FOREIGN PORT*.
Sid fm Marseilles 1st inst, barque La Ciguena,
Vidulicb, Matanzas.
Ar at Valparaiso 15th ult, barque Talavera, Carver,
Port Gamble, for orders.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 11th ult, ships Jamestown, Call,
Shields; 20th, barque Megumicook, Richardson, from
Buenos Ayres, to load for New York; 25th, ship Thos
Lord, Whitmore, Cardiff; barque Priscilla, Fraser,
Cardiff.
Sid July 13. ship Enos Soule. Soule, Australia.
Cld at Halifax 16th ult, sch Georgie Staples, Bunk-

Ar at

Morbus

does

6’s

6’s

BROWN

man.

and

7’s

6,s

BANKERS,

IS INDESPENSABLK.

GUNPOWDER,
ipyl6#snoodtf
Philadelphia,
reputation

or

B.

Complaints,

Indigestion Arc. Contains no opiate
produce Costiveness. Druggists sell it.

for

DU FONT’S

Howard Association,

J-

mar31sncod&wly
Dr. Bicknell’s Syrup
Hammer

6’s

Railroad

Kennebec

—FOR SALE

the indiscretions cr excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health aud happiness. It is the cheapest and best
medical work ever published, and the only one on
this class of ills worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful
French cloth. Price only $1. Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston,
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience

or

’s

Stock, (guaranteed),

or

and sold in this market as Acadia.

All kinds of tackle for Trout or Pickerell fishing. Wholesale aud Retail.

Portland &

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous aud Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impoteney, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising ftom the errors of

Bowel

1

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, sch R E Yates.
Yares, New York for Windsor. NS; Wyoming, Foss,
Philadelphia for Boston; Owen P Hinds, Clendennin, Hoboken for do; Canary. Hart, and H Curtis.
Haskell. Port Johnson for do; Montrose, Allen, and
Samuel Hart, Holbrook, Weebaw ken fordo; Nellie
Chase, Dulling, from Elizabethport for Portland; C F
Young, Clark. Port Johnson for do; R C Thomas,
Crockett.Georgetown for do; Ann E Kranz, Purvere.
Baltimore lor do; Light of the East, Harper, Philadelphia for Rockport; Franconia, Fleming, do tor
Bath; Florida,Thompson, New York for Weymouth;
Post. Boy, Fountain, do for Belfas; Mary E Gage,
Church. New York for Portsmouth; Frank, Randall,
do for Portland; Angola, Bellaty, Port Johnson for
Salem; C’himo, Lansil, Georgetown tor Fox Island;
,J M Kennedy. Pomeroy, Elizabethport for Gardiner;
L> Haynes, Adams, do for Augusta; New Packet,
Kelley, Millbridge for New York; Louise Crockett,
Flanders, Windsor, NS, for Alexandria.
Ar 19th, schs H L Curtis, Mann, Philadelphia for
Newburyport, Sandy Point,Grant, Port Johnson lor
Bangor; E F Hart, Hart, Baltimore for Salem ; Margaret, Clark, Millbridge for New York; Sandalphon,
Ayhvard, Pembroke for do; Jas Lawrence. Rommel,
Calais for New Haven; Fred C Holden, Gray, do for

ton.

6’s
6’s
6’s

Division, Gold,
Central Consols,
Portland & Kennebec Consols,
Androscoggin & Kennebec.
Leeds & Farmington,

inevitable result.
Schenck’s PulmoDic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a congh suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast, corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place. New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

youth

we

SECURITIES.

Railroad

disordered condition of

forTevebi

flhina. and

to

Maine

Persons so affected, if
colds, and if the cough in
these
suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the

book

eont

Portland & Ogdensbnrg, Portland
Division, Gold
Portland & Ogdcn»bui-g, Vermont

or a torpid liver.
one or two heavy
cases be

C ure"

BRO.
augll_sntf
FISHING TACKLET~

*•

take

from the fact that the Products of other
Provincial Mines are sometimes offered
JOS. II. POOR &

“

the stomach

"a

boon

of Maine Bonds,
City of Portland, Municipal

Are the only medicines that will euro Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint ana ayspepsia are the causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling someiimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symp-

they

West India Islands; to

State

SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

usually originate

Ii nao n.loo

HOME

HGHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,

toms

Spacious room in Store No. 161 Middle StTeet, now
occupied by Swrrtwr & Merrill. Possession
givcu on or about September 1st.
Apply to
T. B. REED,

_ag!2snewl2w»_91

tUKfciU

8CHENCK 8 PULMONIC |SYREP,

360 Congress Street.'

and other

Rowe, Bath.

if there is
any
foreign port or any inland city in Africa or Asia, which is frequented by
Americ n and European missionaries, travelers or
New Bedford.
traders, into which the Pain-Kilier has not been
In port, brie Henry Perkins; sebs Grace Cushing,
introduced.
Gamma, Ida Hudson, ODtara, Frank, Harriet Baker,
The extent qf its usefulness is another great featLouise Crockett. New Packet, James Lawrence, and
ure of tliis remarkable medicine.
It is not only the" Arcturus. All others sailed.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 18th. schs E G Knight, Pratt,
best thing evor known, as everybody will confess, for
Rondout lor Boston; A Hammond, Paine, from Port
bruises, cuts, burps, &c., but for dysentery or cholJohnson for do; EG Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia
lor Portland; New Zealand, Haskell, Porf Johnson
era, or any sort of bowel complaint, it is a remedy unSalem.
surpassed for efficiency and rapidity of action. In lorBOSTON-Ar
19th, brig Ocean Belle, Dizer, ftn
the great cities of British India and the West India Savannah; schs Mattie A
Franklin, Griffin, AlexanIslands nd other hot climates it has becom the standdria; L>ndon, Cassidy. Calais.
Cld 19th, barque Sicilian. Percival, for Cadiz; brig
ard medicine for all such complaints, as well as dysOcean Belle, Watson, St John. NB: sch Scoria, Stillpepsia, liver complaint, and other kindred disorders. well, Portland; Altoona, hltzgerald, Fernandina.
For coughs and colds, canker, asthma and rheumatic
Ar 20th, sebs Ada J Slmotiton, Dickerson, BaltlMerritt. Port Johnson ; Dqjaware,
difficulties, it has been proved by the most abundant I more; Henry,
Thomaston ; f'emaquid, Hersey, DamarisKellar,
and convincing trials and testimony, to bo an invalucotta; Revenue, Marr, Bath.
able medicin
The proprietors are in pos^essien of
Cld 20th, schs Addle Rverson. Pike, for Eastport;
Alice B Gaidlner, Tnmer. 'Bootlibay; Maggie Quinn,
letters from persons of the highest character and reFoster. Portland and St John, NB.’
sponsibility, testifying in unequivocal terms to the
DANVERS—Ar 8th, schs Lizzie Browster, Smith,
cures eftected and the satisfactory results
produced, in Elizabethport; J Warren, Byard, Bangor.
Ar
11th, sch Telegraph, Woodward, Ellsworth.
an endless variety of cases by the use of this
great
SALEM—Ar 17tn, schs Castllliau, Morgan, and F
medicine That the Pain-Killer is deserving of all
N Tower, Perry, Port Johnson.
its proprietors claim for it is amply proved by the
Sid 16tli, sch Gamma, Brown. Port Caledonia.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 19th, schs Arabella, Mosliier,
unparalled popularity it has atl ined. It is a sure Portland
lor Newark; Geo Brooks.
Lindsey, do for
and elective remedy. It is sold iu almost every
Nev York; Gen Scott,
Hopps, Calais fordo; RP
Chase, Sweetser, YV Interport for Preston; Frankliu,
country iu he world, and is becoming more and
Colby, Wiscasset for do.
Its healing properties
more popular eyeiy year.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 17th, brig Tulu, Reed, from
have been fully tested, all oyer the world and it need
Mayagucz.
Sailed 16th, schs L B Sargent. Sargent, for
only to be known to be prized.
Sedgwick; Francis Coffin, Batson, for Calais; CPGerSold by all Druggists.
jy!8sneod&wlra
rish, Armstrong, for Lubec^ Mary A Heyer. Uodgdon, for Calais; Fanny K Slaw, Watts, lor Thomas-

SQUARJd.

junl3

DEALER

regularly sold

doubt

83'*SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for

—

now

England and Continental Europe; to Mozambique,
Mwiaj'a.sonr, Zunzioar, and other African lands; to
Australia, and Calcutta, Rangoon an I other places

Has removed to

MARKET

CHARLES

is taken to

Islands, to Cuba

TIf
T„

ken for Boston.

Ayers, Brazil, Uraguay, Peru, Chili, aup
other South American States, to the Sandwich

PAR&ONS, JTI. D.,

The Cigars I manufacture great care

by PERRY

to Buenos

DENTIST

make.

is

r

EC

PAWTUCKET-Ar 16tb, sch Mary, Hallowcll,
Dennysville.
Sid 16th, sch Cypress, Stront, New York.
Sid 18th. sell Howard Holder, (Br) Holder, Portland ; F H Odiorne, Crowell, Alexandria.
Sid fm Narraganset Her 16th, schs Mora, Haskell,
Calais; 18th, C W Dexter, Dunton, New York.
NEWPORT-Ar 19th, ^chs Pearl, Gookin, Elizabeth port for Boston; Ellen Perkins, Mitchell, Philadelphia for do; Flying Arrow, Webster, Hoboken for
do; Ivy Bell, Cox, Philadelphia for New Bedford;
Z A Paine, Jones, New York for Eastport; Lake,
Jones. Baltimore for Rockland; Joe Carlton, Haskell
New York for Boston; Mary Means, Parker, Hobo-

general agents in every State aud Territory of the
Union, and every Province in British America, Dut

*u2__gntf

made in the United States than those I

Exchange.

large and steady increasing quantities, not only

in

pill,

w

The Pain-Kill

this medicine.

9*11

the purpose of extracting teeth

manufactured

Turner, Charleston;

NEW LONDON—A r 16th, schs George Shattuck,
Thorndike, New* York for Gardiner; E G Knight,
Pratt., do for Boston.
FALL RIVER—Ar 16th, schs Harbinger, Baker,
and Louisa, Libby, Bangor.
Sid 16th, sch Loduskia, Means, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th. brig J W Hunt, Hunt,
Pensacola; schs Kendrick Fish, Mitchell, Hoboken;
Oregon, Wilson, New York; Oliver Ames, French,
Georgetown.
Sid 16th, schs Maud Mulloch, Norwood, New York;

to

Now, where ean chamber suits bo found
My dear, the question you propound
I’ll answer in a minute,—
At MERRrAM’s Store in Middle
Street,
From Pearl, below, some fifty feet,—
The walk we’ll now begin it.

12

to

of

interesting, and surprising feature in the history of

We’ll say “my dear don’t tease me more,
There’s none but you who I adore,”
I’ll furnish with black walnut.

A.

requested

DAVIS & SON has won for itself a reputation unsurpassed in medicinal preparations. The universality of the demand f>r the Pain-Killer is a novel,

aul5sntt

nyvtA.1

nauseous

PAIN-KILLER

THE

we

o

are

the 23d

on

TO THE PUBLIC.

our lives below,
had birth, however low,
And where we hope to die on,
The bed for bond, the bed for free,
The poorest of the poor is he,
Who has no bed to lie on.

Where

Standish

inst,, at 6 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of choosing delegates to attend the County Convention, to
be held at Portland Tuesday, August 26, 1873.
Per order Rep. Town Committee.
Gray, Aug. 16, 1873.
augl8

Eastern & Maine Central R. R.

Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.
THE BED.

New York.
Ar 16th, schs JasWall,
Gates, breeman, Calais.

23d

The Passenger Trains on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
Street.
GEO. BACHELDER,

NO.

wager

BALTIMORE—Cld 16th, sell J W Dodge, Taylor.
Wilmibgton.
Ar 17tli, schs Mansfield, Achorn, Brooklin; Edith,
Phinney, Portland.
Cld 18th, brig Caroline Gray.Robinson. Boston; sch
G W Andrews, Watts, do; E K Emerson, Sears, do;
Isaac Oberton, Crockett, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, sch John A Griffin,
Foster, Wilmington.
Below 19th, brigs Abbie C Titcomb. Hall, from
Minnie Miller, Leland, Cardenas;
Turks Islands;
Eudorus. Farr, Sagua. 1
NEW YORK—Ar 18th. brig Lydia H Colo, Jones,
St Jago 15 days; Zavila Williams, Veazie, New Haven; schs Portland, Coffll. from Trinidad; My Rover,
Brown. Charleston; J C Nash,Crowley. St John, NB;
Laconia, Hall, Rockland; Loduskia, Means, ftn Fall
River; Nile, Metcalt, Rockland; Wigwam, Field,
Cherryfield; Bangor, Jordan, Fall River; Ambassador, Warren, Salem; Hampden, Fletcher, Providence; J Tinker, Stanley, do; Delaware, Snow, New
Haven; Wm Rice, Pressey, Richmond. Me; Alice
Oakes. Marson, Gardiner; Maud Mulloch, Norwood,
Fall River; Eveline, Bagley. Mt Desert..
Also ar 18th, schs E M Sawyer. Rogers, ftn Calais;
Evelyn. Bagley, Mt Desert for Rondout; Ethan Allen. Blake, Gardiner for PhiladelpMfa; Allie Oakes,
Pillsbury. Gardiner; Nora, Bunker, Salem.
Ar 19tn, barque Ocean Belle. Jarvis. Bombay via
Alleppy; Charlotte A Littleflekl. Carver, Talcahuano
85 days; brig Nimwaukee, Perkins, Caibarien; sch
Fannie Keating, Ivane, do.
Sid 18th. schs J W Maitland, tor Jacksonville; S P
Hal Brunswick, Ga; Matanzas, for Salem.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 16th, sch Leonora, Spofford,

The Republicans of Gray are hereby notified to
Hall in said Town on Saturday, the

Eastern and Matin' Central Railroads.

Agent

of

House

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

rane, do for do.

meet at the Town

For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine,
aulsn26t

Besides patronising the industry

of yonr own city.

New York via

Gray.

Agents.

ter then at the place where they are
made.

Mac bias 16th lust, from the
of P 5> J lalbot A: Co, s, hr Marv Helen, of "10
tons, intended for the West India business and to be
commauded by Capt John Sauborn.

day
August
inst., at 3 o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to attend the County Convention in Portland, on the 26th
inst. Also to select a candidate for Representative
to the Legislature.
Per Order.
aul8d&w
Standish, Aug. 16, 1873.

w. f. Phillips & c:oMl
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
II. II. HAY,

iw «k

all other diseases in confi-

dence.

where

meet at the Town

AAWill be paid for a bottle of any otherGinAvfV/ ger if found to equal it iu ftne flavor,
purity and prompt medicinal effect.
Samples free.

General

July 21st,
McAllister,do; 7ih, Uuruguav.do.
July 1, barque Ada Gray, Race, Paysander.

yard

Caucus.
Republicans

The

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY.

i.U tUOAP UUi liuiuco luuvli

Dcafuess, Rheumatism aud Kidney Di«.

Sid

Republicans of Falmouth are requested to meet
at their Town House on SATURDA F the 23d day of
Aug. 1873 to chose Delegates to attend County Convention to bo held at Portland Aug. 26, 1873. Also
to chose town Committee.
Per Order,
aul8d&wtd
Town Committee.

Sweet home of half

medical sci-

InJT?rt.

Caucus

la

July 9, brig Uje Houghton,

l,»*-que8 J F Pearson, Gould, NYork;
J S Winslow, Davis, tor Boston.
Ar at Montevideo Jnne 23,
barque Mary G Reed,
Welt, Savannah ; 29th. Jennie S Barker, Waite. Boston; Blanche How. Ingersoll, Portland;

The

NOTICE.

NORTON,

Sid tm Bueuos Ayres
Rose, for Ancona.

Caucus.

GINGER

CARD FROM.

C.

with statement of

severely injured Monday, by being

,

301 1.3 CONGRESS ST., Room No. «.

Caucus.

more.

The Republicans of Yarmoth, are requested to
meet at Town Hall, on SATURDA$, the 23d. day of
August, at 6 o’clock P. M., for the purposo of choosing 4 delegates to attend the County Convention, to
be holden in Portland, on the 26th inst, to nominate
candidates for Senators and County Officers.
Per Order
Town Committee.
aul9dtd
Yarmouth, Aug 18.1873.

JAMAICA

Residence Preble

the 23rd

Caucus.

SANFORD’S

OCULIST.

Office Hours 9 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

requested to

a

invigorates the stomach and organs ot digestion, and
is therefore a powerful ally for those desirous of abandoning the use of intoxicants, and for those whose
systems have become enfeebled by long continued indulgence in spirituous liquors.

au21_

SPALDING,

IFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.")
Ar at New York 20th, brigs Ernest. Thompson, and
Anna M Knight, Davis, Trinidad.
Chi at Philadelphia 19th, sch Deimont, Gales, for
Portland.
Ar at Matauzas 12th, brig Martha A Berry, Berry,
New York.
Ar at Cardenas 8th, brte Clara J Adams, McFadden, Philadelphia; 9th, Addle Hale, Sheppard, Portland.
Sid fm Sagua 8th, brig Castillian, Orouclien, Balti-

The Republicans of Raymond are requested to meet
remarkable degree; possessing a flavat the Town House in said town on SATURDAY the
or but little inferior to the best French Cordials; ;
22d, inst. at 4 o’clock P. M. to choose delegates to atpurely medicinal in every sense of the word, it will tend the Republican County Convention, to be holden
be found a most refreshing Stimulant for the carein Portland August 26.
Rer Order
worn, the over-worked and the weary invalid. It is
free from every injurous property. It strengthens and |
aulOsntdRepublican Town Committee.

FOR GOVERNOR.

Endora, Mason, Calais—Nathl Blake.

DO.TIEMTIC PORT*.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 17tli, ship Sonora, Paine,
Montevideo.
MOBILE—Ar 17ib, brig James Miller, Thompson,
New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 9tb, sch Georgietta, Jellison
Providence.
PENSACOLA—Ar 14Lh, sch Josephine, Giles, from
Galveston.
Caucus.
Cld 15th, sch Lamoine. King. Rio Janeiro.
The Republicans of Windham are 'requested to
SAT1LLA MI LLS—Ar 8th, s«hs Mollie, Atherton,
meet at the town house in said town on SATURDAY
New York; Mattie Holmes, Cox. do.
Sid Olh. s h Nellie Star. Poland, Bath.
the 23th day ot August at 5 o’clock in the afternoon
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 12th inst sch Ida Lewis,
to choose delegates to attend the Republican County"
Huestis, New York.
Convention to be held in Portland, August the 26th,
WILMINGTON—Cld 10th, brig 1st«la, Lord, Chelsea; sch Kate Wentworth. Meade, Cardenas.
1873.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 18th, brigs Etta
Per Order of the Town Committee.
M Tucker, Tucker, and Sportsman, Blanchard, from
aul8snd&w
Windham, Aug. 17, 1873.
Kio Janeiro lor Baltimore; sch Lizzie Cochrane Coch-

STIMULANT

and Tonic in

WILLIAMS,

A.

CLEARED.
Sch Mary E Bliss, (Br) Shields, St John, NB—John

Porteous.
Sch Ella

Caucus.
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are requested
to meet at the town house in said town on SATURDAY, the 23th, inst. at 5 o’clock P. M. for the purpose of nomonating a candidate to represent the
town in the next Legislature. Also to choose seven
delegates to the County Convention to be holden ot
Portland Tuesday August the 26th.. and --house a
town Committee &e.
Per Order of
TOWN COMMITTEE.
aul9d&wsntd
Cape Elizabeth, Aug. 18, 1873.

after each meal.

cultivated gentleman, a statesman oi the truest
mould, and a citizen whose name is the token of
private and public virtue, it is believed that he must
so fully appreciate the present political needs of the
country that he cannot refuse the unsolicited sufPer Order.
frages of honest men.
sntf

JAMES

ARRIVED.

au20snd&w

Deering, Angust 19, 1873.

DYSPEPSIA,

—as TnE—

DR.

are

Aug. *A0.

Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York—passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Sabao, Lam .-on. Boston.
Sch Anaconda. Wallace, Beverly.
Sch Day Star, (Br) Davidson, Hall's Harbor—wood
to Knight & Wliidden.
Sch Lexington, Kalloch, Bangor.
Sch Amazon, Warren, Bangor fur Gloucester.

choose delegates to attend the Republican County Convention to be holden
in Portland, August 26th.
And to transact any other business that may ccme
before the meeting.
Per order Republican Town Committee.

Flatulency, Sluggish Digestion, wanto'f Tone and Activity in the Stomach and Bowele, Oppression after
Eating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose taken

OF AUGUSTA,
PEOPLE*S CANDIDATE

Caucus*
Deering

of

Republicans

SATURDAY,

and sweetened, forms a mixtute which as a cooling, healthy and refreshing Summer Beverage has no
equal. Barrels of ice water, prepared in this way,
may” be dranknvIthout the slightest injury, and hap
py is the man who finds in this a substitute for spirituous liquors. Its value to the Farmer, Mechanic
anc Laborer cannot be overestimated.
It is so cheap
as to be within the reach of all; so finely flavored as
to be enjoyed by lovers of the choicest liquors,

political parties now in the field, are hopeany reform through them and to whom furth-

of the two

%Y«-Ji>r»du j,

Order,

meet at the Town House on
instant, at 5 o’clock P. M., to

MORBUS,

WATER

ICE

Per

The

whether produced by indigestion, improper food,
change of water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden change ot temperature
are immediately relieved by it.
One ounce added to
a gallon of

HONEST VOTERS OF MAINE.

PORT OF PORTLAND,

REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE.

CRAMPS AND PAINS,

Nomination from the Floor*

TO THE

large.

Cramps, Pains, Diarrhoea and Dysentery are iustantly lelieved by it. It will render an attack of Cholera
Morbus impossible if taken when the symptoms of
this dangerous complaint first manifest themselves.

secretive organs. For the miseries of dyspepsia, and
they include almost every unpleasant feeling that
belongs to physical disease and mental wretchedness
this potent tonic is a certain and speedy balm.

a

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

sea, the sea, the open sea.”
pilot says we are seventy miles from
land, off the entrance to the Bay of Fundy,
with the water as calm as a harbor. We are
nearing a large ship under royals, with the
wind free. She has all the marks of a Yan
kee, but as we cross her stem the pilot with

Windham, Aug. 18,1873.

a

STATE

“The

dUtlnre

policy indicitative

removal of the
chief seat of the Roman Catholic Church, subsequent to his death, from Rome to the territory of the Brazilian Empire, thus fixing the
centre of the propaganda in America.

The

we

JAMAICA

called small ailments.
first, if neglected for a
few weeks may become a mortal disease. Be especially careful not to let debility gain upon you, for it is
the door through which all maladies enter the system. If you feel languid,inert, and to use a common
expression, “as if there was no life left in you,” resort at once to Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. That
great vegetable tonic will supply tbe vitality you so
urgently need. It is nerve food. By Its touio action
the stomach is so invigorated that the digestion becomes regular, easy, perfect; while its mild, cathartic properties relieve the bowels from obstructions,
and its alterative operation beneficially affects all the

SPECIAL

Ward Caucuses.
The Republicans of Portland are requested to meet
in their respective Wards on Friday
evening, Aug.
22d, at 8 o’clock, tor the purpose of electing five delegates from each Ward to represent them in the Republican County Couvention, to be holden at Lancaster Hall on Tuesday
August 26tli, 1873.
Wards 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 will meet in their respective
Ward Rooms. Ward 5 will meet in
Machigoune Engine House, Congress street. Ward 7 will meet in
the School House on Clark street.
Tho delegates so elected are
requested to meet in
Convention at the Ward Room of ward 3
on Saturday
afternoon at 4 o’clock to select four
delegates at

a

SANFORD’S

Beginning of Swknes*.

The

MARINE NEWS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

WANTED

Never trifle wito what are
A disorder easy to control at

less of

NOTICES.

A CAPABLE GIRL to do general boose work in
small family at 31 State Street,
augl2snlw

Waldo County embraces twenty-five towns
and one city. Belfast is its shire.

au!9sntf

inshore, each towing boats containiug seines.
They are propellers with one mast. Wednesday morning the northeast is red with the coming sun and we hurry out to see the rising out
of the water, but we look in vain to see the water drip from the well defined rim. No land in

nml' nrla1

was

Fish Breeding.—Commissioner Stillwell of
this city returned from Sebec Pond Saturday,
where he had beeB with Lieut. Governor TalCommissioner
bot, Auditor Endicott and
Brackett of Massachusetts, Commissioners Dr.
Hutson and Pike of Connecticut, and Prof.
Baird, to ascertain the feasibility of establishing a trout hatching house at that place. This
will belong to the United States and such Stateas may enter into the plan.
Satisfactory arrangements have been made with the exception of leasiug the necessary land for the works.
If spawn is taken at this place, by an arrangement made by Commissioner Stillwell, twentyfive per cent, of the amount hatched will be
the property of this State.—[Bangor Whig.

route last winter. She was worthy of a better
fate if she was in mischief during the war. On
the Cushing’s Island shore lies the Montreal,
showing the bow and stern above water, the
iron side wheels and the rusty boiler still in
place. The work commenced on the new battery near the lighthouse begins to show. The
beacon light on Ram island ledge is new to me.
Halfway rock light house seemstohave no support but the water. Now the gong calls to tea.
On coming out again Seguin is in sight and
three porgie steamers with their noses pointed

sight.

2.20J

marvellous. As for this black son of Gen. Knox,
the least thutcan be said is that he fairly surprised his most sanguine friends, and scored a
record that will be pointed to with pride by the
admirers of the Knox blood. He put a smile
the face of every man from Maine, but it
o
■wung round to the representatives from Vermont and Northern New York.”

from the “Dirigo,” is just running
into her dock, full of passengers.
The castle
like Fort Gorges and old Fort Preble stand
like giim sentinels at the gateway. At the fort
wharf lies the black hulk of the little Carlotta
which did not lose a trip while on the Halifax

1

iritTl

Bethel; Register of Deeds, (Western District)
Wm. Godiug of Fryeburg; County Commissioner, Wm, H. Talbot of Andover; County
Treasurer, Henry Upton of Norway. The convention, which met at 10 o'clock, adjourned| at
half past 11.

ing people

citizens,” but easily to be
turned into an invading advance
guard. Gen.
Sherman, we are glad to see, lately
expressed
at West Point in his usual vigorous
manner
the very decided opinion that we want no

others with it.
The situation of the

move-

dent who has done so much to make it a “fast
color.”
I always look into the engine room to see with
what satisfaction the engineer tries his engine
at the wharf,letting in just steam enough to run
up the burnished piston rod gleaming in the
light and then with another motion of his bar
down it goes, seemingly, far enough to punch a
hole through the bottom—exercising his animal
like a jockey before the final “start.”
The train is in, and the engineer gets the
word “go” and the Falmouth moves proudly
down in front of the town whose ancient name
she bears. We soon come to the blackened
ruins of the boat wharves with the great mound
of 13,060 bushels of corn still in place—the men
preparing to move it look like workers on an
ant hill.
The swift little “Express” whose brave captain came promptly to the resche of the drown-

our own

impress

this

mercial street.—The Eastern railroad station
was gaily dressed with the 0. S. Ensign in honor of the visit to Maine of the Soldiers’ Presi-

ol”qUieting disturbance and

c-n1n*p

of reading the names of 58 delegates and then
made the following nominations: Senators. D.
R. Hastings of Fryeburg, and G. S. Holman of
Dixfield. County Attorney, S. F. Gibson of

To the Editor of the Portland Prets.
On my way tu the boat on the 12tb, I passed
a fire in progress with in a few feet of the spot
where the great fire of 1866 broke out on Com.

viduals, quarrel most readily about trespasses
over dividing lines.
Some things of late occurrence
goto show
that the Secretary of War would not be averse
to a military expedition to be sent out for the

Great Britain,
President and his administration in settling
the Alabama claims- but it should not be forgotten that Gen. Butler has always shown
the Anglo-phobia, and will lose no chance to

No one vouches for

SPECIAL

WALDO COUNTY.

Oxford County Democracy.—A Palis cor

the Bourbon loaders.

inclined to blow into a flame of war. The
country is,a good deal of it, worse than worthless, but communities and nations like indi-

tnownnonrl

ninety-nine parts of the former to oae of the
latter. The fellows in the procession have
no right to utter any such jokes.

expletive “gosh.”

“people,” but we undersland
that it has its origin with a few of the young
Democracy who are disgusted at what they
regard as the stupid and stubborn policy of

so

not expect trouble with
owing to the wisdom of the

Chup^d.
of profanity and

respondent writes’that the democrats of Ox
ford County held their convention Wednesday
at Paris Hill.
About twenty of the leaders
were present, who went through with the form

the rural

Governor.

either side

We do

lvo tnnlr

hut has

ment of the

derers who
“Sought the beeves that made their broth
In England and in Scotland both.”—
There has probably been no month for ten
years when the mildest sort of scouting would
not have found theft, plunder and murder
amply sufficient to call for “diplomatic correspondence” between the two nations, and pre-

at home.

the vacancy resulting from the (loath of Garrett
Davis. He took his seat in December,1872,and
left it by the expiration of his term, in March,
1873. After three mouths of arduous exertion

In our advertising columns will be found
the announcement of a new nomination for

whose haunts are partly on
side and partly on the Mexican, and
from which they sally foith, like Scott's bor-

by

tion, had

uses

horse men are gather*

Several parties have passed through Skowhegan on their way up river, and excursionists to
the seaside are beginning to return.
The abutments of the bridge at Norridgewolk
The
for the Somerset Railroad are completed.
bridge is to be placed on them at once. Everything along the line is progressing finely.

be nonsuited free

ime to read the resolutions, concludes that they are a mixture of antiquity
of
and statesmanship, in the proportion

by robbers,

possession.
be bard for the agitators in Congress,with the
head of the Department which has our frontiers and our army in charge, in sympathy
with them, to get blood enough shed to exasperate the country and get up a war mania

chewing

defeated

The Last Apologist for the Salary
Grab.—Ex-Senator Machen of Kentucky, follows the lead of the Essex statesman, by inditing a letter in defense of the salary grab. Mr.
Machen is a Democrat, and was elected to fill

A leading Democratic politician who has,
siuce the adjournment of the State Conven-

our own

into orr

tobacco

was

itude, drawing it is said, the entire increase for
the two years “clear hack to the first day in the
morniDg.” He modestly occupies only five columns in defence of his eccentricity, and makes
the old plea that it is impossible for a congressman to subsist on @5000 a year.

only

have from time to time grown more tolerant
in tone towaids the “patriots,” as the insurgent squads claim to be called.
The Mexican border affords still better
ground for a quarrel. The whole territory
for scores of miles on either side of the Rio
Grande has been harrassed and plundered for

brought

with

his usual profuse vocabulary

skilfully worked up into a national
The roving and irresponsible
grievance.
bands that have kept the islands ot Cuba disturbed for the last ten years by robbery and
murder, have managed to keep their heads
just enough above water to attract attention
by their loud shouting and cursing in Liberty’s name, and through their confederates in
this country have <ept control of the telegraph
ic despatches which never tire of heralding
important advantages secured by the ‘struggling patriots,” thus keeping a sort of smoulaering sympathy working in the breasts of
many men, wuich unfortunately is in no degree counteracted by the course of the Spanish Government—a course apparently based
on no desire for friendly relations and an entire ignorance of the importance that Cuban
affairs may at any moment assume in our politics. The question of a recognition ot a
state of belligerency on the Island has never
been finally settled and can be crowded on to
Congress at any day.Even the messages of the
President, prudent and conservative as he
commonly is in matters of foreign concern,

with her
But it will not

up again but the change
vote of more than two to one.
was

good.

sed

to be

war

with gilt scabbard and emblematic mountings;
gloves of buff leather with, purple leather or
velvet gauntlets hearing gilt escutcheoD.
The old question of striking the word “white”
from the Constitution of Subordinate Temples

stand, strolls about the country village in a
homespun shirt and dilapidated overalls with
an ox goad in his hand.
He has not dispen-

Spain and Mexico both lie open to us, and
there is difficulty enough with either power

miserable,God-

escutcheon qf the Orof purple velvet, with
lace and fringe at the
ends fastened with gilt screw button bearing
the escutcheon, a gilt triangle bearing emblems
of the Order on the breast; sword belt of purple
leather, fastenings and trimmings of gilt; sabre

The Hoosier politician who, is now anxious to be a Granger and with the Grangers

for reckless politicians who will go any length
to retrieve their ialien fortunes.

last

“Navy” style with gilt
der in front; baldric sash
gold lace edge and gold

put in a school by themwhich will have all the disgrace of
prisons. It is very doubtful if the result can

sweep out of mind matters ot older conAnd the opportunity is not a bad one

that our

Honor at its session last week adopted a Select
Templar’s Parade Uniform described as follows
viz: black frock coat aud pants, black cap of

selves

that the interest and events of the conflict will

acres

New Parade Uniform for Templars of
The Supreme Council, Templars of

Honor.

but these are to be

performance
tried by these gentlemen
likeiy
will be the attempt to involve us in a dispute
with some foreign power with prospective war
looming ahead. However ill this might set on
the stomachs of the people if avowed at once,
the salary men well know that if the national spirit can once be aroused and the natural
bent ot the American people to acquire more
territory can be stimulated to the point of
war, the country will be a substantial unit in
favor of prosecuting that war vigorously, and

forsaken

recent

and the ferule will not impress
grow
upon the delinquent the lesson of the exceeding siufulness of sin. Nevertheless there are
bad boys and girls that require puuishment;

and the

but that on the contrary we can afford to pay her something handsome to take back some of the

a

uncut

State Convention

Mexico,

in

Chicago school teachers for a year have
abstained from the time honored custom of
flogging bad boys and the result has been so
satisfactory that the injunction of Solomon
about sparing the rod,Jetc., will not be heeded and the fragrant birch will henceforth

rather than slackened.
Gen. Butler and Mr. Satn’l Randall, the
one a Republican and the other a Democrat,
have each too much wit to waste their
strength in defending further the principle of
the salary increase and the bacb-pay. They
must shift the issue and the more exciting the
one substituted the better for them.
Our internal
little
politics afford
ground to

land of

said

doubtless have much to do with the senatorial election.

Every
meets, scores one more denunciation,and
when Congress assembles in December the
prospect is that the feeling will he intensified

more

Booth

speech throughout the State, “upon every
pulse of industry there is an iron finger
counting its beats; upon every throat there
is an iron hand that tightens or relaxes its
grasp at the interest or caprice of an iron
will.”
The matter enters largely into the
pending elections in that State and will

that

protecting

question

It is said that

and as Governor

who has read more than the 'abstract of his
points that appear in most of the daily papers. Time enough, too, has passed to show
that the record is not to be forgotten nor the

purpose of course

greatly inter-

as it relates to
the monopolists
have secured great power in that State in
connection with the Union Pacific Railroad

galities. Gen. Butler has seen fit to write
seven long newspaper columns full oi
explanation and justification of bis position; but we
have yet to find anybody except Mr. Hoar

senting live grievance enough for

of California are

ested in the railroad

constitution,
obliged to take what money
they waut to pay their bills, nor by his statement of personal and family
expenditures,
though made in a rather more dignified man-

years

people

that Slate.

are

soon

tiornam.
The following is a list of persons and firms
who are taxed over one hundred dollars in the
town of Gorham for the year 1873.
Alden Henry, hrs
Mcserve, Solomon
of
heirs of
10127
$11614
Jas
240
144 84
77
P,
Baxter,
Mosher, Mark,
Clement, Sami B 102 63 Norwood, Gorham, 116 86
10147
Cressey Alvan,
Purington Lorenzo, 101 78
128 97 Bobie, Frederick,
809 66
Chase, Zcnas E
101 23 Bedlon & Card,
Curtis. John L,
133 18
156 08 Smith, Priscilla P, 237 40
Emery, Danl C,
ill 38 Stone, Ansel,
101 00
Freman, Wm B,
151 82 Stevens, 11 est of
240 87
Fogg Moses,
Harding, Boscoe G, 140 77 Scofer, Catherine, 115 75
Waterman, John A,148 71
Hitrkley, Stephen
&Co.
T51 76 Winslow, Nathan, 143 63
Johnson, Albion
F and Wm,
13146
nox-besidents.
151 48 Oriental Powder
Johnson, Chas,
495 90
145
40
Johnson, Mathew,
Co,
Johnson,
Weston, Edw P, 143 87
John,
est of
136 70 Lindsey, John
133 95
Johnson, Henry B, 136 44

and

men

day(2Cth) and

A

of the middle-

ap

cern.

and others. There is a Commencement Address by Whitelaw Beid, which has already
done service at three literary gatherings, aud is
now published for the beDetit of such persons
as are so unfortunate as not to have heard it.
In addition to these there is a short sketch aud
a portrait of Edward Eggleston.
Published by
Scribner & Co.

impoitant enterprise which is no less
taking the shipping of the produce ot

their land out of the hands of the middlemen
and assuming the management of the matter
themselves, To do this it is proposed to organize a capital stock company to be known
as the “Grange Shipping Association of Tolono.” As the name implies, this association

been taken—whether

now

the .number—aud the Jmagaziue, as
usual, has many and wleasant ones—we find
two pleasantly written aud prettily illustrated
papers, one by Mr. Benjamin, on A Cruise
Among the Azores, and another on Central
Park. Bret Harte’s story is continued in his
characteristic vein; two more chapters of Arthur Bonieastle are given, preparing the reader
for the conclusion, which is promised for the
next number; There is an enjoyable article by
John Burroughs ou the Birds of the Poets; a
clever “study” of Japanese Fans hy Noah
Brooks; a story by Albert Webster, Jr., and a
number of poems by MacDonald, Kate Hillard
tures of

au

very
than

constituencies,
excepting at the South, where plunder is the
test of smartness and where politicians in
public speeches seek to prove the prosperity
of the States which suffer them,by boasting of
their individual accumulations, the displeasure of the people over that is called the “salary grab’’ has been exp.essed in terms not easily misuuderstood. And no excuses have

just

second paper by Mr. Blanvelt on Modern Skepticism ; and two editorials. on the same topics
by Dr. Holland. Turning to the lighter fea-

assault upon the last stronghold of Democracy? Where now is the Prussian sys-

|

to

—

The commission deem that this is necessary to
the moral well being of the State. Is

realize the sentiment o( their

to be

Magazine.
Scribner's
The September
number contains a reply to the article on the
Liberty of Protestuatism in the July issue; a

a

ensure

it

off

A

unnecessarily alarm these gentlemen, but
they will doubtless be greatly frightened to
know that a Democratic commission appointed by Gov. Randolph of New Jersey, has reported in favor of compulsory education.

It cauuot be doubted that the senators and
representatives who have taken this course

work upon

They
system (they

people to get no
enable them to read the average Democratic
We would not
paper in long primer type.

danger ahead nded be expected. The fright
they have got will keep them well in place for
a while, though we question whether their
votes, few in number as they must needs be,
will have that decisive weight in repealing
the offensive measure that they did iu passing it. Everybody has ol course noticed that
a large proportion of the old members who
are also members of the 43d Congress have
takeu the back-pay and mean to keep it. This
applies to both tho Senate and the House, in
the most marked manner to the former body.

most

their

come

ing.

vote.

would maintain the old district

spell

give

not

tirely intelligent people would
party nomiuees a scattering

these members will vote for repeal and thus
try to save their skirts. From such not much

offence condoned.

than another

more

that the leaders ot the late Democratic Convention have a hideous horror of, it is compulsory education. They know that an en-

are not used.

than Mr. Blair's recital of domestic

atten-

tion.

A Word of Warning to our Congressmen
The popular indignation over the salary
it is and threatening as it
business, just
must appear to the participants in that shabby measure, is likely to make trouble for us
next winter unless the men who put the bill
through Congress and have taken the backpay with no inteution of returning it. are
closely watched by the people. Some of

ner

tion of the women, whose zeal and heroism
throughout the war he highly praised. He
spoke of the objects of the Historical Society,
and said to write a true history it must be done
by a Southern man who knew the facts, and
that all the material must be gathered for the
purpose in the South, so that the action of the
South in the wav and the causes that brought it
Ho spoke of
on be fairly laid before mankind.
old Jubal Early as one who was ever faithful
throughout the war and as beiug the proper
He said:
man to carry out this great object.
We have beeu more cheated than conquered
by the declarations of federal Presidents, Congress and generals, for there never could have
beeu a surrender had we anticipated what followed, aud we would to-day have been free.
He still had hope for the South, because whatever the men might bo he never yet had seen a
reconstructed woman, and while the men of
the day are mightier thau the principles for
which they had struggled, he yet hoped that
the children who succeeded them would grow
up to maintain aud perpetuate them and redeem all that had been lost.

or

all the better. There will be
prove baseless,
nothing lost at any rate by keeping strict
watch of .liese uneasy spirits, whose damaged

pas-

W e do not read anonymous letters and commnni
cat ions. The name and address of the writer are in
all case* imiispensab e, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
munications that

hy Governor Letcher. He returned thanks for
the welcome to Virginia, where he always felt
welcome, and whose brave men were only excelled in their deeds by the bravery aud devo-

acquiescence.
All these considerations lead us to warn
our Congressmen that they will need to he on
the sharp outlook for the change of battle
If our forebodings
line by the salary men.

of the

are

at Montgomery, White Sulphur
Springs, Virginia, Monday. He was introduced

two for a common country, would
well
as they
know, do more to clothe them in
years ot peaceful
power and influence than

battle

LRWKNTON.

with

mers”

Convention

ready
any
foreign power will set up their fortunes. They
have proved themselves good fighters, and a

NELSON DINGLEY. JR.,
OF

are

men, whose

THURSDAY MORNING, AUG. 21,1873
FOR

Jeff Davis on the Poiitical Situation.
—The South More Cheated than Conquered.—
Jeff Davis addressed the Southern Historical

filled with able, restless
occupation closed with the rebellion.They hold no place to return to and hare
order
very generally been ignored in the new
of things. They are eager, watchful, and
strenuous work. A war with a
for
rebel States

once

THE PRESS.

Wanted.
FIRST CLASS COOK, to whom good wages
P*id‘
APP'^» CONGRESS STREET.

For
BEST

Fruit, Vegetable and Prov1«ion
in the vicinity of Boat
THE
Profit* $2000.
None but
on.

dress.

a

route
year.

parties having the cash need apply. AdF. BATCHE-LDEIt, Lverett, Mass. au*W»

a————

THURSDAY MORNING, AUG.

OPENING DAY.

PKKNM
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Maraais, Robinson, Brunell & Co.,
Andrews. Wentworth, Gieiulenning Moses, Benderton, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
the ity.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.

markably commonplace, but all filled with an
earnest enthusiasm for the grand work they are
accomplishing, assembled in Rossini, Hall entered their names upon the book of attendance
and then assembled in little groups to discuss a
a new variety of fish iust noted or the latest discovery in molecular physics. The standing com-

_

VICINITY.

mittee

busy all the morning examining the
names of candidates proposed for admission and
completing the preparatory arrangements for
the opening of the session. The papers prepared

New Adrerltaement* To-Day.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Oculist-Dr. James A. Spalding.

for submission

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Excursion!*—Steamer Magnet.
HaU—Dollie Bid veil.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Cloak Makers Wanted—D. C. Goldor.
Notice.
Commissioner’s
Couutv
Farm for Sale—John C. Procter.
For the Muster—C. J. ■Schwartz.
Boy Wanted—Commercial House.
Cook Wanted 249 Congress Street.
II. F. Marsh.

and forbearance with which he had been
treated. To that kindness and forbearance he
was permitted to pass from the permanent secretaryship thro’ the honorable and ornamental portal over which is inscribed “President of
ness

of each mouth.

MASONIC
Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, lirst Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

To-day the Association enters its 21st year, and comes to its majority.
Let it then put away childish things, and enthe Association.”

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

ter the work of manhood. In behalf of the Association he thanked the committee of recep-

Monday.

tion.

Commanderies

of K. T.—Portland, fourth MonAlbans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 r. m.; Grand Com-

St.

The General Secretary. Prof. C. A. White,
reported that twenty papers had betn received
from section A and forty-three from section B.
Six members, as is the custom, were added
Prof. J, E.
to the standing committee, viz.
Hilgard, Washington; Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill,
Portland; Prof. T. S. Hunt, Boston; Prof, S.
T. Baird, Washington; Dr. Alexis Caswell,
Providence; Prof. C. A. Young, Hanover, N.

mandery, Wednesday evening.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED

SCOTCH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J., second

Fri-

day.

Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de II., third

Friday.

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday iu March, June, September and December.

H.
The Permanent Secretary then read the necrology for the past year, which is as follows:

I. O. O. F.

NECROLOGY.

Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
At

Relief

month.

association—Every

third

Tuesday

in the

evening.

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353fc Congress street
Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday evenings. At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market
Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No. 95;
Sons’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Aroana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday;—in Williams’
block, Congress street. Mystic, Thursday; Forest
City, Saturday; Atlantic, Monday;—at Sons ot Temperance Hall.Congress street. Iron Clad, Thursday,
at West End; Pocahontas, Thursday,at Arcana Hall

meeting.
J. O. Noyes, of New Orleans; joined at the

21st. meeting.
Dr. G. A. Mack, of Cambridge; joined at the
18th meeting; died Aug. 1873.
Prof. John Y. Frazer, of University of Pennsylvania, died Oct. 14, 1873.
NEW MEMBERS.

The following list of new members was then
proposed and accepted:
John Muir, Yo Semite, Cal.; Chas. R. Dodge,

Union, No. 75—CorSecond Saturday in

Literary Society.—Meetings every
evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown anu
streets, at 7£ o’clock.

Payson

Monday
Congress

Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ llal!, corner of Congress ana
Casco streets.

Patriotic Order Sovs of America—Convenes
at Arcana Rail, Williams’ block, corner of Congress
and Chapel Sts., Saturday evening.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Bio k. Second Monday in each month. Delivery cf books, 2 to G, 7 to 9. day and evening.
Brief

Jotting*

Thg fog bank lifted about

noon

yesterday.

Perbain and
staff yesterday morning, as they mounted their
horses and left their headquarters at the Falmouth, for the muster field, were watched with
interest by quite a large crowd. The aiguillette which adorned the uniforms of the staff
The movements of

Governor

called forth much comment for
pearauce.
A sewer is
near

being put in on

its tasty ap-

Cumberland street

High.

street is having two sewers laid
down across one portio n of it.
The portrait of Bishop Bacon in Hale’s window is one of Collins* photographs in oil.
The Portland & Ogdeusburg railroad will

Washington

special train to the Trotting Park Thursday, 21st inst., leaving Boston and Maine station at 1.45 p. m., and returning immediately
after the trot. Fare eacb way ten cents.
Last Tuesday evening Capt. Charles Deering
of the steamer Lewiston, was thrown from his

run

a

carriage in Cape Elizabeth and quite seriously
wounded in the hip.
He, however, persisted
in making his regular trip with liis steamer to
Machias.
The following Massachusetts military officers
arrived by the Botson steamer this morning foi
Adthe purpose of visiting our State muster:
jutant General Cunningham, Lieut. Col. Robof the 1st battalion Cavalry, Adjutant
Colman, Quartermaster Osgood and Surgeon
Cilley of Col. Robert’s staff, and Capt. T. W.
Neal, Lieuts. Emory and Holt of the Lancers.
The Cadet companies of this city have been
erts

invited to participate in the muster to-morrow,
It is
and will probably accept the invitation.
desired that all the members of these companies meet at their armories to-night ai 7 1-2

o’clock.

Golden Wedding at Kennebunk.—An
informal gathering of the descendants and relatives of Kev. Wm. M. Bryant and wife of
this town, met at their residence the evening
of the 18th inst., to appropriately notice the
fiftieth return of their wedding day. It is unnecessary beyond the circle of donors to inform
in regard to the timely and acceptable presents
left for the worthy couple, but it will interest
many an old friend of his youth, to learn that
Mr. Bryant well sustains himself at his years
of four score, and the acquaintances of his middle life, who knew him as clergyman or teacher, as deputy collector or town official, as a legislator or in other positions of trust or responsibility, will be glad to know that he yet retains the honest industry, the scrupulous integrity and out spoken moral courage which
marked his more active business years. Of the
good wife it may be said, “She looketh well to
the ways of her household, and eateth not the
bread of idleness. Her children arise up, and
call her blessed;
praiseth her.”

her husband

also, and he
O. O.

Look out for Prowlers.—Two stragglers
entered a house on Monument street occupied
by Alvin Neal, on Tuesday, and finding the
way clear, boldly pushed up into the second
story occupied by a family named Morrill.
Mrs. Morrill heard them and on her coining
into the room where they were gathering up
plunder, they took to their heels in such haste
as to drop some of the articles they had stolen.
They made their escape.

Convention.—Yesterday about
of Gas Engineers from the
noon a gathering
Another

different works in New England, to the number of thirty or forty, assembled in Congress
Hall by invitation of Mr. York, the engineer in
In the
charge of the gas works of this city.
afternoon they went to the Islands on a clam

bake*.____

afternoon
Attempted Suicide.—Tuesday
named Frank Oakes about 40 years of
age, residing on St. Lawrence street attempted
The
to commit suicide by cutting his throat.
wound will not prove fatal.
No cause stated.
He works at the Portland Company.

a man

Fire.—The alarm of fire yesterday forenoon
was occasioned by the burning of the dijiping
room at the match factory on West Commercial street. About $300 worth of
damage was
done. Fully insured.
Blockade Raised.—The railroad
blockade
is raised. The Maine Central Railroad
have
withdrawn the two engine, that have for some
been
stationed
time past
at tho point of the
desired junction with the Boston &

Maine.

I)It- .7. C. Norton, late of London, will be
»t the City Hotel for a few days, for the cure

of chronic diseases,

I

The points of difference were described, several species were exhibited and the
asteological character pointed out. This elic-

given.

were

ited some discussion.
T. Sterry Hunt then read “Notes on the geology and econoiniue mineralogy of the southThe author began with
eastern Appalachians.
a brief sketch of the
physical geography of
that mountain region Which borders ou the
southeastern side of the Appalachian valley
from southern Virginia to northern Georgia.
The prevalence over much of this region of
mica, schusts and gneiss was noticed and their
character described.
The drif phenomina of the north are here
unknown and the rocks retain their original
positions but are much decomposed. The nature of this chemical change was discribed. It
is dry in detail. Why had the similar rocks of
New England escaped the same changes? The
author thought the change had been produced
before the arosion of the glacial period. From
the northern rocks the traces have been swept
away, while the shore of the south escaped
such action,
the limits of the

beiug beyond

glaciers.

Hut the author was not absolutely assured on
this point, merely, prefering this view to certain others. After describing the mineral deDr. Huut
posits of these applaehiau rocks,
called attention to tlieir great economic value.
He called attention especially to the phosphates of South Carolina, the copper deposits
at Duchtowu, Teuu., the vast beds of pyrites
available for the manufacture of acids, whiah
lie hidden within t re mountains of the Blue

Ridge.
Dr. Scudder read a paper furnished by Prof.
Meehan on “Hermaphrodism” in Rhus cotinus
(the mist tree) and in Rhusglalra (the common
sumac.) He took the ground that the mist
tree was deciduous.
Theodore Gill read a paper furnished by Edward D.

Cope on
ed Pensodatyls.”

“Some extinct types of hom-

Prof. Charles Whittlesay furnished a paper
the ratio of increase in the human race,
with its hearing on the date of its origin. He
took the ground that if we could determine
the number of people existing upon the earth
at periods of time widely asunder, the general
rate or ratio of increase could be obtained.
This would consti.ute a mathematical series,
diminishing backward; til! it would terminate
at the period of man’s origin, on the supposition that there was but one pair of progenitors.
But the increase has not been regular and rapid. From the commencement of the Christian
era to the beginning of the preseut century the
increase has been very small. If the human
race was no more prolific prior to to the Christian era than it has been since, the day of its
origin can readily be put back to the close of
the glacial period. If wo admit the Creato.f
originated species as soon as the earth was in a
fit condition for their self-existence, the period
of the genesis of man must have been at least
as early as that last change in the condition of
the earth. The conclusions of the paper were
drawn from comparisons of census tables and
from historical records.
A paper was furnished by A. S. Packard, Jr.
on

the embryolgy and morphology of Limulus.
A paper on the eause of the transient fluctu-

on

John B. Perry, died, at Cambridge, Mass.,
Oct. 2d, 1872, in his 46th year; joined the Association at its 16th meeting.
Henry C. Perkins died at Newburyport,
Mass.,February 1873' aged 77 years; he was an
original member of the Association.
Prof. James Henry Coffin, died at Easton,
Penn., Feb. 5, 1873, in his 67th year; he joined
the Association at its first meeting.
Mark Fisher, of Trenton, N. J., joined at the
1st. meeting.
Dr. John Tony, died at New York, March
11, 1873, in his77th year; he joined the Association at its 1st. meeting.
Miss S. L. Blatchley died at San Diego,
Cal., March 13th, 1873; she joined the Association at its 19th meeting.
Prof. Win. S. Sullivan died at Columbus,
Ohio, April 30th, 1873, aged 70 years, he joined
the Association at its 7th meeting.
Judge Thomas Belcher Butler, died at Norwalk, Conn., June 8th, 1873, in liis 67th year;
he joined the Association at its 10th. meeting.
Col. John Wells Foster died at Hyde Park,
Chicago, June 29th, 1873, aged 58 years; he
joined the Association at its 1st. meeting.
Isaac Ferris, of New York; joined at the 6th

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

Portland Typographical
ner Congress and Casco streets.
each month.

during

the retiring president who is now in Vienna.
In retiring from the office of permanent secretary ho had held for fourteen consecutive years,
he returned his heartfelt thanks for the kind-

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the lirst Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday eve-

day:

in America

honor felt by the committee that the association
had chosen this city as the scene of their meeting. He assured the members of a cordial welcome, aud spoke of the beauties and great natural advantages of Portland.
President Lovering alluded to the absence of

Stated Meetings.

YORK

said to be of unusual inter-

nual session began.
Rev, Dr. Hill of the First Parish, opened the
session with prayer.
Dr. Hill in behalf of the committee of reception, assured the association of the deep sense of

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES
Notice to Portland Cadets.
Notice to McLellan Cadets.
1. A. R. A.—Special Meeting.

At

are

the last year.
At 11 a. m. the members of the Association
took seats in Reception Hali, and the 21st anress

Music

ning

was

est, science having made very appreciable prog-

A Nomination from tbe Floor.

Steamer Mt. Pleasant.
Millinery, <&c., for Sale—Miss
Notice to Canvassers.

PERHAM.

CAMP

All of my

notices.

WASHINGTON.

plate and warranted. Ice
Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steec
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., also old Table
Ware replated in the best manner and at very
reasonable prices at

species. Some information upon the localities
AsThe 21st annual session of the American
sociation for the Advancement of Science openattended in this city yesterday, with a fair
men and old,
ance. At an early hour young
and some resome looking intensely scientific

TIIE

CITY AND

MISCELLANEOUS

STATE MUSTEK.

Two

21,1878

At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At Watervllle, of J. S. Carter.
At Goruam, of News Agent.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunk. of C. E. Mi.ler.

Liparis and Cyclopterns and their allies.”
species of Liparis are found on the New
England coast, identical with North European
on

The American Association.

THE PRESS.

Washington, D. C.; John Howard Appleton,
Providence; Angus Ross Morris, Halifax, N.
S,; Charles Paine, Cleveland, Ohio; Edward
Guett, Wilmington, Del.; John Porteous, Portland, Me.; Lemuel Hart. Hartford, Conn.;
Samuei E. Green, Blaysville, Penn., G. B.
Good, Middletown, Conn.; Jonas E. Todd, Tabour, Iowa, John J. Bell, Exeter, N. H.;
Thomas Lvman Perkins, Salem; Joseph Wors-

City; David M. Baloh, Salem, Mass.;
Kimball, Reading Mass.; Chas. II,
Fernald, Orono, Me.; M. C. Fernald, Orono,
Me.; B. O. Mann, Cambridge, Mass.; A. R.
Becker, Providence, R. I.; S. J. Coffin, East.
Penn.; Chas. F. Crocker, Lawrence, Mass.;
Wm.E Peuuck, 'Lawrence. Mass.; Jas. W.
Moore, East, Penn.; Prof. Chas. iF. Emerson,
Hanover, N. H.: Prof. B. Greene Wilder, Ithaca, N. Y.; Frauk McClintock, Ed. W. Union,
Iowa; Prof. Ira Rernsen,Williauistown, Mass.;
John P. Seville, Sioux City, la.; Win. McMurtrie, Washington, D. C.; Edward Burgess,
Boston, Mass.; Prof. Henry B. Cornwall,
Princeton, N. J.; Thomas Potts Jones, Cambridge; John A. Wilder, Paducah, Ky.; Josiah
Gaskill, Loekport, N. Y.; Dr. John F. Schneider, Virginia, 111.; Charles H. Williams,Boston,
Mass.; J. A. Leutner, Albany, N. Y.; Rev. J.
M Palmer, Portland, Arnold B. Chase, Valley
Falls, R. I.
The matter of amending the constitution,
tor, N. Y.
Frank B.

ations of level

on

Lake

by Prof. Whittlesey.

Superior

was

furnished

The result of observa-

this class of fluctuations are first given, showing their period, and a general reference made to the motion of the atmosphere
tions

on

The general
canse of such movements is to be found in the
unequally heated condition of the earth, the atmosphere and the water. In conclusion he
said that the transient oscillations of the water

and of fluids #in uudulations.

are

due to the undulatory movement of the

others.
The section then adjourned.
EVENING EXERCISES.

A rather small audience assembled at CityHall in the evening to hear the addre-s of welcome, and the reply of the President of the
Association. Mayor Wescott introduced Judge
Kingsbury, Chairman of the local committee
who

proceeded

to deliver the

WELCOMING ADDRESS.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen of the
American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
The agreeable duty of tendering to you
this public expre-sion of the cordial good
will of the citizens of Portland towards you
personally, and your distinguished organization
has been assigned me, by His Honor tbe May*
or, and tbe local committee.
During the long period of your existence as
an association, one emphatic word has been
the key-note of your reception wherever you
have held your sessions, aud that word is welcome! 1 would I could find some other equally expressive to indicate the sentiments of our
citizens. But, though our grand and flexible
and '-opious language ordinarily affords a
broad field of expression, I am nevertheless remauded back to the honored old fashioned and
time

worn

word.

I therefore extend to you in

behalf of the citizens of Portland, as citizens
its women as well as its men, its old men and
children, its young men and maidens, a cordial
Welcome to our city, in uo formal oo*l porfuuotory sense, but genuinely from our hearts.
judge Kingsbury proceeded to say that Portland people cons dered the meeting of the Association here as the highest honor ever conferred on the city. The association is remodeling the text-books of science. It is sweeping
away ancient traditions aud preconceived ideas.
It is opening the minds to the reception of Divine knowledge. It is vindicating the ways of
God to man, aud opening the sealed hook. One
of the incidental benefits of the association is
its influence upon young men and women of
our land. We of Portland are not unmindful of
the fact that we are Indebted to members of
your association for important services. As
for instance the important scientific work in
our harbor by Professors Pierce and Whitney,
which has resulted in showing us how to save
suggested by the standing committee, was re- the
harbor from deterioration. They have
ferred back to it.
given us testimony concerning every foot of
water territory and flats which it is safe to oc
The {Association {then adjourned to meet in
cupy and turn into productive real estate. This
sec ions, Section A. meeting in the council
is an instance of the highest kind of practical
chamber and Section B., in the senate chamscience.
We have welcomed you to Portland with exber.
SECTION A.
cusable pride in its harbor, its bay, its islands
You have
'of
and its surrounding mountains.
Section A. wasjorganized by the’selection
eastern excome to a State which borders the
Prof. Caswell of Providence as permanent
tremity of the continent and which is known
chairman, and Prof. Hough as Secretary. A sec- more by its location and limited productions
C.
Prof.
of
than
was
tion committee
by its historical renown. But it was
ra'sed,consisting
Massachusetts, and the honor
once a"part of
A. Young,E. B. Elliott, and W. W. Wheildon.
which attaches to that commonwealth is shar
A committee to Icooperate with the standing ed
by us.
committee in the selection of officers was
Maine presents the largest water power,
Its bosom is laden
on this continent.
J.
G.
A.
of
Wm.
probably
Rogers,
raised, consisting
with mineral wealth, and the time is fast comBarnard, G. W. Hough, H. F. Walling.
he
to
we
able
shall
satisfy the world
ing when
The section then adjourned to meet at 2:30 that Plymouth Kock has no just claim to its
historical evidence, and that on the shores of
P. M.
Maine people of Eogland landed years before
SECTION B.
the
keel ot the Mayflower was cut from the
The organization was effected by the selecforest.
tion of Dr. Le Comte, of Philadelphia as {chairJudge King^Jiury then renewed his expression of welcome.
man, and Mr. S' H. Scudder of Cambridge, as
secretary. Prof. F. T. Hough, Prof. Gill and
president lovering’s address.
Prof. Verrill were chosen sectional committee.
President Lovering responded,saying that the
Dr. A. C. Hamlin, S. H. Scudder, Prof. Townstupendous pendulum of this association has at
send and Prof. Swallow were chosen to co" last, in its ever lengthening swing, reached the
eastern
extremity, and the day is not distant
perate with the standing committee in the
when it shall touch the Pacific. After cooling
choice of officers. The section then adjourned
ourselves hy the sea and lakes, we have hraved
to 3 P. M.
the heat of the West. But we always found a
AFTERNOON SESSION.
there a greater warmth in the hearts of the
The two sections met according to adjournj
people. There is no land more than the peer of
this beautiful city, with its wonderful natural
ment, section A being devoted to (1) mathescenery. A few hours touring w'll bring us to
matics and astronomy, (2) physics and chemisspots where we may examine the dredgii.g of
the sea fresh from tlie deep, or we may visit the
try, (3) microscopy; and section B to (1)
wonderful Mt, Desert, with its confusion of
zoology and batany, (2) geology and palaeon- laud
and sea sceuery.its aurora of almost arctic
tology. (3) ethnology and archaeolgy.
frequence. This association has hut one greatSECTION A.
object, and that|is the advancement of science
It comprises more than five hundred members.
Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill read an abstruse mathFew can claim to be discoverers, but no man
ematical paper entitled “Note on Dr. Watson’s
who labors will fail to be rewarded in the adCoordinates in a plane,” elucidating the prinvancement of science.
We have a few to speak
ciple and applying it to several problems in and many to listen. All are of great use in the
the
work
of
body. Any experiment which
curvature. The note, though couched in Dr.
makes a law of nature more palpable, any fact,
Dr. Hill’s eminently logical expression, canhowever small, any investigation, however minot well be explained without the aid of the
croscopic, finds a ready welcome. We leave to
the association the work of diffusing informablack-board.
tion. The press can do this best. Nor do we
Prof. C. O. Young read a paper on a “New
regard utility. Others Jwill profit by the disform of break-circuit and tho electric control cussions. Men of science cannot serve two
maste.s. It is dangerous to think of remuneraof chromographs.”
tion. When Faraday found himself able to
G. W. Hough read a paper on “Methods for
take a fortune he gave it up and devoted himself to science, leaving his noble calling, so that
regulating the motion of a chronograph.”
one great pang of grief followed his cessation
The subject of Prof. Houghs paper was as
of labor. Ittwas not the lightning rod which
follows:
made Franklin famous, but his investigations
In machines for seenring uniform circalarmoof electricity. Davy’s safety lamp may be of
tion.it has been customaiy to regulate the whole doubtful
but his investigations are inmoving mass. In the method discussed in this calculableutility,
I would not say a
in importance.
paper hut a small portion of the moving mass
who strivo to apply the rethose
word
against discoverer
is acted on by the regulating
electro magnet,
to the common operasults of the
requiring much less battery power. The meth- tions of
life, or to elevate and enrich the poor.
od has been used on a printing chronograph
all these benefits are
of
foundations
But
the
for more than two years with entire success.
buried out of sight and underground. The genE. B. Elliott read a paper on “Relation of eral welcome here extended we feel
deeply.
frequency of auroras to changes in the length We of Massachusetts especially, expected it,
and
flesh
of our
for
bone
Maine
is
bone
of
our
oj the earth’s radius vector.”
flesh.
Mr. Elliott’s paper produced a lively discusHon. Josiah H. Drummond was then called
sion.
Prof. E S. Morse explained “An apparatus upon by the Mayor, and in fitting language seconded the welcome extended by Judge Kingsto show the alteration of wave length by the
motion of its origin.” The apparatus is a tank bury. Mr. Drummond thought we all of us
filled with water, resting on four wheels, a hag failed to appreciate the work done by the
of compressed air above, a little pipe which association, the fruits of which are showing
can bo forced
up and down which connects themselves every day.
L. II. Morgan of Rochester, N, T., arose and
with the tank. As we run the
back

carriage

and forth the water will be forced
pipe with an undulatory motion,
skuun in the evening by the

light

lamp.

Wm. A. Rogers read papers
glass, on a machiue for ruling
and on the

periodic

error of

out of the
will the
of a spirit

as

etching on
microscopic lines
on

the right ascensions
on the nautical almanac and its effect on the
longitudes which belong to them.
A. E. Dolbear read a paper on the conversion
of sound into electricity. If a common

tuning

fork or other vibrating sounding body he apto the junction of a thermo electri c pair
that is in connection with a delicate galvanometer, the needle will be deflected, evidently
showing that electricity is hut a form of mole-

plied

cular motion. Also a paper on an attachment
to the whirling table for the projection of Lissayou’s curves, which cannot well be described
without drawing.
The section then adjourned.
SECTION

B.

F. W. Putnam read a paper

entitled, “Notes

expressed

thanks for the cordial welcome extended.
Prof. W. H. Wbeliden of Baltimore,endorsed
the remarks of Mr Morgan.
Prof. J. W. Dawsou of Montreal, was called
He arose and said he came here chiefly
the crop of scientific young men which
had sprung up in this country since he left it.
Canada felt a great interest in the American
Association, and was doing what she could
with the young societies of her own.
Dr. James Horr and Secretary Putnam spoke
after which the meeting adjourned.
upon.

to see

C

orreetion of

a

Correction.

—

—

jy8eodtf
SECOND DAT.

et Co.

aul4 2w

Every visitor, resident, or former residnet
of Portland should purchase Loring, Short &
Harmon’s Guide Book of Portland & vicinity,
illn *’ated with Photographic views. Price 50c
jyiO-lm
For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, iu the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jel4-dtf
Now is the time tohaveyour window screens
made. Lothrop, Devens & Co. have received a
large quantity of German linen and cotton
gauze, green wire, &c.
No. 61 Exchange St.

witnessed by a large crowd of spectators,
whom were many ladies. Meanwhile
the First Maine Battery of light artillery were
engaged in preparations for mounting and the
The clarion notes of the bugle in
salute.
sounding the “calls” made the blood tingle in
were

among

__inayl7tf

BY TELEGRAPH.

the veins of old artillery men, who stood among
the watchful crowd outside the lines, and many
a reminiscence of the war was recalled and recounted. The road outside the encampment
w‘as crowded with private teams, huckster wagons, public conveyances to the grounds, and
people on foot, all wending their way toward
the scene of interest. Along the line of fence

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Cavalry

ry,and J. H. Roberts, Treasurer. It was voted
to hold the next meeting in Bucltsport on the
third Wednesday of Aug. next.
A banquet was served at the Cony House in

THE RECEPTION.

eleven o’clock .before the stirring notes of the .Portland Band were heard
and the troops were wheeled into line in front
of the headquarters of the General in com-

nearly

the evening.

The Turf.
Springfield, Aug, 20.—At the meeting of
the Hampden Park Association to-day some
8000 people were in attendance and the track
was in perfect condition.
In the 2.21 race there were three starters.
Judge Fullerton. Camors and Sensation. Fullerton broke badly at the start and could not
be brought into subjection, being distanced in
the first heat which was wen by Sensation.
Camors took the second heat and Sensation the
next two. winning the race. Time 2.234, 2.234,

colors, supported by the Norway Infantry,
were advanced slightly from the centre of the
battalion that stood ready to give the salute.

tal

As his Excellency, the Governor, accompanied
by his staff, came upon the ground, escorted by

2.25, 2.234.

division, consisting of the Montgomery
Guards of Portland, and the Biddeford Light
a

In the 2.31 race, eight horses started, and
heats were run, leaving tie race undecided owing to the larkness.
seven

Infantry, under command of Capt. McMahon
and headed by the Portland Band, }he artillery
pealed forth a salute of fifteen guns, to which
Governor Perham responded by lifting his hat.

NEW YORK.
The Custom House.
New York, Aug. 20.—It is now said that no
one has been selected for removal from the
Custom House for alleged frauds, and that no
black list has been made out. Collector Arthur has no knowledge of such a document,
neither has his deputy. Nobody in Washington
has seen the list, and Secretary Richardson
Three or four
never ordered one made out.
parties connected with the Custom House have
with
been suspected, however,
complicity in the
fraud, but no investigation has yet taken place.
A Cauaril Disposed of.
The World this morning characterizes its
Washington dispatch ot yesterday, announcing
a deficit of ten millions in the Treasury, a piece
of groundless news telegraphed through misapprehension, and published through a midnight inadvertence.
The World furthermore says that the story
of ten millions’ deficit was a stockjobbing canard, started by rascally manipulators here, who
tried all ways known to them to induce New
York journals to state it as of their own authority. It run itself out here and has appeared in

Col. John M. Brown of Gen. Chamberlain’s
staff, who was detailed to accompany the
guests, was splendidly mounted.
The scene presented at this moment was a

splendidly uniformed
gaily capraisoned horses, the
The

soldierly bearing of the escort, their tasty uni-

forms, well brushed, their arms glistening in
the sunlight, the flash and smoke and boom of
cannon, the long line of the waiting battalion,
the general in command with his staff, waiting
to receive his guest, the field dotted with tents,
the crowd of civilian spectators, and the cen-

figure

of all, Gov. Perham, in his black
suit, mounted upon a charger—was the most
imposing spectacle witnessed for many jears in
our State.
The Governor and escort rode slowly oround the field, passed in front along the
line of troops, receiving their salute, and saluting in return their colors, turned around the
left flank of their line, was received and welcomed by General Chamberlain, dismounted,
and the reception was over.

Washington.

nderwriters.
The board of fire underwriters to-day established additional charges for insuring hotels
and established rules that roofs must be of slate
or uietal,
That cornices must be of metal or
brick, and that Mansard roofs mnst b" entirely

AFTERNOON.

substantial soldiers' dinner the batagain rdruieu auu uiuieu uy v ui.
Mattocks. At 4 o’clock Ga»--CWWrki»,^
companied by the Governor and staff, inspected the troops. The throng of spectators was
much larger in the afternoon than in the morning. The road leading to the camp was fairly
With the exception of a
alive with teams.
man named Williams, belonging to the Skowhegan company, who fell from the ranks in a
a

—

talion was

no

EVENING.

Massachusetts may cause some change in the
routine duties. The camp last evening made a
fine appearance.
The dancing lights from
more than a hundred tents mingling with the

slowly fading sunlight gave to the scene a
weird and fascinating beauty. The short street
leading from the northern end of Tukev’s
bridge to the encampment is gaily decorat'd

is

under the command of Capt.
J. L. Small is First
James M. Anderson.
Lieutenant. This company numbers 50 men.
During the evening our streets were full of
soldiers, and to their credit be it said that they
did not sink the

man

and the

gentleman

in the

soldier.
_

Police Station.—At the police station last
there were 19 drunks several of which
“Handsome Hannah”
among them,brought up by Officer Rice.

night
were
was

for disturbance.

1U8CELLANBOII8 NOTICES.
The active members of tbe McLellan Cadets
requested to meet at their armory, in full
uniform, at half past seven to-night to make
arrangements for muster on Friday.
are

Per order

Captain commanding.

Headquartres Portland Cadets.
the Portland Cadets
is hereby notified to appear at their armoYy,
this, Thursday, evening, Aug. 21st, at 7 1-2

Every active member of

o’clock, in full uniform, for street drill.
Per order.

N, D. Winslow, Capt. Com’g.
I. A. K. A.—There will be a special meeting
of the Irish American Relief Association this,
Thursday, evening, Aug. 21st, 1873, to take
action on the disposition of the orphan children of our late
A
member, James Carlin.

punctual atteudance is directed.
By order of the President.
John J.

Sheahan,

Sec.

Mrs. Manchester, the celebrated Clairvoyant and Physician will positively leave Portland August 25th.
I)r. O.

Fitzgerald,

the

wonderful Clair-

voyant Physician and Surgeon, will visit Portland at Preble House Monday, August 18th,
remaining three days ouly. Don’t fail to see
him. His cures are truly wonderful.
Parties having iu their possession merchandise taken from the Portland Steam Packet
Company’s premises during the late fire, the
same being held by them for safe keepi ng, are
requested to give the undersigned notice at the
foot of Franklin Wharf.
aul4 2w

W. L.

Billings, Agent.

Miss A. M. Elden will give instruction in
Instrumental Music (German method) Vocal in
Italian and Guitar. Best of references given
For particulars apply at United States Hotel

aul2-eod2m_
Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indiges-

tion, Depression of Spirits and General Debili
ty, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisava made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all

druggists, is the best tonic. As a stimulaut
tonic for patients recovering from fever or othIf taken during
er sickness, it has no equal.
the season it prevents fever and ague and other
intermittent fevers.
jyl7-4wt

foofnv>o<1

fin

iwon

imprisonment.

eral, he having been recently promoted from
the position of Assistant Judge Advocate General to Inspector General. Lieut. Col. A. B.

yesterday,

Vin

Ele’ded

with flags, and every subscriber to the Press
on
that street has flung his bunting to the
breeze.
Col. J. M. Haynes of the Governor’s staff
wore for the first time yesterday his “star,”
representing his present rank as Brigadier Gen-

The Biddeford Light Infantry, one of the unattached companies detailed for escort duty

*»

__

The Coflee Trade.

The price of coffee in this city lias advanced
from 12 to 13cents within the last forty days.
ItIs stated, however, the new Brazil crop is bn
the eve of coming to market, and no real
scarcity ought be felt before next year.
Italiau Slavery.
The examination of Matto, tile Italian padrone, charged with keeping Italian children in
a state of servitnde,
in violation of the Civil
Rights Law, was commenced ill the U. S. District Court before Commissioner Osborne to-day
The children found in his possession were placThe first named, Joseph
ed on the stand.
told the story of his kidnapping and his servitude. He didn’t know his.surname. MetMatto
in Italy, and was induced by him to go with
him for one night Was taken to Naples, and
wi
other boys sent to New York. Matto compelled the boys to bring in a certain sum per
day or he would beat them.
Disgraceful Row at a Funeral.
A disgraceful tight occurred yesterday between the grave diggers and one of the mournat Calvary Cemetery, which
ers at a funeral
was joined in by the
cemetery employees on
one side and the whole fuueral cortege on the
other. The police quieted matters.
An Incident of Baby Farming.
Mrs. Schmidt of Long Island City, yesterday
guilty to an indictment which charges
er with attempting to starve to death a child
that had been placed in her care, and f'T whose
maintenance she was paid 810 a mouth. The
sentence imposed was $125 fine or six months

No special orders were read to the troops at
dress parade, but to the several captains were
delivered the orders for to-day. The general
programme to-day will consist of drills and inspection, but it is very probable that the pres,
ence of distinguished military visitors from

Military Secretary.

Fire 17

c :-—

lathing.

special

Sumner has been promoted to Assistant Judge
Advocate Major. H. A. Shorey has been promoted to Aid de Camp, from the position of

_

MASSACHUSETTS.

mand. The scene at this time presented an
animated appearance. Gen. Chamberlain and
staff, wearing the new and gorgeous officers’
regulation uniform of the United States, stood
in front of the headquarter tents, and a little
in the rear of the battalion line. The regimen-

fit in the forenoon, there has been
duties for the surgeon to perform.

city to-day for the purpermanent organization.

holden in this

pose of effecting a
Seventy-six members were present: Col. A. B.
Spurling was chosen President; Col, Chas. A.
Miller, Col. Eben F. Hutchinson, Dr. Geo. W.
Martin, Vice Presidents; S. C. Small, Sebreta-

historic gingerbread and gazing with amazement-stricken couutenance at the wonderful
manipulations of the patent soap vender, and
man who gives away greenbacks for nothing.

After

Oue-llumli-eri

■

Black Hist.
It is stated that the book kept by U. S. District Attorney contains the names of nearly 500
merchants of this city who had to nay from
$10,000 to $100,000 to compromise suits brought
against them by custom house detective Jayne.
The book contains a record of the cases, the offers made by merchants to compromise and the
refusals until they offer very large sums, when
the District Attorney recommends the Secretary to accept the high figures. This book is not
accessible to the public although part of the records of the District Court.
Various Matters.

TJ. S. District Attorney Bliss, in an interview, stated that the Government would not
compromise the case against Platt & Boyd.
It is estimated that the Mennonites who arrived last week brought witli them $640,000 in
gold; one alone brought $140,1X10. A second
installment is expected Thursday.
The fortbeamiug National rifle contest at
Creedmoor will continue three days, and prom
ises to rival the interest and attendance of the
English Wimbledou. It is thought that the
prizes for competition, when all in, will exceed $12,000 in value.
The Detroit mail of the 18th inst. due last
eveniug, arrived to day in badly damaged condition, having been in the Welland canal. The
ma l includes letter packages for this city, Boston, Philadelphia, Baitmore and Washington.
An easterly rain storm has prevailed here all

day.

David

Hoadley

a well known merchant died
to-day aged 67 years.
The funeral of Kev. Dr. Spring will take
place on Friday morning from the Brick

church.

The Republican State Committee to-day decided to hold a State Convention on the 24th of
September, at Utica.
TheCuban League met to-night and organized, electing Vice President Wilson as President. A resolution was adopted urging earnes 1
exertions on the part of all friends of Cuban
independence towards freeing the country from
Spanish rule.
George T. Keliar, a reporter of the Brooklyn
Uniou, and George P. Rowe, a reporter of tne
New York Times were both drowned while in
bathing this morning at Long Island.
There was another highway robbery in Brooklyn last night.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Stearns of Boston, narrowly escaped drowning last evening at Wil-

liamsburg Ferry.

An oil explosion took
place near Pittsburg,
Pa., Wednesday, by which several thousand
gallons of oil were destroyed, and oue man lost
his life.
The Albany Murderer.
Albany, Aug. 20.—The Brooklyn detectives
who arrested

Loweustein have reached this

city, having left the prisoner in custody of the
authorities of St. Catherines,
They found
Loweustein at work in a barber’s shop and

called him out and informed him of their business when tie showed signs of guilt at once.
He said lie was willing to go back but was
afraid the people there would hang him. He
made several contradictory statements hut
strenuously denied committing the murder.
The

Chicago

At Alton

Uorror.

Chicago. Aug 20.—The coroner’s jury investigation in the case of the Chicago & Alton
railroad disaster closed to-d&y. The jury rendered a verdict after several hours deliberation,
that they find that the collision was caused iiy
the criminal carelessness of Edward Beau, conductor, and Joshua Puffeuherger, engineer of
the coal train in violating the rules and regulations of the Railroad Co., governing the movement of trains. The coroner has issued
timus for the arrest of both men.

a

mit-

Riot in Michigan.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 20.—A letter from
Ishpeming, Mich, dated 16th, says “we have*
had a riot here. A man was killed in the street
and the murderers arrested. While they were
being removed from the jail to the depot they
were taken from the officers and
beaten, one so
badly that he died in a tew hours, and the other cannot live.
Some of the ringleaders were
arrested, and others are still at large.
4
Irish are collecting from numerous points
and an Irish flag is flying.
What the result
will be it is impossible to tell, ,

Killr I nnd

Mutilated.
20.—The details of the
late attack of the Sioux upon the Pawnee Indians, show the Pawnees were returning from
a very successful hunt, laden
heavily with buffalo meat aud hides and were surprised in
camp
by one thousand Sioux. Before they could escape, over a bundled men,women and children
were killed aud scalped.
The wounded, dead
and dying women and helpless children were
thrown into a heap aud burned in the most barbarous manner.
Comparatively few women
and children were with them, hut nearly all
who were, became victims of the slaughter.
Many of the meu were out after buffalo.
Sky
Chief was killed and the Pawnees are returning home to the Pawnee agency disheartened.
The war spirit is at fever heat. Only two Sioux
are known to have been killed.
Capt. Winhold
four hours after the fight, counted between
and
sixty
seventy bodies, nearly all squaws and
children, on the grouud horribly mutilated and
scalped. A few were still alive but dying.
The following is an account of the slaughter
from an Indian agent.
Ogallalla. Sioux Agency, White Man’s Fork,
Aus. 5.—Col. Woodward, commanding post
Sydney, Neb.
Sir: On the morning of the 2d of this month,
six Ogallalla Sioux came in from a scout and
reported that the Pawnees were in camp on the
lied Pork of tlie Republican. The news created great excitement in camp and the Sioux decided to go anil tight them before
they had time
to attack our camp. “Little Wound*’ came to
me and asked me if I had an- orders to
keep
him from going to fight them. I told him I
had not. He said he had orders not to go to
their reservation or among the whites to fight
them, but had no orders in regard to this part
of the country. I told him 1 would go with him
and scejlie Pawnees, but he said it would be of
no use as the young
men
had determined to
fight and no one could stop them. They say I
prevented them from going to the Utes and
they came and stole their horses aud killed one
of their men; aud they thought the same thing
would occur if they did not strike the Pawnees
first. They started out on the3dinst, and
were joined by the Brusles from Estes Camp
and proceeded to the Pawnee camp.

Washington, Aug.
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camp of about thirty lodges. They were just
moving the camp when the Sioux charged. The
Pawnees killed are variously estimated from 50
to 118, principally women and children, most
of the men being out hunting it is supposed.
The Ogallalla took seven prisoners, three women and four children.
The Indians who have
the prisoners are Black Bear, Tom Belly, Mad
Horse, Black Hawk. Grey Eyes, his son-in-law,
Flying Cloud and Little Blue Sky. A White
man named Williamson had
charge of the Pawnees.
They fought bravely, but the Sioux outnumbered them, having 600 or 600 men. This
report is as near as 1 can get at the number
killed from the Indians.
The Pawnees will
know the exact number lost. Black Bear exhis
to
willingness
give ns his prisoners
pressed
if the government desires it, and I think the
other will undoubtedly do so.
Antoine Javis,
(Signed,)
In command of the Southern Indians and of
the Ogallalla and Sioux bands.
Opeu to the World.
Information is received that the Mikado will
soon open Simouisaki (in Japan,) inland sea to
all nations
This section is reported as abounding in nearly every kind of wealth.
Treasury Order.
The Secretary of the Treasury has instructed
the assistant treasurers and
designated depositories to refuse the payment of all checks of disbursing officers, except pension agents issued
since January 2d, ou which the objects for
which they were issued are not stated.
No Records

Missing.

A most rigid search Iras'been made by the
Secretary of War, and several of the oldest and
experienced officers of the army,to ascertain if
any documents connected with the war department or its archives are missing; but everything excepting certain doenmeuts connected
with the Buell court martial has been found iutact. The Secretary writes, those who believe
that any documents are missing, to specify
them and further search will be made,
Tue People Culled upon to Assist in Haul
ing up Murderers.
St. Louis, Aug. 1!).—Governor Woodson has
issued
a
the
proclamation to
people
of
he
Callaway
County, stating that
instructed Attorney-General Ervitig to assist
Judge Burkhaadt of the Circuit Court in investigating the lynching of Kessler last week.
He earnestly appeals to them to render all aid
possible in the matter, in the wav of giving information which may lead to the arrest and
conviction of those engaged in the affair. He
expresses the determination that the guilty
part ies will he brought to justice, %nd states
emphatically that anyone who can and declines
to give information respecting the matter shall
be treated as having participated in the crime.
Osage Troubles—A Reign of Terror.
Parsons, Ks., Aua, 20.—The committee of
settlers are actively canvassing tne country,
raising money to prosecute a suit against railroads for titles to the Osage ceded land.
It is stated that siuce the 1st of May twenty
murders have been committed in a scope of the
county containing less than 15,000 persons. Not
one of the murderers have bt en caught or
puuA man named Folgar was killed
yesterday
about three miles from Osage, Missouri, by a
man named Thompson.
Too close intimacy between Folger and the wife of Thompson was
the alleged cause, Thompson fled. No arrests
have been made.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal l
>
Officer, Washington, I). C.,
Aug. 20, (8 I*. V.))

FOREIGN.

Spanish

Affairs.

Madrid, Ang.

20.—It is reported that in the
event of a recess or adjournment of the Cortes,
which is regarded as not improbable,Senor Castellar will visit Loudon, Berlin, Vienna and
Home, and endeavor to bring about the recognition of the Spanish Republic.
Relation*
Brbveed France and Spain.
New York, Aug. 20.—Tlie text of the semiofficial statement concerning the relations between France and Spain sent to the French
paIt says that the
pers has been received here.
attitude of the French government in the presence of events which now agitate
Spain, is, ou
the other side of the Pyrenees, talked of by all
parties. The government of the Spanish Republic not having been recognized by France,
our relations with it are purely official.
Our
position may be summed up as follows: To assume to the frontiers the inviolability of
our
soil and in the interior of Spain the protection
of our countrymen. The first of these two
necessities is to be provided for by troops placed
along the frontiers. Our Consuls have received
instructions to satisfy the second.
With regard to the factions which are fighting in the
south and on the coast of Spain, the same rule
of neutrality is imposed ou us.
The principle
of non-intervention therefore inspires all the
policy of our government towards Spain.
Mate Interference with
the Church in
Pruxxin—The Patent Congress.
files
received
Foreign
to-night have the fol-

lowing:
On Sunday, the 3d inst., official notice was
read to the congregation at Filchne, announcing that the Prussian government bad refused
authority to President Atnrtt to celebrate religious services there, although be was appointed
by the Archbishop. As lie was appointed

without the consent of the State, any celebrabratiou of religious service will make'him amenable to tlie laws, and the congregation was
warned not to request his services in any priestly function.
Tlie amendment proposed by the American
delegates to introduce a graduated tax upon patents according to the condition of each respective country was withdrawn. A resolution was
adopted that the specification of all patents in
force must be accessible to the public.
A resolution making it obligatory upon patentees to
place new inventions at the disposal of everybody wishing to use them, upon paying a fitting remuneration, caused considerable debate,
which on the 7th inst. was not concluded.
Attempt to Lynch Rochefort.
Paris, Aug. 20.—A despatcli from the vessel
in which Henri Rochefort was shipped for New
Calidonia, says that his fellow convicts considering his course as treasonable to the cause of
the Commuuo made an attempt to lynch him.
Tlie officers of tlie ship were obliged to assign
him quarters apart from and protect him
against the Communist exiles.
American Stundny Schools.
London, Aug. 21.—At the meeting of the
Sunday School Union of London last night,
Rev. Mr. Hartley, who had just returned from
an
inspection of the school system of the
United States, spoke in tirius of high praise of
the efficiency of American educational facilities as to both sacred and secular instructions.
Tiie frigate Congress of the European station has arrived at Great Grimsby.
Scarcity of Work—Extensive Lock-out*
Contemplated—Strik-n Probable.
The iron masters of Manchester have determined ou a lock-out of one tenth of their men,
to commence on Saturday next, and to be followed every two weeks by similar lock-outs.
It is probable that the movement tints inaugurated will extend throughout the conntr.v.
The iron workers at Bolton urge the men at
Manchester to meet the lock-out Saturday by a
strike. The affair creates great interest as an
The points
extensive strike is apprehended.
in dispute between masters and men have referance to rates for piece work and over time.
The society of engineers have a fund ot SoOO,000 with which they will assist the iron makers.
Movement* of President Grant.
Burlington, Vt, Aug. 20.—President Grant
and party arrived here this morning, and after
breakfasting and a formal reception, he was escorted by a battalion of the National Guard to
Central wharf where he took the steamer for

Ticonderoga and Lake George,

music

For IVpw Knglaud
and Middle States, light easterly to southerly
winds with eoutiuued cloudy weather and light
rain on coasts to-night, followed by partly
cloudy weather and rising temperature on

Thursday.
9IINOR TEI-ECBARH.
Lieut. Boyd is ordered to Newport,R.

I.,

for

FINANCIAL. AND COiVl.tlERciAL
of Portlnnd Jlarhru.
Week Ending August 20, 1873.
Tbc healthy tone o! the markets, noted last week,
*
still continues; the business transactions have b»eu
the
fluctuations
in
fair,
prices
and
very
very slight,
the speculative demand next to nothing. In fact, so
even have been the prices of all commodities for
some time past, that there has been no opportunity
for speculation—which is much the best bo h for
producers and consumers. The money market Is
easy. Gold fell one day last week to a fraction below 115, but the rates since last Saturday have been
Review

more

plenty,

choice Southern fruit

and

is

selling at $5 50@8 00 per bbl. Beans are higher
medium, which are selling at $3 12;a3 37. Butter
is in good supply for common, but choice table qualities are not plenty and are higher—prime table tubs
for

bringing

32c. Cheese is steady and firm. Coal is
change. Cottee is firm. Cooperage continues dull.
Copper is quiet. Cordage is without
change. Dry goods are steady and there is no change
to note. Drugs and dyes are without a single alteration. Duck is steady and in good demand. Fish
are in good supply with a fair home demand, and no
without

change in pric.PH of dried; mackerel are lower for
No. 2 Bays, and higher for No. 1 Shore. Flour is

steady and firm tor all chok e desirable grades, but
weak tor the lower grades. Frists are in good supply and there is a further advance on raisins. Lemons and oranges are the same as last week. Peaches
coming along freely, and are selling at $2® I
crate, according to condition. Belle i^ears $7
are

per
per

$ 14@16 per bbl. Watermelons
$25@30 per hundred. Grain is in good supply, and
corn has advanced 2c from last week.
Hay is coming
bbl.

PORTLAND.

joTr*,7ik;y s^sssssT **
PPearaace

Fortlaud’. Favorite

dolly

or

bidwell,

and the full Dramatic Company.

proper conduct.
The American yacht Faustina lias arrived at
Cowes, Lug., 18 days from New York,
At a public meeting in
Hamilton, Out., the
Duke of Manchester said he
hoped the time
wou d
come when all
the British provinces
would be represented in the Imperial
ministry.

115*^115*.
Apples are

HAIX,

EVERY EVENIKU this week,

_ausSI'ltf_J.

Bartlett pears

H.

HARRE8, Agent.

FOREST CITY PARK.

torpedo instruction.
The liquor dealers have been expelled from
the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce for im-

$1,000!
Great Stallion Hatch.
THIKADAY,
(

AUGUliT

Ml.i,

oraniciiciag.nl 4 P. .T|.

Br S. Palmer Knox.
L. J. Brackett names
B. S. Emery Fearnaught.
Samuel Berry names,
Best :t in 5 to harness under national rules.
Admittance 5(» cts. Ladies and carriages free.
The Eastern Railroad will carry passenger! from
Saco and Biddeford for half fare.
Spe ial train on Portland and Ogdensburg will
take passengers to and from the grounds.
ty^Hools at the sr. James the evening before and
on

the Track the

day of

the trot.

augl9t_

1873 Excursion 1873
VIA

—

SebaffO

—

—

TO

River

Songo

Lake and
—

and

Bridgton, Naples

Harriaon,

and arter MONDAY, JULY 21*1. the nev and
elegant side-wheel Steamer MOUNT PLEASANT, will make daily excursion trips over the Sebo-

ON

go Lake route, leaving Sebago Lake Station on arrival of train leaving Poitland a 7.10 A. M. arriving at
Naples at 10.55, Bridgton 11.45, No. Bridgton 12.15,
Harrim n 12.30.
Returning, leave Harrison at2.30 P. M.,No. Bridgton, 2.45. Bridgton 3.15, Naples 4.05. connecting at
Sebago take with trains arriving at Portland at 8.90
P. M., in season to connect with Steamer for Boston.
The Eastern Express Company will run a daily
line of stages in connection with this steamer to And
from Mount Pleasaut Hnu-e.
Tickets for the trip from Poitland to Naples. B-ldgtou or Harrison and return, $2 50.
Jyl7dtr

lira ml

Sweepstakes-Purse,
$635.

Open to all trotting: horses owned in
New England, Nova Seotia, New Brnnc
wiek and the Canadas.
$400 to 1st,
$125 to 2d, $80 to 3d, $40 to 4th. 4 to
enter, 3 start.
made

Entries mu«t he

MONDAT,

before

or

on

freely, but there is no alteration in prices. Sept, bth, with the Secrelaiy, Samuel Wasson, at
hardly .as firm and prices favor purchasers East Surry Maine.
of large lots. Lard is quiet.
Leather is steady.
An Entrance Fee of tjn per cent, of
Lumber is quiet, without change in prices, and with
Purse mu«t accompany the Entry.
a small export demand.
Lime is steady at $1 35 for
The cohtest for this Purse to take place during the
the State Fair, at Bangor, Sept lt>, 1873.
Itockland. Mutches are steady at $1 95 for Portland
NAHlEli WA**OIH. «ec’T,
“Star.** Molasses is very steady and prices are withau$eod4t
Iflaine Mtale Society.
out change. Nails are steady at $5 00. Naval stores j
are quiet and unchanged.
Oils are without change, I
For Lake
Paints are steady.
save a slight shading on linseed.
Plaster is unchanged. Produce is active and potaEXCURSION TICKETS
toes have advanced to 85(&95e; eggs are selling at
TO
22@23c in lots; onions re $7@7 50 per bbl; sweet
potatoes (red) are selling at $7@7 50 per bbl. ProWolfboro and Centre Harbor via
visions are firm, especially pork. Rice is a little
higher for Carolina. Salt is steady. Sugars are firm
Alton Ray
with another slight advance on refined. Teas are
AND
Tins
are
without
Wool
is
in
change.
good
steady.
demand but quotations are unaltered.
STEAMER MT. WASHINGTON
FREIGHTS—There has been but little doing during the week. Tne demand for tonnage for South
$4 FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
America has been about supplied. A few vessels are
wanted for Havana. The engagements during the
Passengers from Portland ran go and return tho
Train
same day, and return tickets good until used.
week are brig Frontier fi'om Nnvassa for Wilmingleave the Portland & Rochester dei*ot at 7.45 A. M.
W. H. TURNER,
ton, N. C., at $5 per ton for guano; bark Oder, from
Superintendent.
Pictou to Portland, at $3 50 for coal. Coastwise
tf
Portland, July 15, 1873.
freights are dull and unchanged. No unengaged
in

more

Iron is

Winnipiscogee
—

—

—

tonnage in port.

AUCTION SALES.

Foreign Export*.
ST. JOHN. NB. Schr M E Bliss-500 bbls
do cornmeal, 600 bush oats, 10 tons feed.

flour,200

Damaged Coffee at A uciion.
previously disposed of we shall sell by
on
2‘'th
at 4
ic

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

UNLESS

Receipt* of Flour, See.
EASTERN RAILROAD.

Bbls.
Bbls. Consignees.
Shaw, Hammond &
Woodbury, Latham &
Consignees.

Carney.160
DW Coolidge,.199

Glidden.100

Norton,Chapman

& Co.300

W&CR Mil iken.200
W&CR Mil liken, 65 bbls beet.
GRAND

TRUNK R.

Total.300
ot Grain.

EASTERN

R. R.

No. cars.
Morton,wheat 2 D W Coolidge, bran.... 1
corn.1
1
N
B
&
Noble,
Co,corn
Willis,
Webb & Phinney .corn.. 1 C H True & Co.com.... 9
Geo Blake, com.1 A P Aldrich.meal.1
No.

Consignees.

Bradley

d(d

auT9

and Land at Auction.
FRIDAY, Sept 19th, at 11 o’clock A. M., *•
.ball seil the ilouse, Stable and Land No. 28

House, Stable

ON

R.

Lancaster.100
Norton, Chapman & Co,
.100 Curry & Shaw.ItO

Receipt*

Inst.,
auction,
Wednesday,
pub
o’clock P. M., for the benefit of whom It may concern, a 1 -t cf Rio Coffee, on Franklin Wharf Saved
from the wreck ot Steamer Dirt go
F. O. HAILEY A CO., Anctionera.

Total.899

The

Riotous Proceedings.
Little Bock, Ark Aug. 20.—The Board of
Supervisors met in Perryvilleon Monday, when
a man named Moores, a former clerk of the
coiiutv, backed by four or five others, entered
the town. Thev had sworn to kill J. W. L.
Matthews an attorney of the court, on account
of an article published in the Gazette reflecting upon them. They attacked Matthews in
court house, breaking up the court.
Matthews
retreated into a store and fired upon his pursuers without effect.
A brisk fire was opened ou
both sides, during which Matthews was wounded though be maiaged to escape to the woods.
That evening his friends to the number of 150
entered the town killing a man named Trice
Moores and his crowd had left however as had
the sheriff, who is understood to be
friendly to
Moores, and who is in this city.
After the Board of Supervisors had resumed
their courts, Matthews had warrants issued for
the arrest of Moores, Hambright, the sheriff,
and all others engaged in the affair, but at latest occounts they had not been served.
The
affair creates great excitement throughout the
county, and the full particulars will be laid before the Executive to-night.

ENTERTA INMENTS.

HOURS.

Terrible Fight between the Sionx
and Pawnee Indians.

V' >1

Cavalry Reunion.
Augusta, Me., Bug. 20.—At a meeting of
the surviving members of the Second Maine
Second

where the booths are located, crowds of men
and boys lingered, sucking candy, eating the

tral

stamped
Jr„ General Agent.

J. B. Coyle

ing the evolutious of the battalion and puffing
the fragrant weed. About half past nine the
battalion was formed into line and under the
command of Col. Mattocks were drilled in the
various battalion movements, preparatory to
the grand reception to be given to the Governor
of the commonwealth.
These movements

on

Portland and Boston were lost

is warned against purchasing tickets of
any other person than the authorized agents of
the company on board the boats or at 74 Exchange street. Connecting lines are notified to
refuse all tickets not
by us.

AWAITING THE GOVERNOR’S ARRIVAL.
At the General’s headquarters, while awaiting the arrival of the distinguished guest, the
time was pleasantly passed by the General and
the members of his staff in asocial chat, watch-

brilliant one.
staff mounted

between

public

the camp, lifted by ten o’clock and revealed the
clear blue of a warm sky.

was

Square,

up one flight.

and must have passed into the hands of unau.
thorized persons. Notice is hereby given that
new sets of tickets of
entirely different style
and pattern will be issued immediately, and all
tickets of the old style will be refused. The

freshed and prepared to enter with alacrity upthe da". At eight o’clock
on the duties of
guards were mounted, aud by half past nine
the companies were properly burnished and
accoutered readv to be formed into the battalion
for the reception of the Governor.
The cloud
of mist that through the night had encircled

It

Atwood’s,

27 Market

Warning.—In the fire of Aug. 9th, large
numbers of tickets of the Portland Steam Pack-

The camp passed a quiet night Tuesday, broonly by guard relief, or the neighing of an
The soldiers slept off
uneasy artillery horse.
the new and excessive fatigue of the preceding
day and awoke yesterday morning gieatly reken

For Loss of

bad been at the
meeting of
citizens Monday evening he
would have Ween
that Judge Kingsbury did not refer
iu his remarks to the second application for aid
for the
muster, but to the first, which was granted
He spoke of an appropriation by the citv
to bury Mr. Peabody at the same time and in
the same way. The Argus report of the meeting, accidentally misleads the reader, as to this
One who was thebe
point.
_

of the Governor
and staff
General
Battalion Krill
Appearance of the Camp—Crowds in
Attendance, etc., etc.

Imposing Reception

own

niETE0R01.0«ICAEi.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR

Danfortli street.
It is centrally located, near the proposed new Boston <& Maine Depot, has gas and Sebago water.
Lot about 33x103 feet. Terms, one-third cash, balance on time.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO. Auctioneer*.
lawtd
aul3

Consignees.

cars.

ABRAMS Ac BRO..

&

rarsons

Total.17
UUA.NU TRIMV

K.

K.

Blake & Jones, com.2 Kensell & Taber, com..5
Webb & Phinney, com.. 1
Total.8
—

Koston Stock Liat.

(Sales at the Broker’s Board. Aug. 20.1
Boston & Maine Rnilroad...@119}

Auctioneer* and fommixitioH Merchant*,
give their special attention to selling Real Estate,
Furniture and Merchandise ot all kinds. Horses Carriages, <Sc. Advances made on consignments. Regular Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction x.ooto* e-rery Saturday morning. Communications by mallj»roni|'tlT attended to
AB CAM** A BROTHER,
125 Fe leial St., under the C. S Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.
drf
&pr23

Custom Hand Made Boots.

Sales at Auction.
Bates ManntufacringCompany. 98$
Laconia Manufacturing Co,.485

Eastern Railroad.103}
Androscoggin Mills.125
Eastern Railroad

7s. 1882.101

Money Market.

New York Stock and

New York. Ang. 20-A/ornino.—Money oj*ened at
4 per cent.
Gold 115}.
Sterling Exchange 108} @

The Best Work,
The Best Slock,
The Best Fitting,
The Best Looking.
The Host Comfortable
■

108}.

New York. Aug. 20—Roenlna.—Money was easier
to-day. In the morning 4 @ 5 per cent, was freely
paid, but at the close loans were made at 3 @ 4 |>er
cent. Sterling Exchange dull at 107} @ 108 for 60
days and 108} @ 1081 for sight. Custom receipts today $438,000. Uold dull and steady at 115| @115};
loans from 2 @ 3 per cent, for earning. The ClearThe Asst. Tre tsurcr disbursances were $44,000,000.
ed $41.100. Export of specie to-doy $37,000 in silver bars.
Governments dull aud steady. State
bonds dull. Stocks were very weak early in the day.
The following
Stocks:

were

the

United States 10-40's.,coupons...
....115}
Currency 6’s
113}
Western Union Telegraph Co.89}
Pacific Mail.
41}
N. Y. Centra1 and Hudson River consolidated... .1043
Erie. 58}
Erie preferred.72
Union Pacific stock. 27

The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
99}
Union Pacific do.
Union Pacific land grants.72}
Union Pacific income bonds. .66

8l|

WomcMiic Tlarkei*.

New York. Aug. 20—Evening—Cotton dull; sales
sales 1877 bales; Middling uplands at lMc. Flour
dull; sales 12,200 bbls; State 5 00 @7 25; Round
Hoop Ohio 0 30 @ 8 50; Western 5 00 @ 8 40; SouthWheat is lc lower; sales 98,000
ern 6 40 @ 10 75.
bush; No 2 Milwaukee 1 53 @ 1 56; No 3 Spring 1 45;
Western 1 55 @ 1 60. Corn 1 @ 2c lower; sales 180,000 huso; steamer Mixed Western 42 @ 42}c.
Oa*s
active; White Western 48 @ 51}c: Western mixed 41}
@43}. Beef firm. Pork steady; new mess at 18 25.
Lard weak; sales 250 tcs; old steam 8 11-lGe; kettle
8|c. Butter quiet; Ohio J6 @ 25c; State 25 @ 31c.—
Whiskey quiet; Wesern free 1 00. Rice is firm : arolina at 83 @ 9}c. Sugar is firm: sales 1078 hhus; refining at 8} @ 9}c; Cuba 8Jc. Coffee quiet and strong;
Rio 19}@ 2l}c. Molasses is quiet.' Spirits Turpentine
«

Petroleum dull;
easy at 43c : Rosin easy at at 3 10.
crude at6}c; refined at 164c. Tallow is firm; sales
125,000 lbs at 8| @ 8Jc.
Wool is firm; domestic fleece 50 @ 524c; Califoi nia
25 @ 35c.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Grain per steam at 12

@13}.
Chicago, Aug. 20.—Floor in light request; shippers

doing much. Wheat active and irregular,closing
steady; sales of No 1 Spring at 1 24; No 2 at 1 21; No
closed at 1 13; rejected at 98c; No 2 Spring 1 18 bid
seller Aug; 1 13 do Sep. Corn easier, the demand is
mainly for cash; No 2 mixed 37|c bid seller Sept; rejected 35c with free sellers. Oats active but lower;
No 2 at 37c esah o seller Ang; rejected 234c.
Rye is
easier and more offering; sates of No 2 at 66c; samand
nominal.
is
ples
rejected entirety
Barley active
and b gher on futures; no business on cash; No 2
Fall for Sept sellers 115;
1 13; no Sprin is
offered. Provisions slow and business small. Pork
sold at 16 00 cash; 17 12} @ 17 90 seller Sent. Lard is
at 8c cash. Hams in pickle at. 10
@ 12c. Dry
salted meats quiet and firm; boulders sold at 7 J «'
8c; short rib middles 84 @ 8} loose; short clear do 9}
sales of shoulders at
@ 9|. Bacon in light
8}c; clear rib sides
Lake Freights in fair demand and lower; Corn to
Buffalo 4; Kingston 7} for White.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour 13,000 bush wheat, 249,000 I'Usli corn, 82,000 bush oats, 11,000 bush rye, 2000
not

buyers

steady

HEN, WOHEN
can

At 132

*•

demand;
lQ}c.

bush barley,
ShipmevHs—10,000 obis flour,lOC.OOOjbush wheat,229,000 bush corn, 59,000 bush oats, 17,000 bush rye, 4000
bash barley, 0000 hogs.
xOLXDO. Aug. 20.—Flour is firm an#in fair demand. Wheat steady; extra White Michigan, 1M
ottered, 1 55 asked; No 2 White Michigan 1 56 ; Amber Michigan on spot and seller Sept at 141}; No 1
Red 1 45; No 2 do on spot and seller Aug at 1 11}; do
3 Red at 1 39 @ l 39}; No 2 Amber IlliSept 1 41; NoCorn
nois 145.
is steady; sales of high Mixed on
spot and seller Aug 44}c; do Sept 44c; do Oct 46 @
White
51c:
no
46}:
grade 42; damaged 34}c. Oat®
dull and lower; sales of No 1 White at 35c; No 2
seller Sept 31c; rejected at 284c.
Freights firmer and unchanged; to Bultalo 4 @ 4}:
Oswego 8} @ 9; Kingston 9.
Receipts 1,000 bbls flour; 37,000 bush wheat; 54,bush corn; 4,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour; 11,000 bush wheat; 35,000 bush corn; 0000 bush oats.
is quiet and unchanged
Detroit, Aug. 20.—Flour
extra White scarce
Wheat is
at 8 25 (w 8 50.
at
1 58: Amber Michigan
White
1
at 1 72 faaleB ol No
Oats
142
Corn Is steady; sales of Yellow at 50c.
and nominally at 35c.
are in good demand
bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat,
Receipts—1,000bash
2,000
oats.
bush corn, 2,000
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat nnnn
bush
00t»0
oats.
corn.
lush
Freights—to Oswego per sail 9; steam 10
CH A.1LBHTOS, Aug. 20.-t;otion quiet: Middling
....

uplands.174c.

landV'at* 17}^’

Aug* 20,“Cotton dull ; Middling

up-

lauMd°8Ba,trT8cAUg* ^ “Cotton irregular; Middling up-

uga

20.—Cotton

European
London,Aug. 20—12.30 P. M.—American securities
—U. S. lt-40s at 90}; new loan 91}.
Liverpool. Aug. 20—1.00 P M.—Cotton heavy;
sales of the day estimated at 10,000 bales, iucludiug
1000 speculation and export.
IjOndon, Aug. 20—1.30 P. M.—Consols at 92} @
02} for money and account.
American securities—United States 5-20s, 1865,old
lit 95}. Erie 47%

Street.

and Bad Nails.

G.

PALMER.

augllIsexl4w

Notice to Owners of* Lois in Ever*
green

Cemetery.
lots In

person owning
Evergreen
the Office ot the City
ANY
by calling
and
of
dollar for each

Cemetery,

Treasurer
will infor the same by the Sui^rintendent for the current year; and any person paying the
sum ot twenty-five dollars will secure the
care ui
thoir lota by the city tor all time.
JAS. BA I LET, )
J. S. PALMER,
Trustees.
C. E JOSE,
DOGS—Any Dogs fonnd in the inclo3ure after hia
d%te without the presence of master will be in perils
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.
at
paying tne sum
sure the best ot care

one

lot,

J

J

myl9dtr

Annual

Encampment.

Headquarters Volunteer Militia, 1
Portland, August 12, 1873. J
Special Order No. 22.
1. Lieut. Col. G. W. Parker, A. D. C..to the Commander-in-Chicf, having been detailed for duty at
these Headquarters during the approaching Encampment wil be obeyed and ieei»ected accordingly.
II. Lieut. Col. Parker will have the reg laiion of
the booths. All ptr>ons desiring to trade with.u the
limits of the Encampment will make application to

him.

By Command

of
MAJ GEN. J. L. CHAMBERLAIN.

J. M.

Brown, Lieut. Col. & A. A. A. G.

Portland, Aug. 13, 1873.
For the purposes named in the above order 1 shall
heat the Encampment from 4 till 5 o’clock p. M.,
on each day of this week.
G. W. PARKER,

0,

Lieut.-Colonel and A. D.

_augl 3tf___

Portland Glass Works.
ANNUAL meeting of the Stockholder* of the
Portland Glass W’orks for the choice of Officers,
and the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them, will be held > t their
office at the works on W EDNESDAY August 27th.
1873. at 3 o’clock In the afternoon.

THE

A. B. STEVENS, Clerk.

au20

n

lw*

estbrook

Manufacturing

Co.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Westbrook Manui'icturi g Company, f>r the

rHE

choice of officers and the transaction of any other
business which ina' legally come before them, will be
eld at their office No. lu Central Wbarf, on Tuesday, August 26th, at 4 o’clock p. m.
RUFUS E. WOOD, Clerk.
aulldtd
Portland, August 11. 1873.

Portland Savings bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST.
ol

one dollar
on I

he Art
interest
ALL deposit,
fol'nwin? the date of deposit.
mence

mUr^dtf_

FKANK

and
*

upwards comof the month

day

NOYES. Treasurer.

Trotting: at the Slate Fair,
be bnrred from the tate Fair
HORSES
races, for time made, alter
bona fide entry.
will not

a

SAMUEL WASSON, Secretary,
State Agricultual Society.
East Surry, August 15,1S73.
anl6d$t
A

HI aim. Savings Bank.
No. lOO Middle Nireet, Portland.
In this Bank

deposited
MONE1
of any month begins
other
If
on

deported
«,r the

first da>

junUd&wif

any

on

on

the first

interest th*

day, begins

on

same

day
day.

interest the

following month.
A. M.

BURTON. Treasurer.

Special hefting.
will be a special meeting of the Stockholders of the Portland.
Bangor «s Machias Steamboat Co. at the office of Res* & Sturdivant, 179 Comon
mercial street, Portland,
Wednesdav, Aug. 27th,
1873, at 3 o’clock p. m., to see if they will authorise
an
add! lonal steamer, ana
the directors to purchase
for the tiansaction of any other business that may

THERE

come

quiet; Middling

Markets.

Middle

M.

„„

steady;

and CHILDREN
always be found

fi^Tarticular attention paid to Enlarged Joints,

Bunions, Corns

closing quotations of

The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881,.
119}
United States5-20’s 1862.116}
United States 5-20’s 1864.117
United States 5-20’» 1865, old....118}
United States 5-20’s IS65, new,.
11G}
United States 5-20’s 1867,.liy}
United States 5-20’s U68,.1172
United States 5’s. new.H4}

AND

The Host Durable for

before them.
l-er order of the■

August 20th, 1873.

3> c,erk.

_‘‘Ui{20td
Lost.

MISSION' by mo*1 certificate No. 880
liurM Interna-tonal Telegraph Com'>f ,h‘ nnderaignSl. All peroanv atami ce io
cautioned against purehaAh.g or negoiiailng
in hereby gi en *hat I have
notice
and
r.r the some
Treasurer of said company Ibr the issue
ad oiled to tbe
certificate
new
or a
B. M. PULS1FER.
auloaw3w

1M

TWAV

?on/are

*

POETRY.

INSURANCE.

RAILROADS.

ROLLINS,T^OnOT

Schubert.

ADAMS’, ~DON‘T

miscellaneous.

deceivedT

be

THE EA8Y RUNNING

the open window I lean;
Flowers In the garden without
Faint in the heat and the drought—
What does the music mean?

COBINO

of

Agencies

Insurance

For here, from the cold keys, within,
Is a tempest of melody drawn:
Doubts, passionate questions, the dawn*
Of high hope, and a triumph to
win;

ROLLINS,

NO. 22

Thou liftest the heart with thy speech!

—Independent.

•

ADAMS,!

&

STREET,

E X C H A IS G E

The train leaving Portland at 3.20
Boston at 7.10 P. M., as quick as by
3 hours and 50 minutes.

FIRE

»«lt.
No. 1.
ffl
No. 3.
ffl
No. 10.
@

Ravens,

8 oa.,.
10 03.

15

Beef Side, Bib

46
42
28

Mutton,.
Chickens,Turkeys,.
Eggs, 4»doz.,

24
30

Veal..

gPotatoes,Bbu
hogs...
aions
ound

dyesroods.
3 ffl
Barwood.
Brazil Wood,
5 ffl
6 ffl
Camwood,..
Fustic.
2}@

..

Mess
Ex

we

will conduct, in all its branches, the business of

AMD

Logwood,
Campeachy, llffl
St. Domingo, llffl

Campaniea, having

Peach Wood,
Slffl
RedWood....
2f@ 4
Fish.
Cod. perqtl.,
L’ge Shore, 5 25 ffl 5 50
L’ge Bank. 4 75 ffl 5 95
Small. 3 00 ffl 3*50
Pollock.2 25 ffl 3 00
Haddock.1 75 ffl 2 25
Hake.1 50 @ 1 75
Herring.
Shore.Fhbl 4 00 ffl 5 00
Scaled,Fbx 22 ffl 27
No. 1. 13 ffl 20
Mackerel, p bbl..
Bav No. 1, 16 OflfflIS 00
Bav No. 2, 11 00®13 00
Large 3.lo 50ffll2 00
Shore No. 1...20 00®22 00
No. 2.13 OOfflU 50

OVER

auglSdlOt

Bice, 4? lb,..

FIRST

hhd^Sbus)’.
Martin,!.

2 50

@
**

kJTacuse,.

effected

3 50
3 00

@
8 00 ffl 8 50
@
8 50 ffl 950 Family,.
No. 1,.
@
Illinois x„
6 75 ffl 7 75
Xx. 8 50 ffl 110 Cassia, ttpice*.
45 @
pure,.
'•
8
00 ffl 9
Bt. Louis x,..
Cloves,. 37 @
xx. 10 00 @1151
Ginger,. 18 @
Fruit60 @
Mace,.1
Almonds.
1 30 ®
Sofi Shell,.. 20 ffl 22 Nutmegs,....
25
Pepper,.
®
Shelled,_ 40 ffl 55 1
Starch.
Pea Nuts. 2 25 ffl 2 75
9 ®
Pearl,.
Citrcn. 50 ffl
Sugar.
9 ffl
Currants,
118a
• Dates,
1
8 ffl
9 Granulated,.
Coffee A,.... ll
12
ffl 18 Extra
Figs.
C,.
10|@
Prunes. 12 @ 17

In

Special

Swedish.

Norway,.

Steel_
Herman Steel
Shoe Steel
Spring Steel
Sheet Iron,
Cast

Fives
43 Bestand Tens,

4iffl
ffl

si

8Jffl

22
14

@

9
24
15
8
12

ffl

ffl

7J ffl
9 ffl

Brands, 65 @
55®
Medium,..
Common,_so @
Halflb3.,.50 @

MARINE

N&t’l

*•

Open

Policies

Leaf,.80 @

Navy lbs.50 @

LIFE

AND

ACCIDENT

Pledging
patronage.

best services to

our

_

Portland, August 16,

1873.

W. I>. Little & Co.’s

Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 90
gi
City Bonds. 95
'9*
•Cumberland National Bank,... 40. ...59
no
•Canal National Bank,.100.131
130
•First National Bank.loo..131
430
•Casco National Bank.100.131
'139
•Merch ants’ National Bank,.. 75. ...95 *’*’05
•National Traders’ Bank,. 100.
.131
132
Portland Company,...75
i*
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 65
67
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100. 04
05
Calais

*’*

*'

*"

Atlantic & St. Lawrence it. it.
85
on
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,.
87
88
Maine Central R. R. Stock.106.'.'.
65 "*" 75
Maine Central R. R. Bonds. 7’s.
97
98
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds, 100.’87'" 88
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds.. 100_
88
89
Portland & OgdensburgR.R. Bonds, gold.
""90
Portland & Rochester It. R. Bonds,7’s,.
90
»3
•Plv. off.

iTIAIAE.

and

prepared to issue Policies for 150,000 and
all good property at the most favorable
rates or other sound Companies.

Phoenix Insurance

KV.58JKSS,

P. W. CLARK,

a°13___
FORSALE.
_

piu1
Portland.
dtd

A fine young horse, without fitult, hand-

Stables.

Apply

to

—-

—___
_

F. N. HOPKINS,
88 State Street.

BEIBOVAL.

h«ve
D. rcnmvetfthelr^ei Bn,,h manufacturers
^

Hark.rsTu^, F^fr^t.10
on

bl“k0l&“

Hair

use

jf

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
no20

Price, 25

and

50Cents por Bottle,

eodlyr

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES
ARE

HORSE-SHOEING,”

VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

JOUVEN’S
INODOROUS

Kid

MRS. J. T. BENEDICT
Re-opens October 1st, her

ENGLISH,
Hoarding

FRENCH & GERMAN

and

Tor

Young Ladira,

dtf J

W,

LORD,

PHILADELPHIA.

PA.

&

BOSTON LEAD

Continental Insurance Company,

[Incorporated

YORK,

OF NEW

Cash Assets

Company,

BOSTON

OF HARTFORD,

MAINE

R.—

Company,

Pure

OF HARTFORD,

NUTTEE BEOS & Co., are Sole A -ents in the City for Barstow’s Celebrated Wrought Iron Furnace. Call
Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

NUTTER

WELLS’ CARBOLIC
are a sure cure

to

PROVIDENCE,
9395,000

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be Mtrictly pare, ;Mid guarantee

we

Hoffman Insurance

Company,

that for fineness, body and durability,- it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, eitlW foreign or
American.
B3P*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pare Lead. None genuine without it.

j

OF NEW YORK,

Casli Assets

9300,000

...

Shoe & Leather Insurance Com’y
OF

W. F.

BOSTON,

Cash Assets

Phillips

&

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

9950,000

Insurance

OF

fcMB_lvTT&S
A. S. JLYHAN’S

9400,000

Patent Pure l>ry Air Refrigerator]

Cash Assets

The best and Only Reliable One in
the Market.

Merchants, Traders, Builders, Manufacturers and
others wanting large lines may be accommodated

with

is indispensable to Batchers, Provision
dealers,
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
save more than Its cost
Summer. Butchers
every
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is hept
constantly moving over the contents of the RefrigerPatent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts ana its
validity established, in eighteen cases.

IT

the lowest rates.
and Farm Property insured for one
or a term of years on
highly favorable terms.
aag20
us

at

5y*Dwelling8

^__dtf

Quinine

For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c.,
apply to

tonic

SCOTT D.

I BITTERS
f Is the Best Aromatic Tonio

No. 2 Park Street

and Stomachic ever offered to
the public. It will IMPROVE
your APPETITE, FACILITATE DIGESTION, GIVE
aiamm.

for all diseases of the

EXCURSION TICKETS.
Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and Union t9.15 A. M., t3.30 P.
M.
For Old Crchard, Saco and Biddeford
J8.50 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at t2 P. M.
For Scar boro. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Ken neb link t8.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kcnnebnnk 17,30

uf’r*ce
N

On hand and sawed to dimen Jj0ns.

BR0THERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
______eod3m
myl3

DITTMAR’S DUALIN POWDER.

Tms
as

Bafe to handle
BEST

Hard Pine

nervous diseases.
Sold by all Druggittt.

celebrated P0Wder
„
as

„

1<)werfa,

GLV«:ERiivEt
common

KNOWN

powder,

and

St.,

Hard Pine Timber

general or following acute disease. The
FMUtty indorse it, for DYSPEPSIA,

r„

No. 80 Middle

viuvk

LANGUOR & DEBILITY,
whether

the

hard r'me

Flooring

AND STEP BOARDS.

JFOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street
0 Bee, hio.10 State street, Boston.
my3eo<lly

Sage and PlainCheese
kIRECT from some of the BEST Factories in
JL>' Vermont. For sale by
Ti

For New York, Albany, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Washington,

SOUTH MD WEST.
The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
M., connecting with train tor New York via Shore

Line at ll.lo A. M.
The f9.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s ason
to connect with the 3 P. M. train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.30 P. M. (steamboat) trains

York.jy2I-4wt

LIYIYGSTONE^rAFRICA

FLETCHER ft CO.,
159 Commercial Street, Portland.
X C. NUBBLE Sc CO., Par
la, sole agents
for Maine.

Jyuew

THOMAS BLOCK.

For Sale.
rrnHE SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. 17 Plnm St., 1*
*

£

*

mjn

condition
S001?
“Uii”e®R'

,treet

with all
to the

Apply

ot

*° J-

apparatus necessary

proprietor at No. 33
REED,No. 80 Middle etreet.
eodt

ffamMoQ
BITTER.

600 pages, only J2.50. Look out for inferior works.
Send for circulars and Proof of the greates success
of the season. Reoorts just in‘ 184 subs, in six days.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, 53 Washington St.,
over

Boston.___jy24j4w

PURELY A VEGETABLE PREPARATION,
well-known ROOTS.

P
composed simply of
HERBS, and

FRUITS,

'

me of the most desirable
thi* in the world. They

Family package tickets between Portland and Boston, for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston,
PaJ YSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
tf
Boston. July 23, 1873.
ALTERATION

SUMMER

OF TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

_On and after Monday, June 23d,
e?2.!ains will run as follows:
Express trains at 7.15 A. M.( for Gornff
■■"ham, Island Pond, Montreal, andlQue-

Jr*assenger Offices,
74 EXCHANGE ST.
AND

—

Tickets sold at Reduced

Rates!

To Canada, Detroi’, Chicago, Nlilwaal
kee. Cincinnati, St. Louin, Omnlaa.
Saginaw, Sf Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver* San Francisco,
and all points in tho

Northwest, West and Southwest'
J-CFURNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendil
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, an.d Is making the best connections and quickest time of *ny route from Portland to the West
S3f“PUL.L.MA>i PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.

vigorate. They cure Dyspepsia, Constipation, and
Headache. They act as a specific in all species of
disorders which undermine the bodily strength and
break down the animal spirits.

Depot,

OCEAN’S STORY:
By

the

gifted

J-

M*

THE

Maine State Agricultural Society
will hqld its
11TH, EXHIBITION AT

September^ 16^

BANOOB,
17,18 & 19

tar Over $6000, in premiums are ottered.

mar22

d6m

KIMBALL

.UANIFACTI’KCK

TO
&

C0,}

OF

I

am

constantly manufacturing and have

at the

in

stock

All the

Leading Styles of Light Carriages

Dnrability.

Drawings furnished upon Application.

Repository,”

302 & 304 Congress Street,
PORTLAND.
CARD,

circulation, consequently gathering impurities from
sluggishness and Imperfect action of the secretiv,
is manifested by Tumors, Eruptionse
Blotches, Boils, Pustules, Scrofula &c.. &c.

When weary and languid from over work
and dullness, drowziness and inertia take the place
of energy and vigor, the system needs a tonic to build
it up and help the Vital Forces to regain their recup
erative power.
In the heat of Summer, frequently the Liver
and Spleen do not properly perform their functions;
the Uterine and Urinary Organs aie inactive, producing weakness of the stomach and intestines and a
predisposition to bilious derangement.

Dr. WELLS’
EXTRACT OF JURUBEBA
prepared directly trnm the SOUTH AMERICAN PLANT, and is peculiarly suited to all these
difficulties; it will cleanse the VITIATED BLOOD
strengthen the LIFE-GIVING POWERS, and REMOVES ALL OBSTRUCTIONS from IMPAIRED
AND ENFEEBLED Organs.
It should be freely taken, aR Jurubeba is
pronounced by medical writers the most efficient
PURIFIER, TONIC and DEOBSTRUENTknown
in the whole range of medicinal plants.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular
ia

au*_4wt
MEN wishing to
W A
fA;1' -L J-liTmake money to send lor a
pamphlet containing instructions. Ac., which ererubody should hnotc. J. C, TILTON, Pittsburg,
ALI.

r*A-___au6t4w
W A NTEIl

Wholesale Purchasing
•
Ascnls for the Bar,
Marh'-e made at Danbury
Conn. The Latest and Best. The Ntillest,
Fastestjand Easiest Lock Stitch, Straight
Needle JInrhine in the market. Better terms
£5?£i?&c.0J?Pan?- Address, BAKTRAM & FANTON M’fg’Co. JOHN A. DODGE. General
Agent, Pnnbnry, Conn.
aul2t4w

"JV’
sewiai

tram

1 take pleasure in recommending Mr.
Thompson
and his work to all my old friends ami patrons who
may want a reliable carriage at a fair price. Mr. T.
has been In my em plov and associated with me in
business nearly 20 years.
J. M. KIMBALL.

iu|l

_eod2m

LYON’S

K ATHAiRON
^

Only

50 Cents per Bottle.

It promotes the
GROWTH, PRESERVES the COLOR, and Increases the

Vigor and BEAUTYof the HAIR.

Oran Thibtt Truis ago I,ton's Kathaibon toe
was first placed in the market
by Professor
w wu?*1*
Thomas Lyon, a graduate of Princeton College.
jb.
The name is derived from the Greek
“Kathbo,"
signifying to cleanse, purijiy, rejuvenate, or restore.
The favor it has received, and the
popularity it has
obtained, is unprecedented and Incredible. It increases the Gbowth and Beauty of the Haib.
It i s
a delightful dressing.
It eradicates dandruff. It
prevents the Hair from turning gray. It keeps the
head cool, and gives the hair a rich, soft,
glossy appearance. It is the same in Quantity and Quality
as it was over a Quarter of a Century
Ago, and is
Country 5StoreB at only so

Cents

perrilcSueftIld

LOCATED AT

rouiSinMi^i™ k*A

9 7.G0
13.30

13.30
107.83
25.54
7.60
1.80

400

300

133.37
9.40

5.70
1.35
4.75
1.90
.45

250
1U0

700
200

7.05
4.75
2.35

13 30
3 80
.90
1 90
.45
3 80
.90

100
200

13

30

4 70
2 33
4 70

2100

39 90

39 90

2875
200

54 62
5 80
.90
2 85
.68
79 80
18 90

54 62

150
4200

4 70
3 53
98

2200

41 80

1350

1700

25 65
6 07
3 80
.90
7 60
1 80
1 90
7 60
1 80
3 80
90
32 30

8915
250

94 38
4 75

300

5 70
1 35
1 £0
45

200
400
100
400

70

41 60

31 72
4.70
9 40
1 90
9 40
4 70
32 30

bal. dut

100

150

94 38
4 75

7 05
2 35

2 85
68
26 60
2 52

1400

3000
G00

Es-

tate.
license from the Honorable
Judge of Probate for the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction, on the 1st day of
September, A. J>. 1873, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, j
on the premises, all the right. title and interest which
|
William H. White, late of Windham, in Raid County,
deceased, had in and to the following described real
estate, viz:—One half acre of land with mill privilege, situated at Great Falls, Windham. Said real
estate is subject to a provision in tbc will of Enoch
White, deceased, devising one half ot the income
thereof to Mary A. White, widow of said Enoch
White, during her life.
Dated this twenty-eight day of July, A. D., 1873.
CHAS. JONES.
Administrator of the estate ot William H. White.
B^“The widow’s interest in the estate will be sold
at the same
time._Jy Udoaw3wW«X:w3w32

PURSUANT

to

3 53

29 12

WING

57 00

57 00
1140

&

11 40
d3w

SON’S

a

PIANOS!
(Successors

L>OANE, WIXG & CL'SHINO.)

to

The American Piano.

JDred*in«

SEALED

which is to be dredged uniformly to a depth of 23 feet
at mean low water.
4. For filling saidpnrcel with good cleanfgravel
from grade 13 to grade 16,
5. For the whole work of building said sea wall
and filling said parcel as aforesaid on or before October 1st.. 1876.
The above w ork must be done according to plans
and specifications to be seen or furnished at this office
between the hours of nine o’clock iu the forenoon and
twelve o’clock noon.
The contractor will beo.i qnired to give a satisfactory guaranty that he will execute a contract accordand to give satisfactory bonds
ing to his
forthe faithful performance of his coutract.
The Legislature of Massachusetts has appropriated
four hundred thousand dollars towards the, al»ove
specified sea wall and filling, but no contract will be
made binding the Commonwealth for any more of
said work than can be paid for by appropriations ot
the Legislature, under the laws of the Commonwealth.

proposals,

Proposals

for

FIRST PREMIUMS.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 &
1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

Numerous County Fairs.

From Mr Eilteanl Hoffman, the celebrated PiauUt
“I conscientiously believe that your Piano is tn
every respect a moil magnificent instrument."
Form the “Independent"
Piano has deservedly become
very popular instrument.”
“The American

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. 8.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

Prices low for the

lished, until such are established, we will sell Plano*
public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

to the

WING A SON,

Purchase.

Sealed proposals will be also received as aforesaid
for tbc purchase of the whole or any i*>rtion of s .id
parcel of flats for cash; the purchaser to bui.d said
sea-wall and do said tilling according to said plans
and specifications, and to perform all the obligations
ot the Commonwealth to the City of Boston In relation to said parcel under the Indenture of Four

Parts made between the said Commonwealth, the
Boston and Albany Railroad Company, the Boston
Wharf Company, and the Citv of Boston, dated June
23d, 1873.
The right to reject, any and all proposals is reserved
by the Board of Harbor Commissioners, and their acceptance is subject to the approval of the Governor
and Council.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals in relation
to the South Boston Flats.” scaled up and directed to
the chairman of the Board.
For the Board of Harbor Commissioners.
QUINCY, Chairman.

417 Broome St., New York.
__N?_J_ly

THE

EPICUREAN

TABLE
SAUCE.
Rrrrirrd the big hr.

J>r.

NIXON

&

«ow

TRUNKS.

KWoman’
s
ATHAIRON
LYON’S

TRUNKS, VALISES AND BACiS,
Exchange Street, Portland, i»ie.

Wholesale buyers will find it to their
call and examine our stock and prices
chasing elsewhere.

aug29_eodly

FOR SALE.

jy30dlm

.The three points of excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
intermingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
& Co.9 Ice House, Portland. Me.
jefldtf

Homestead of the late Lemuel Hicks consisting of a two story house, a barn and U acres of
excellent land, situated at Presumpscot lower falls

THE

halmoutb, 4} miles from Portland.
Also a wood lot of six acres,
together with a field of
16 arces under good cultivation,
toM, J.
Hicks. For further particulars belonging
enquire of

JOSEPH n, PRINCE,

ty24eoJ4w«_Falmoulh

A Fine Business Opening:
a
young or middle aged man of unexceptiona-

&M?yT anda^!?^'t°r
ble character. Experienced accountant and
FOR
dollars capital.
Investigation is invited
otooiii^ promptly 81111 ueatly e,e’ thousand
novSitf
Address Box 2015 Portland Me

one

Epicurean

Kept by all

Fir*/

On and after MONDAY, June 9th,
the steamer Sebago will leave
^ HF' or Hf Harrison at 4 A. M., North Bridgton
4.15, Bridgton 4.45, Naples at 5.45,
ronnecting at Sebago Lake with the morning train
arriving in Portland 9.07 A. M.
Keturuing, will leave Sebago Lake on arrival of train
which leaves Portland at 12.30 p. M., arriving at Naples at 3.50, Bridgton at 4.50. No. Bridgton at 5.20
and Harrison at 5.35.
Bridgton, June 9, 1679.
Julddtf

nished

it..

,.n.

Epicurean

hi-1

c«n^s«iini»
*

fulfill1 violin

Table

Should Have It.

CiblfiSHtf*

Table Sauc«

Co.,

v

»6 BI tl.'KkTOItV

Pro/‘rt,^;>
‘nd

mvlTdtf____
Seirago iSteaniboat Co.

Every Well Fur-

trade^mah*

ST., ROSTOV
t»12
dim

,l’'l'&e,

_

USE.

Class Oroccrs.

Street.

will
W
proprietors of this establishment
to tne public that they are
ftna .'minh
strain and also prepared
also ladies'
all kinds gent’s wearing app«rei,
-..,1
PipaM«Ml aul
or cleansed
dresses, shawls, eloaks, all colors,
warrant them not to smut.
S.
jq(TS
MILLER.

THE

TABLI

RELISH IN
to

before pur-

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

No. 17 Plum

Fair.

IS THI

BEST

SEBAGO DVB WORKS,
For Sale in Portland by HALLL. DAVIS, LOR
ION, SHORT & HARMON,R K. HUNT & CO

ihrAmn

OF

advantage

fiflorj is Her Sair.

at

iu.titalr

VarktUr.lKW

IT

MARSTON,

MANUFACTURERS

miun>

'«»

jy22dlm_JOSIAH

TRUNKS.

Quality.

Responsible Agents wanted for unoccupied territory- In localities where agencies are not yet estab-

15‘i

HAIIAKTIAiVY
CURE

Administrator's Sale of Real

Cemnoiiwealth of 29IaMMnchuiicttN.
Office of the Board of Harbor
)
Commissioners, No.8 Pemberton square,}
Boston, July 17th, 1873.
)
PROPOSALS will be received at this office until WEDNE DAY, August 20th. 1M73, a
12 o’clock noon, for enclosing with sea walls and tilling
a parcel of the Commonwealth’s flats in South
Beaton, situated at the j action of the motn and Fort
Poiut Chan nel, in Boston Harbor, bounded southwest by fiats of the Boston Wharf Company, and
southeast by flats sold of the Boston and Albany Rail
road Company, and containing about one million
square feet, more or less, as follows:
1. For about 700 lineal feet of light sea wall on
Fort Point Channel.
2. For about 1300 feet ot heavy sea wall on Fort
Point Channel and the main channel.
3. For filling said parcel to grade 13, with material dredged by the contractor from the mouth of Fort
Point Channel and from a portion of Boston Harbor,

“Old

organs, and

1000
5675

aag20

^"■20 Years Experience
“Old Manufactory.”

Cnts or

Is the most powerful cleanser, strengthener
ami remover of Glandular Obstructions known to
Materia. Medica.
It is specially adapted to constitutions “worn
down’* and debilitated by the warm weather of
Spring and Summer, when the blood is not inactive

Am’tdue*

Tax,
$ 7.60

<

FINE CARRIAGES.

Best Selected and mont Reliable Material*, niiMurpat>*ed in Elegance, Style and

Boston.Jy25E4w

$ 400

Proposals for Sea Walls,

Low. Agents Wanted. HUBBARD BROS., Pub’s 53 Washington Street
ect New. Price

Total Val.

District Tax in Sch. Dis. No. 3,
Harris C. Barnes,
Portland, 2 acres land in School District No. 3,
Special Dis. Tax in School Dis. No. 3,
Bucknam,
unknown, 2 house lots near head of Pleasant St..
Nos. 45 & 46 FilesPlan in Sch. Dis.No. 3,
Special Die. tax in School Dis. No. 3,
Francis Beal,
5
acres
unknown,
mowing land in Sch. Dis. No. 15,
Cyras K. Babb,
unknown, house lot School District No. 3,
Special District tax School Dis. No. 3,
Mrs. F. A. Chesley, Gorham, House and lot in School District No. 2,
200
7 acres mowing land
500
M. L. Charles, unknown, 2 house lots in School District No. 3,
Speciel District Tax, School District No. 3,
George Card, unknown, House lot in School District No. 3,
Special District Tax School District No. 3,
Henry Cheuery, Scarboro, House and lot in School District No. 3,
Special District Tax School Dist. No. 3.
George K. Cobb, Boston, Mass., House, barn and lot in School Dist.No. 5,1000
20 acres mowing land School Dist. No. 5,
800
300
20 acres pasture in School District No. 5,
No.
lots
District
2300
and
School
3
houses
17,
F.JW. Clark, Portland,
575
23 acres Goold lot School District No. 17,
George H. Davis. Portland, 2 house lots School District No. 3,
Special District Tax School Dist. No. 3,
J. L. O. D.ivis, Portland, 1 house lot in School Dist. No. 3,
Social Dist. Tax School Dist. No. 3
George R. Davis, Portland, 3 houses and lots in School Dist. No. 3,
Special District Tax in School Dist. No. 3,
Isaac Dyer & Son, Portland, House, land and wharf School Dist. No. 17, 1200
1000
3 ice houses and lots School Dist. 17,
Franklin M. Drew, Augusta, 6 acres Woodman lot in School Dist.
No. 3,
Special Dist. Tax in .-chool Dist. No. 3,
John Hancock, Chicago, 111., house lot in School Dint. No. 3,
Special Dist. Tax School Dist. No. 3,
John S. Heald, Portland, house and lot in School Dist. No. 3,
Special Dist. Tax School Dist. No. 3,
Francis B. Hanson, Portlaud, 8 acres Graves’ Hill in School Dist. No. 4.
S. P. Johnson, Portland,
2 house lots in School District No. 3
Special Dis. Tax School Dis. No. 3,
1 house lot in School District No. 3,
200
Mary E. King, Portland,
Special Dis. Tax School Dis. No. 3,
Nelson Leighton, Portland,
house and lot in Scheol District No. 2,
Estate of Jas. Lunt, unknown, (bai due) 24} acres land in School District No. 16,
7425
Cor. lot and barn in Sohool Dis. No. 16, 10;h)
4*
*•
8 acres Graves’Hill In
40
Barn in School District No. 16.
50
Berry house and lot in School Distriet No. 16,
400
Oliver Porter, Waterford,
3} acres land in School District No. 2,
Nathan E. Kidlon, Portland. 2 hon e lots near head of Pleasant street.
Nos. 55 & 56, Files’ plan in School District No. 3,
Special Dis. Tax in District No. 3,
a.
House lot in School District No. 3,
Steele, Lisbon
Si»eclal Dis. Tax School District No. 3,
Symonds & Libby, Portland, House lot near head of Pleasant street.
No. 47, Files’plan, in School Lis. No. 3
Special Dis.Tax School District No. 3,
Est. of Mannash Smith, unk’n, 18£ acres land in School Dis. No. 6,
Special Dis. Tax School Dis No. 6.
Charlotte K. Shaw, unknown, Bake house and machinery, formerly
by Smith, at end f Tukey’s bridge
in School District No. 16,
David H. W’ilson, unknown, house aud lot in School Dis. No. 2,

in Ho.io., Harbor, Filling n
Parcel of^outli ISoxgnn B Jaiw, Uia«l for
the
Purchase* of Ntacli Puree:.

All work made on the premises under
my persona
supervision from the

Achievements', also describes Diving, Telegraphinq,
Oeean Fisheries, &c. Over 20© spirited cuts. Sub-

TARRYTOWI ON THE HUDSON.
Complete restoration to health by the laving on of
hands guaranteed to selected cows. No
drugs used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Consumption. Cerebro-sninal meningitis, Spinal Curvatures, Irritations. Softening nt the Brain, all forms of
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
Liver Complications;
specific in Uterine Difficulties,
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, and all
®ente and cln onic diseases
successfully
where spacious rooms
had. Hygienic board,
invigorating atmosPicture89«e and beautiful surroundings. Come and see ever day, or address Drs.
c*F\Plu?E£BTTRY’ Tarry town, N. Y., or

tt

Thompson, Jr.,

qf the famous “PETER PARLE Y.” The result of great historical research;
An authentic history of navigation and
its Manifold discoveries since the flood; Abounds
with Startling Incidents, Fearful Disasters,
Lawless Piracies, Bloody Battles and Glorious

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid ior at the rate of
one passenger tor every *500 additional value
C. j.
Director.
H. BAILEY. Local

BKYftGES, Managing
Suprenlendcnt

Hew York.

son

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT

Portland, June 23.1873.

Place,

SUCCESSOR

BEWARE of counterfeits.
Ask your Druggist for Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of
Youth.” The genuine has the Lotted States revenue
stamp engraved on the front label, and the name,
“G. W. Laird,” idown in the glass ou the hack of
every bottle. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND
FANCY GOODS DEALERS.
,jy26t4w
A WORK OF INTENSE INTEREST & INTRINSIC VALUE

63 Park

Zenas

Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of Yonth’*

Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and nod subject to Custom House examination.

'"1

at once brought about. As a remedv to which
Women are especially subject, it is
superseding
every other stimulant. As a Spring and Summer Tonic, they have no equal.
They are a
mild and gentle Purgative as well as Tonic.
They
Purify the Blood. They are a splendid Appetizer.
They make the weak strong. They purify and in-

Hnrmlexx, and Entirnly Free from Anything Injnrionx to the IVealth or ttkin.

bec.

Mail train 1.30 P. M. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Night Exptess at 7 P. M. Gorham, Island Pond.
Montreal and Quebec.
From Montreal, Quebec, and the west at at 9 A.
M., 3 and 8 P. M.

medicine, and always according

sheet-anchor of the feeble and deThey act upon a diseased liver, and
stimulate to such a degree, that a healthy action ia

the Immediate effects are to render the skin a beautiful creamy white, it will, after a few
applications,
make it soft smooth and beautifully clear, removing all blemishes and discoloration.
This delightful toilet preparation has been
severely
tested by the Boabd of Health of New York
City. Dr Louis A. Sayers, alter carefully examining the analysis made by the above Board,p onounced

N. GOOLD, Treasurer of Town of Deering for 1873.

Residence.

o

bilitated.

Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street.

M

as a

to directions.
They are the

refreshments at

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Havmarket Square.
Freight received at Portland <& Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4 P.

Tonics and Cattiarintended strictly as*

are

Domestic Toms,'

only to be used

Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop at Exeter tor
First Class Dining Rooms,
t Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.

combined with other

properties, which in their nature are Cathartic,
Aperient, Nutritious. Diuretic, Alterative and AntiBilious.
The whole is preserved in a sufficient
quantity Of spirit from the SUGAR CANS to
1
keep them in any climate, which makes the

PLANTATION
Bitters

Complexion*

ot Cum-

formerly Westbrook.

Special

lie
WOBKINIi
CLASH, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital required ; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to
Btart with sent tree by mail. Addless with 6 eeut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..

The *3.20 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M., connecting with trains lor New
York via Springfield at 9 P. M.; also with train leaving Boston at 8 P. M. via Boston and Providence R.
R., which connects at Stonington with Steamer
Rhode Island for New York.

—'

9!i COMMERCIAL STREET,

_j> OAd:*

W.

paid

if there is one wish dearer than another to the
heart of woman, it is the desire to be beautiful.
The wonderful reputation of GEO. W. LAIRD’S
‘‘BLOOM OF YOUTH” is very justly deserved. For
improving and beautifying the skin, it is undoubtedly the best toilet preparation in the world; it is
composed of entirely harmless materials, and while

was

Val’n.
Property Assessed.
John F. Anderson, Windham, House and lot in School Disrtict No. 1,9
E, F. Abbott,
unknown, House and buildings in School Dis. No. 2 800
2 acres land in School District No. 2,
200
Warren Brown,
Portland, 8} acres land in School District No. 3,

first-class Real Estate at 10 per cent,
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,ami
will garantee the collection of all loans made
through
its
by the borrower. Please
agency. All charges
write, before investing, for New York and New England references, and full particulars. Samuel Mebbill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 167 Des Moines, Iowa.
jy24t4w

How to Beautify the

The Name of the town

Deering, August 19, 1873.

on

Secret of Beauty !

PORTLAND, MAINE.

following list of Taxes

Name.

d4wt

i(CAiTIPHORINE” cures every pain, &c. Try
it. Sold by all druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Proprietor, New York.
j\264wt

CO.,

Treasury

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will

AND ALL POINTS

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

EXPI.onitk

for submarine and
heavy blasting.
For sale by

Plank,

A. M.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST*

MAINE,

THE

10PERCENT.NET.

New

&

on Real Estate of non-resident owners in the town of Deering, for the year
1872, in bills committed to E. P. Briggs Collector of said Town, (for 1872.) on the 17th day of June,
1872, has been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid on the 20th day of May, 1873, and now remain
unpaid ; aud notice is hereby given that if the said taxes and interest anu charges are not paid into the
of the said Town within eighteen months from the date of the commitment of the said bills so
much of the Real Estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount due therefor including interest and
charges, will without further notice be sold at pnblic auction at the Town House in said town on Monday
the 15th day of December, 1873, at 3 o’clock P. M.

mail.
Don’t be deceived by Imitations.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 cents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.

invest money

SQUARE,

N. B.

or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the
Lungs.
In all cases of sudden cold, however takeu, these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. They
equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time restore healthy action to the affected organs.
Wells’ Carbolic Tablets are put up
only in
blue boxes. Take no substuutes. Ift. ey can’t be
found at your druggists send at once totbe Agent
in New York, who will forward them by return

jy2*_

BROS

Non-Resident Taxes in the Town of Deering in fhe County
berland, lot the Year 1879.

Respiratory Or-

_

to whom all applications should be
made, and who
has ftill power to settle infringements.
mchAeodtf

TO R VRR Y ORGAN OF THR BOD Y, thereby
HEAL TH and STRENG TH. Thera
imparting
ia no
remedy so good for

JAUNDICE,

or

tf

Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
gins,
atarrh, Horseuess, Dryuessnf ihe Throat, Windpipe,
Sore

MARKET

TABLETS.

TRAIN

and Concord via Lawrence

—

JORDAN,

AGENT FOB

THIS

GRAND TftUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Company,

CLEVELAND,

TO

f9.15A.M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay 16.15, A. M.,
*3.20, 13.30 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Center Harbor, via
Steamer Mt. Washington from Alton |Bay
t6.15 A. M.. *3.20, f3.3J P. M.

T46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

Alemannia

29

CARS

River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines.

Lead!

eodlyr
ami

TWT

T>

Fall

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac., Ac.

Atlantic P. & M. Insurance Com’y

a on

tor New York|via

Ary attd Ground in Oil,

9600,000

Cash Assets

White

j-f

JULY 30th, 1S73.
Pasaen^er Trains leave PortaSFwland for Bouton t6.15, t9.15 A. M.,
*3.20 “(Parlor Care), t3.30, *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at t7.30, *8.30 (Parlor
Cars), A. M., tl2.30, t3.30, *6.00 P. M.
Trains from Boston are due at Portland
at 12 10,12.3 4,55, 8.10, 9.45 P. M
For Manchester and Concord, N. II., and
the NORTH via €.& P. B. B, Junction,
t6.15 A, M., t3.30 P. M.
For liovrell—All trains connect at Lawrence

BOSTON

Wholesale Agents.

no20

NEVER
Neglect a Cough. Nothing is more certain
lay the foundation tor future evil consequences.

BOSTON

Pnrtlnnrl

PARLOR

MANUFACTURER, OF

9750,000

...

OF

1829.]

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

National Insurance

Orient Insurance

CO.,

J. H.Chadwick & Co., Ag’ts,

99,900,000

Cash Assets

in

lopvinrr

wi th trains for Lowel
For Manchester

thoroughly. Price 25 cents
Druggists and Fancy Dealers

AT No. 7 EAST 42d STREET, NEW YORK.
Jy23 8wt

the time in

ATTACHED

Clestnei

WELLS & CO., New York,

F.

Day School

daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in Boston at 6,50,

making

Glove

will renovate them
bottle. All sold by

Three Hours and Thirty Minutes.

Address for the Paper, or concerning Patents,
MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row. N. Y. Branch Office,
eor. F. and 7th Sts., Washington, D. C.
at6t4w

91,600,000

NITRO

AS2YNsome, stylish and good under tne saddle.
<Tr\ Also a jump seat In perfect repair.
Sold on account of owners leaving the
v«J.9eP*?,m,>er l8t’ Ca" h* seen at Fernald & lawyer's

respectfully solicit their

Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models
of new inventions and sketches examined, and advice free. All patents are publishod in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet,
110 pages, contaning laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.

OF HARTFORD,

juivis to tne is Ktiv vu a

UndCT °Ur ha**ds the
day and year sb0Te
written
.7. S. YORK,
i

we

had of all News

Company,

Cash Assets

to
Governor* stPoolo
Legtoitnil8*!®™* a,n? ReP"
twu,dm°!L
*
*** n

Tists^

INSURANCE.

machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements,
and every new discovery in Chemistry.
A year's
number contain 832 pages and several hundred engravings. Thousands of volumes are preserved for
binding and reference. The practical receipts are
well worth ten times the subsription price. Terms,
$3 a year by mail. Specimens sent free. May be

on

a8

ftom nine to twelve o’clock A. M., and from th™„
six o clock P. M., for the purpose of
receivliS8?*?’
of persons claiming the
di* vC.e.ofV0*^
t^e 0n'lua,'ficaUons
8UC^ elttccion, and for correcting
saia

JUST PUBLISHED:

Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford*l|K«nnc.
bank. Hover, Great Falla, Exeter,
Haverhill and Lawrence.

The Scientific American is the cheapest and
be*»t illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 original
new

represent the following

are

upward

T?»red
AlptaUtUtu"‘ltSiV.uuh1'l”h*preappear to them to be to
on

Glossy

Soft,

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MA Y HAVE IT

to the Horse’s Foot.

VIA

The Best Paper ! Try It!!

ATWOOD’S

r.LLs»K00LD’

Shippers.

GEO.

First Class Companies.

of Portland,
August 11, 1873.

WEDNESDAY, AngnsttAoth

PRESCOTT,

PORTLAND TO

engravings*of

City

CoarttuttonallS*1^
*5
hualifled

eodlyr

(45th Thousand in Press. Hale increasing.
4.000 more LIVE AGEJ1TS Wanted for our

--R.

I will Remove and
Prevent
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, 01
make no charge. Address,

(ESTABLISHED IN 1843.)

ClTV OF PORTLAND SS.

vot* in the election of
cesentatives to the State
several Wards in said City, ana that
open session at the Aldermen’s Rooms

to

my3dtf

..

of the

Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.0 P4. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 1.05 and 3.20
P. M. trains arrive in Boston in season to connect
with trains for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M.;
also with tiain from Boston at 8 ±\ M. via Boston
and Providence R. R., and steamer Rhode Island
at Stonington for New York.
The 9.10 A. M., 1.05, 3.20 and 6.00 P. M. trains
from Portland connect at Conway Junction with the
Great Falls and
Railroad.
The 7.30 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples,
Harrison and Waterford.
Bridgton, North
The 8.30 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada Ea9t
The 12,30 P. M. tr§in from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. S.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax. Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

BOSTON

SCALE I\ BOILERS

Office 491-9 Exchange Street.

...

Electors

at 5.15 P. M.

6.15, 9.10 A. M, 1.05 and 3.20 P. M. trains from

L. L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland,Me.

FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS, 1 nf
A,lo
E. L. O. ADAMS,
} of 110111118 Adams.
PRENTISS LORING, of Loring & Thurston.!

Cash Assets

®old.1191... 115}
Government 6’s, 1E81..... .118}... .119}
Government 5-20’s, 1862,.116}.. 1161
Government 5-20’s, 1864,.1161... .116}
Government5-20’s, 1865,.118
118}
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865. 116}
116}
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,.118}. ...119
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868.117}
ng
Government -40’s,.
u«
114}
State of Matne Bonds.’. 99}.
1 n<>
Portland City Bonds, Municipal. 94*.
95
Bath Cily Bonds,.
89
eg)

To the

(via Danville) for Lewiston, Augusta, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at
tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, AuSkowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
alifax at ||1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at f5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t7.15 A. M., re-

J.

former customers and the insuring public,

our

xij

Daily Press Ntsck List,

(Patented.)

all Diseases Incident

FAST EXPRESS.

Varnish.

OF

at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland

Oneoonam- train

continue to

the week ending AtiguBt 20,1873.
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered. Asked
Descriptions

Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor

morning.
t Accommodation train
UFast Express.

TO-1

Issued

For

STATE

of the State

ON HULLS, FREIGHTS AND]CARGOES.

71ffl

Portland

at

INSURANCE

m
*

7} Damar.1 75 @ 2 50
SJffl 9 Coach,. 2 25 @ 5 50
1 50 @ 2 5
Knssia.. 22 ffl 23 Furniture,
Wool.
Galv,......
12 @ 15
Fleece
washed
40 @ 42i
Lards
ffl
9} do. unwashd 30 ®
£«?', f lb...
50
@ 55
Zeroes, Fib'
9* Pulled,Super
Pall. fllffl 12 Pelts, large.., 1 50 @ 2 0
Caddies.
lljffl 12 Lambskins. @60

English,W.

P. M.|
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at ||8.00 A. M., t!2.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
H8.30A. M. tl2.30, t3.15. 116.00, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.

jy29tt_

ioi

75
60
50
58
90
88

I

Cures and Prevents

“RATIONAL

Supt. Eastern Railroad,■

40
Oolong,. 30 @ 45
Oolong, choice 50 @ 75
Japan,. 40 65
Do. choice... 65 @ 95

IX

adjusted

Attention

-GIVEN

oJ°f

Tobacco.

and Losses

-A-PPLICA/TIONT.

...

41

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

no20

t8w

with plates, illustrating how to perform operations
and cure foot troubles. Sent by mail on
receipt of

gista,

-1

'J&E- 111

4iffl

Any Section

SURVEYED ION

80
3 00 ffl 3 25
Mnscatel.. 3 50ffl 3 75 Eagle Sugar Eefinerv:
Yellow....
7} @8
Val.
Fib. 9 ffl
Lsmons.P boxtl 00 @14 5
Oranges F boxl2 00

Iron.

ROADS.

Bridgton,

25

dnnpowdrr.
Tim.
Blasting,. 4 50 ffl 5 00
Shipping,.... 4 50 @5 00 Straits.. 38 @ 40
38 @ 40
English.
Hap
I. C.,.. 14 00 @14 60
Pressed,FtonlS 00 ®20 00 Char.
Char.
I.
10
50
X.,..
@ 17 00
Loose,.18 00 @ 20 00
@ 21
Straw.10 00 @ 12 00 antimony.
Mnc.

New Y'orh.

by constant

MAINE CENTRAL RAIL-

Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor

Establishments

40

SI

Broadway

THE CHEAPEST & BEST.

and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.58, 1110.35
A. M.; 112.57 P. M., t5.40 P. M., U8.09 *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.

office.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY

7J@
Kefluing^
Teas.
25 @
Souchong,

697

Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder

Goodenough Horse Shoe. Beautiful,

Leave Portland for

[Insurable [Property

of

9
8
7

Extra C.
9 @
^ 91
drain.
*
Hav. Brown
68 ffl 70
Corn, Mixed,.
Nos.
12 & 10 10 @ 101
White.........
none

jy!7

Conway

«

xx

...

all classes

on

...none

Mich.

Common,
Refined,

patrons and

3 00

Floor.
Superfine. 5 50, ®6 no
x....
Bpring
J 75® 7 25
Nonp.
XX,.. 7 75 ffl 8 50 Ex St’m ReFd

70 ffl 72
Yellow,.
Rve.110 ffl 1 is
75
Barley.
ffl 81
Oats,. 53 ffl 55
Fine Feed,.. 28 00 ffl 30 00
Shorts. 25 00 ffl

our

INSURAINCE,

Manufacturing

91

00

Syrups,’.’.'.7.'.

able to offer

INSURANCE
onr

Clover lb.,-9
Red Top bag, 4 5^
.5
H.Grass. bush. 4 75®5 00
do Canada, 5 00®

Raisins,
Layer,

we are

Agency|in NewflEngland.

any

Meed*.

50®to oo
Bait. 5 OOffle oo

“

CLASS

FIRE

none

paid,.3

DOLLARS,

The

10

Liv. in bond,. 2 50
Gr»nd butter, 25

thing and is always ready; no change of tension inquired in sewing from light to heavy work. A items

.Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Snn-^a^gays excepted) at *1.30 a. M. huk a
“"M., t9.10 A. M., 11.05,113.20 P. M.f fO.OO

turning

2 50 @3 00
J?™a,r,e.
Cadiz,duty pd 2 75 @ 3 25
Cadiz,m bond 2 25 ® 2 75

Liverpool,duty

THURSTON’S

Tbe
J*®*®* is simpler, better made and more
highly finished than any other machine. Sews every-

wanted. Get the latest and best. Send for Circular
T.®*! s££,°f sewino in a chink co

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
JULY 21, 1873.

18

@

7

facilities for placing large lines,

Unsurpassed by

as.

Salt.
Turk’s Is. 4?

Medium,—8

Clam

@

MILLION

-for-

@ 18 50

7J@

Salera

Saleratus, 4Mb,

St.

FIFTY

IP A CJI L.I T I E S

@ none

131

ALL MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY

_

Leave Boston for

@
@

Rice.

P. m. arrives in
any other Line

by all PrngglstB.

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

J. PRESCOTT, Supt. E. R. R.
GEO. F. FIELD, Gen. Pass. Agent.
GEO. BACHELDER, Gen. Ag’t, Portland.

Oldest and|Besl Aniericau and English In-

assets of

a'ld
possessing as we do, other superior
t ie citizens or Portland and vicinity

Provisions.
9 00 @12 00
12 50 @ 14 50
14 00 @15 50
15 00 @15 50

Prime.
Hams,.

|

_w

1

20 50
19 50
Mess.18 00

anO boM
nov20

Daily Between Portland & Boston

MARINE INSURANCE.

Representing a large number of the Strangest,

surance

9 ® 12
10
12
10 @ 12
23 @ 25
18 @ 22
22 @
23
85®
95
7 00@ 7 50
.8 @
9

Beef,..
7
Mess,
7
Plate,....
3
Ex Piate,..
21 Pork,
Backs,....
21
Clear,.

and

TRAINS

EASTERN &

...

@

Portland

The only Line running

_

13

between

1272.

bv

LONDON, ENGLAND,

Each way
where

_

Vitrol,.

prepared

confinement of
the disease at-

PTtOUT & HARSANT

as

SIX

8j

8®

They require neither attention or
W™ and,ar« certain to prevent
tacking any
vital parts.

by any other Ltne notwithstanding advertisements to the Contrary,
Boston

(NEXT BELOW MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE,)

Leather.
Dried, western 5@ f
1 1 New York,
do eastern.
Ashes.
Light. 30 @ 31
Pearl, p ft.... 11 ® 1] 1 Mid. Weight 30® 33
30 (a} 33
Heavy
Pot. 9 @ l:
41 @ 46
Slaughter..
Beau*.
Pea.. .3 50 m 71 Am. Call .1 20 @1 25
Line.
Mediums. 3 12®3 35
Yellow Eyes.. .3 50 @3 7i Rockland c’sk.l 35 (5)
Lumber.
Box Shocks.
Clear Pine,
none
Pine.
Nob. 1 & 2.50 00 @60 00
BreadNo 3. 40 00 @50 00
Pilot Sup. ...1000 @1200
No- 4..30 00 @40 00
Pilot ex.iooib 7 50 @ 9 00
6
00
5
50
@
Shipping .20 00 @30 00
Ship.
CrackersplOO 40 @ 50 §Pru«-..18 00 @17 00
Hendock.
13 00@15 00
Butter@ 30 Clapboards,
Family, pib... 25
Spruce ex.30 00 @35 00
Store... 15 @ If
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
Candles*
.45 00 @65 00
@ 13
Mould,pib....
Sperm. 35 @ 37 ^ Shingle.,
Cedar
ex... 3 50 @ 5 00
Cement.
Cedar No 1. 2 50 @ 325
P bbl.2 35 @2 4C
do
Shaved
4 00 @ 6 50
Cheese.
Pino do... 4 00 @ 6 00
Vermont.p lb. 12 @ 13
Laths,
15
new...
14®
Factory
Spruce. 2 00 @
12 @ 13
N. Y. Dairy
Pine. 3 00 @ 3 50
Coal—(Retail.)
Hatches.
Cumberland.. .9 00@ 9 50
Star,
$>eros. 1 35
00
(S>8
50
Pfetou.8
Holasset.
Cbestnnt.7 00 @7 50
Franklin. 9 00® 9 5 (Porto Kico new 55 @ 63
new.. 38 @ 40
L’ghfcW. Ash. .7 25@ 8 25 Cienfugo.
Muscovado new 35 (a) 38
Coflee.
Orleans..
70 @W
Juva.pfb. 28 @ 30 New
Rio. 24 @ 25 Mu. tart.
Sagna, new.... 35 @ 40
Cooperage.
Nails.
Hhd. Shooks and Head?
Mol. City....250 ®2 7 (Cask...5 00 @
Naval
(Stares.
Sng. Citv-2 25 ®
Tar,|p bbl
5 50 (Six 75
Sng. C’trv.. .1 60 @
Pitch (C. Tar). .4 I'D
Country Riff Mol.
£4 75
HVd Sh’ks 1 50 @
Poem,- ...5 25 « 800
Hh*d Headings,
Turpentine,gi 53 @ 58
Spnce 35 in. 28 ®
Oil.
Soft Pine... 28®
aHard Pine, 30 @
Jtei-jBene.
@ 26
Hoops. fl4ft), 45 00 ® 50 0< P'ort.Ref. Petr
@ 21
R.OakStaves 50 00 ®
Sperm,.1 75 @ 1 85
Whale,. 85 @ 90
Copper.
40 fo
Bank,. 60 @ 70
Cop.Bolts
Y. M. Sheathing
Shore,. 55 @ 65
®27
Bronze do.
Porgie. 50 @ 55
i® 07
Y. M. Bolts.
Linseed,. 95 @ 96
32
Boiled do.,.. 100 @ 101
Lard. 75 @ 80
Amtjif' p 12J@ „
Olive.1
25 ffl 1 75
14
""S'.a. 131®
18 ® 19 Castor.1 60 @ 1 75
"anlla.
1 25 @ 1 50
Ncatsfoot,....
21
Manila B’ltr*p20
®
55 @ 58
Drag* and Oyes. Elaine,.
Palate.
Alcohol.pgal.2 00 ®2 20 Port.
11
Lead,.. 75 @
Arrow Root, 25 ® 55
7 ®
9 Pure Gr’d do 12 00 @ 12 25
Bi-Carb Soda,
Pure
Dry do 11 50 @
25 @ 26
Borax.
Am.Zinc.... 12 00 @13 00
Camphor. 35 ® 40 Rochelle
Yell
31@ 4
Cream Tartar 44 ® 46
31@ 4
Indigo.115 ® 1 40 Eng.Ven.Red
Rea
Lead,... 11 @ 12
11 ®
Logwood ex.,
11 £
12
17® 18 Litharge
Madder,....
riuiet.
Naptha. Pgal 25 (a) 30
White, 4? ton,..
@3 00
eminm. e earn a up
Blue,.
@ 2 50
Rhubarb,.... 1 00 ffl 1 60 Ground,inbIs8
00 @9 00
SalSoda....
4
3| ffl
brls 2 75 @ 3 00
Calcined,
10 ffl
18
Saltpetre....
Produce.
5/
Sulphur. 4}@

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.

FAIB,

*

Portland Wholesale Price Cnrrnt.
Corrected for the Press to August 2c. trc$.
Lea 4.
Applet.
Green,. 5 50 @8 0( Sheet & Pipe.. 10 ffl 101
.....

LORING

and take the spacious and elegant office,

High with thy gift didst thou reach,
Schubert, whose genius superb
Nothing could chill or could curb;

Pie-..

Eastern & Maine Central

Quick Time

And still the strong music
goes on
With its stormings of beautiful
heights,
With its sorrows that heaven
requites,
And the victory fought for is won.

none

THIBgTOH and ROLLINK Ac ADAMS, have
a copartnership under the style of

lroiTFnroace !~

Competition, Barstow^ WrQU„ht

THE

x,0ck

Awarded
Tho Highest
PEEMIUM
'The Medal)
At
AMERICAN
INSTITUTE

Railroad Line.

While out in the garden, blood-red
The poppy droops, faint in the heat
Of the noon, and the sea-wind so sweet
Caresses its delicate head;

Cooking,..,...

&

been united, and the undersigned nave thia day formed
THE

Still Ahead of

excruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and cured in a few days,
by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

S E C0R

Hotice.

Special

_miscellaneous.

The New Family Machine. GOUT and RHEUMATISM

BY CELIA THAXTEB.

INSURANCE AGENCY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

mi Asm

pt ions Received for the Kauticle

Gazette.
GEO. H. MARQUIS,
30 Exchange Street, Portland.
Newspaper and Periodical Dealer.

apl*_3w
Removal.
J S. ROBERTS,
ias removed to 191
Commercial Street, neat doer
ibove dd place. Eatra preened
Hay ami Strowfcr
tale an usual.
Juniot

